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LATEST NEWS
Welcome to March’s newsletter!
Much of Southern Africa has experienced exceptional rainfall over the last few months; while this
will undoubtedly benefit butterfly emergences in the weeks to come, it has thwarted a few planned
trips by our members so far this season.
While there haven’t been too many unusual sightings in the last two months, there is plenty of
news to report on!

Corrections
Steve Woodhall pointed out that Mark Hellam’s winning photo for November, Fire Grid Burnet
(Arniocera erythropyga), is a member of the Thyrididae family, not Zygaenidae as I’d written. My
text was taken from Wikipedia; I should of course have referred to Willy and Jurate de Prins’s
Afromoths.

Peter Webb
(15 Nov 1953 – 11 Jan 2022)

Long-standing LepSoc Africa member Peter Webb died on 11 January.
Peter had been suffering from pancreatic cancer, with which he had
been diagnosed in July last year. Peter passed away, at home, in the
company of his wife, Laurie and family.
Due to Covid restrictions I had been unable to visit Peter in hospital, but
he was allowed home late last year; I visited him - for the last time as it
turned out - on 13 December. While Peter was very weak, was unable to
leave his bed and was a bit disoriented at times, we had a great couple
of hours together, interrupted, at frequent intervals, by Peter’s distinctive
and infectious laughter.
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Peter was an active member of the Highveld Butterfly
Club (the Gauteng, Free State and North West
Province branch of LepSoc Africa). He was the primary
driver behind our presence at several Yebo Gogga
exhibitions and a regular attendee at HBC events and
LepSoc Africa conferences.
In recent years, Peter had developed a business selling
bee-hotels, which had become a very successful and
ecologically beneficial enterprise.
From my side, Peter was one of the warmest and
kindest people I have ever met - I will really miss him.

Danie Rossouw

Bee Hotel Bryanston,
South Africa
(One or two rooms available)
Jeremy Dobson

Bee Hotel Karen,
Kenya
(Fully let)
Steve Collins

(5 July 1938, Vereeniging - 3 February 2022, Paarl)

Jonathan Ball notified me of the recent loss of Dr Danie Rossouw. Danie was 83 years old and
had been in poor health for some time. Jonathan remembers him as a good friend and a most
enthusiastic and generous person. His first wife, Hannie, predeceased him by many years.
Jonathan was in regular contact with Danie when he lived in Pretoria and Paarl and travelled with
him to Vienna after the African Lepidopterist’s Society’s conference in Nairobi, Kenya in 1997.
Danie will be remembered by many as the person who first found Stoffberg Russet (Aloeides
rossouwi) and Stoffberg Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops rossouwi). Coastal Skolly (Thestor
rossouwi) was named after him.
LepSoc Africa sends our sincerest condolences to his family.

Aloeides rossouwi
Dindela, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Lepidochrysops rossouwi
Stoffberg, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Thestor rossouwi
Stilbaai, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Patrick Haynes
(September 2021)

Hermann Staude informed me that Patrick Haynes, a prominent British lepidopterist, and the
author of several papers, passed away in September last year.
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Long-time LepSoc Africa member receives MBE (Graham Henning)
Mercedes Henning, wife of Stephen Henning who is a founder member, life member and past
president of LepSoc Africa received her MBE at Buckingham Palace in February 2022. Those
around long enough will remember Mercedes for hosting numerous council meetings in the early
days and for preparing and serving food at many Conferences and AGM’s. Stephen and Mercedes
and their four daughters emigrated to the UK in
1997.
New Year Honours 2021 from Queen
Elizabeth II
The New Year Honours 2021 lists have been
published, marking the achievements and
service of extraordinary people across the
United Kingdom.
Members of the Order of the British Empire
(MBE)
Mercedes Jill Ursula Henning. Headteacher,
Holy Trinity C of E Primary Academy, Cheverell.
For services to Education in Wiltshire. (Edington,
Wiltshire).

Mercedes with her MBE

LepSoc Africa subscriptions
You should have received a reminder from Hanna Edge regarding subscriptions for 2022. Small
increases to your subscriptions were approved by LSA Council last year; a schedule of rates and
details of how to pay your subscriptions are included under LEPSOC AFRICA COUNCIL towards
the end of this newsletter.

UPL Warehouse Disaster
How did a warehouse storing toxic and flammable chemicals, some of them banned in other
countries, quietly move in next door to a school, a Makro superstore and a wetland without anyone
knowing?
The Daily Maverick investigates:
UPL Warehouse Disaster

Richard Leakey
Well known Kenyan conservationist and anthropologist Richard Leakey has died. Cameroon
Twilight Skipper Gretna leakeyi Collins & Larsen, 1995 was named after him.
Richard Leakey
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Highveld Butterfly Club Braai
Martin Lunderstedt arranged a braai for the Highveld Butterfly Club (HBC), the Gauteng, North
West and Free State branch of LepSoc Africa on Sunday 20 Feb. The venue was the Happy Acres
site near Magaliesburg, owned by the family of LepSoc Africa’s Lynn Katsoulis and the intended
home of the proposed African Butterfly Centre.

Martin (standing, with hat) regales the
crowd

Yolande Bode, with two of our youngest
members, Ariya and Yara
Martin, Justin Bode (with tongs) with
André Coetzer and Stephen Ball in the
background
Photo by Yolande Bode

Belenois aurota (Les Underhill)
The anticipated Pioneer Caper White / Brown-veined White Belenois aurota “migration” rather
petered out this season, although there has been a fairly strong showing of African Migrant
(Catopsilia florella) in some areas. In any case, as noted in January’s newsletter, please try and
assist Professor Les Underhill in developing a protocol and data-collection form.
Les Underhill les.underhill.adu@gmail.com
Protocol
Data sheet

American Monarch and PAs
Lyn Katsoulis posted the following article on the Highveld Butterfly Club (HBC) WhatsApp group.
The piece investigates the association of Danaus plexippus with plants containing pyrrolizidine
alkaloids.
Danaus plexippus
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Pompom weed – a Moth to the rescue?
Raimund Schutte posted the following article on the Highveld Butterfly Club WhatsApp group.
Pompom weed (Campuloclinium macrocephalum) is a big problem in the Magaliesberg area and
throughout much of our Highveld grasslands and is a threat to biodiversity. It’s not clear exactly
when the plant arrived in South Africa (it’s a South American native), but it appears to have
escaped from a garden around 1970.
Flowers were first recorded in the Pretoria area in the early 1980’s and have spread rapidly. A rust
fungus (Puccinia eupatorii) that can be found throughout most of the distribution area of Pompom,
and a stem and flower-deforming thrips (Liotrhips tractabilis) was introduced as a biological control
agent in South Africa in 2013. However, establishment of the thrips is still limited, and an
additional flower-feeding agent is needed to augment the impact of the existing biocontrol agents.
A flower-feeding moth (Cochylis campuloclinium) a member of the Tortricidae family, lays eggs in
the buds where the larvae feed and develop in the flowers and seed. Specimens were collected by
Stefan Neser in late 2003, in Argentina while searching for biocontrol agents. It was later
described as a new species and imported into the ARC-PHP quarantine station where the impact
and host specificity of the moth was studied. Permission for release was granted by the South
African authorities in 2015 and the moth was finally re-imported from Argentina in February 2021
following lengthy delays due to permitting issues.
Pompom Moths release

Books Wanted (John Osborne)
John Osborne is a friend of James Wakefield in Zimbabwe.
John is looking for copies of Georges Van Son’s The Butterflies of Southern Africa, Volumes One
to Four.
If anyone can help, please contact John, via WhatsApp, at +263 77 514 2287. Alternatively, you
may email his daughter at bluegumsfarm.pz@gmail.com
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Mandawe Cross (Americo Bonkewitzz)
I reported Steve Woodhall’s concerns regarding Mandawe in January’s newsletter. It appears the
situation is getting worse; Americo Bonkewitzz visited the site in December and reported his
findings to Sharon Louw of KZN Wildlife as follows:
“I address this to you since you maintain contact with the local traditional authority of Mandawe
area I believe.
Before Christmas, I was at Mandawe Cross with my family, and we were shocked to see the
development on the way to the church area. Steve Woodhall and I are already aware that a
“business” (I think it is a private company from Gauteng based on the amount of money invested
there) has been established near Mandawe Church, also that the land has been fenced to contain
livestock, and that a power line has been built up to reach some buildings within the enclosed
area. It is highly costly to bring a high-voltage power cable and poles solely to those structures.
Now I've observed something more that's
extremely disturbing:
They remove most of the indigenous vegetation/
they just clear it leaving some trees only,
throwing a few trees and all the branches along
the side of the road leading to Mandawe Church.
While driving there, from time to time I had to
pull over and remove branches from underneath
my car. Many of the hostplants are gone.
Supposedly, if not disturbed, all caper bushes
(Capparis and Maerua) would grow back,
however based on my experience from a
butterfly plant survey conducted in Mkondeni
(PMB) cattle are highly fond of caper bushes
and will not allow them to grow, making them
unavailable to the butterflies.

On the left, the fenced area, where trees and vegetation in
general were removed leaving some few trees and all branches
dumped on one side of the road to Mandawe Church.

The building area is surrounded by a fence which has razor wire on top (a combined fence). As a
result, the land occupied is double-fenced. The exterior fence is to keep inside the livestock
composed by cattle and sheep, while obviously, the inner fence reinforced with razor wire is to
protect the business going in those buildings.
Cattle wander freely even around the church. You can notice that the vegetation started to be
consumed, and the land has become more open in some sections, particularly where Hutchinson's
High-flier (Aphnaeus hutchinsonii) used to occur, near the MTN cell tower.”
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Argema mimosae life cycle (Mark Liptrot)
“Hi folks – here’s a summary of my documentation of the Argema mimosae life cycle, which
started on 22 October with egg-laying and ended with emergence between 30 December and 5
January. Host plant: Commiphora harveyi. Eggs donated by Steve Woodhall. After reaching the 5 th
instar (pic 7 in attached) the larvae were placed in sleeves, 7 to each of 4 sleeves, on the host
plant (fortunately available in my garden) to prevent wasp egg-laying. Frass had to be removed
several times during this process, as by this stage the larvae had a voracious appetite. Eggs have
been laid in the last 3 days by the adults shortly after emergence and mating. These moths do not
have mouthparts, so only fly for 4-8 days. The whole life cycle took +/- 70 days from egg to adult.
Reference work: Cooper & Cooper 2003. The Emperor Moths of KwaZulu-Natal. Peroniceras
Press, New Germany. Interestingly, there is no mention of Commiphora as being a host plant in
the book, only Spirostachys and Sclerocarya, and I saw this as an option in Pinhey’s Moths. Adults
emerged during the day as well as at night.”
Argema life cycle

A visit to Makuleke Concession (Mark Liptrot)
Mark visited Makuleke Concession in the northern Kruger Park and compiled this report. While
primarily a birding expedition, Mark took several butterfly photos and produced a checklist.
Makuleke Concession

A field trip to northern KZN (Mark Liptrot)
Mark also visited Zululand and took some great butterfly photos. A
highlight was his finding Southern Large Glasswing (Ornipholidotos
peucetia penningtoni) at Manguzi.
A field trip to northern KZN
A field trip to northern KZN - Part 2

Marion Island (Mark Liptrot)
Several birders within the LepSoc Africa fraternity took part in the recent boat cruise to Marion
Island, organized by Birdlife South Africa. Mark Liptrot prepared the following report of the
expedition:
Flock to Marion 2022
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Videos from Zimbabwe (James Wakefield)
James Wakefield, a LepSoc Africa member from Harare, Zimbabwe, produced the following
videos; please have a look! They contain some great footage and interesting commentary.
Butterflies - their lifecycle and conservation in Zimbabwe
PENTAS, the ultimate NECTAR source for BUTTERFLY gardening
Some fantastic butterfly larval foodplants

Let’s try and save Driftsands Nature Reserve!
Louise Baldwin alerted Dave Edge to a notification from Dr Charmaine Oxtoby of Cape Town’s
Spatial and Environmental Planning Directorate, regarding the proposed deproclamation of
Driftsands Nature Reserve – a CapeNature site.
The Reserve is home to the endangered Unique Ranger (Kedestes lenis lenis), which was found
at this site by Louise a couple of years ago.
You can submit comments by email to: tpaleker@capenature.co.za
A link to a notice by the minister outlining the intent to deproclaim the Driftsands Nature Reserve is
included below:
Driftsands Nature Reserve

Secret site of Chequered Skipper revealed
Chris Hines forwarded the following article, which appeared in the Guardian.
Nature lovers will be able to see the Chequered Skipper
(Carterocephalus palaemon) in an English woodland for the first
time in more than 45 years this summer. Such is the success of
a four-year reintroduction programme to return the rare insect to
the woods of Northamptonshire, where it went extinct in 1977,
that its secret site can be revealed to the public. The exact
location of the butterflies was previously a closely guarded
secret to protect fragile populations, but the charity Butterfly
Conservation, which leads the project, has now announced that
the public will be able to see the butterfly in Fineshade Wood.
Chequered Skipper
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Butterflies of Botswana (Jeremy Dobson)
The initial print-run of Torben Larsen’s The Butterflies of Botswana and
their Natural History by Steve Collins, Jeremy Dobson and Mark
Williams has sold out.
Our printer, LepSoc Africa’s Andrew Mayer of Global Print has printed a
second batch of 50 soft-cover and 50 hard-cover books. The price has
increased slightly to R650 and R950 respectively; please contact me at
jchdobson@gmail.com should you wish to buy a copy of this book.

A range extension for Acraea horta
Fanie Rautenbach was in Yzerfontein in late January. A friend asked him to investigate a red
butterfly at his house, which proved to be Garden Acraea (Acraea horta).
This is a relatively small range extension north of Cape Town, but it may be worth monitoring in
future. The green circles represent records post 2000 and the yellow squares are earlier records.
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Namibian lepidopterists
Many of you will have heard of Steve Braine; he, and his late father Jack, are well known in
Namibian butterfly circles, with numerous species named after them, such as Alaena brainei,
Charaxes brainei and Acraea brainei. Steve is a LepSoc Africa member and knows Katharina
Reddig, a fellow Swakopmund resident - Katharina has had several photos featured in this
newsletter over the years.
Another friend of Steve’s, Francois Swart (who lives in Rossing, east of Swakopmund) visited
South Africa recently. Francois is a brother of the late Rudolph Swart, another well-known
lepidopterist from South Africa; Francois is also an avid collector and intends to re-join LSA
shortly. I met Francois at his guest house in Eldoraigne, Centurion on 30 January - he gave me
some specimens from Steve, plus some of his own.

Chrysoritis pan lysander
Oranjemund, Namibia
Steve Braine

Lepidochrysops michellae
Regenstein, Namibia
Francois Swart

Aloeides argenteus
Shima Hills, Namibia
Steve Braine

Aloeides molomo krooni
Windhoek (S-W), Namibia
Francois Swart

I’m planning a Namibian / Angolan trip in March and April and intend to visit Francois, Steve and
Katharina in Swakopmund.

2021 Awards by the Botanical Education Trust (Charles Botha)
While there were no awards in 2020 because of the Covid pandemic, the Botanical Education
Trust is now back on track and has made several valuable grants in 2021.
Refer to a report from LepSoc Africa’s Charles Botha below, plus a link providing information on
the Botanical Education Trust.
2021 Awards
Botanical Education Trust

Mutinondo Wilderness newsletter
Mutinondo Wilderness in northwest Zambia, home of Mutinondo Spangled Prince (Charaxes
mutinondoensis), has circulated its latest newsletter:
Mutinondo Wilderness
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A belated award to Charles Botha
In 2016, Steve Woodhall – President of LepSoc Africa at the
time – awarded the LepSoc Africa President’s Award to Charles
Botha, in recognition of a magnificent gesture by Charles and
Julia Botha. The couple purchased Wahroonga - a farm
southwest of Howick and home to several rare KZN butterflies
such as Karkloof Cupid (Orachrysops ariadne) – and
subsequently donated the property to KZN Wildlife.
For various reasons, not least the Covid pandemic, the handover
of the award was delayed for several years, until recently Steve
had an opportunity to hand over the – well earned – certificate to
Charles.

Steve Woodhall and dog (left) handing
over the 2016 President’s Award to
Charles Botha

Grasses of East Africa (Dino Martins)
Dino Martins, a sponsor member of LepSoc Africa, has published Grasses of East Africa.
The book describes 100 species of common, ecologically important or remarkable grasses found
in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi.
Grasses comprise one of the largest plant families on Earth
but are possibly the most overlooked. Yet it is these ubiquitous
and important plants that have the greatest impact on our daily
lives – providing a wide range of staple foods for humans
globally, a fundamental source of grazing for livestock, and
food and shelter for an infinite variety of wildlife.
This book includes:
• Clearly laid out and easy-to-use species descriptions
• Beautiful line and watercolour illustrations with labels
highlighting notable features
• Full-colour photographs
• A concise introduction covering the economic significance of
grasses, their ecology, habitats and conservation.
You can find Dino’s book in South Africa at selected
bookstores and online at the Struik Nature shop:
https://bit.ly/3oS29Qw or via the Penguin Random House
website: https://bit.ly/3GUibiU
It is on sale in South Africa for R 280.
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Acraeinae Research
Dominique Bernaud is investigating the Acraea genus - in true French fashion, he has ignored
widely used nomenclature and has applied Acraeinae, instead of Heliconiinae, for butterflies of the
Acraeini tribe.
Dominique and his co-researchers have collaborated with Steve Collins of ABRI, who has
conducted a number of breeding experiments. Based on this work, plus extensive study of the
ABRI collection, they have produced a booklet, Acraeinae Research No. 1.
The publication, an A5 sized book of 63 pages, contains several new descriptions and is illustrated
with butterfly images, maps and genitalia dissections. There is also a section dealing with the
caterpillar rearings undertaken by Steve Collins at ABRI, Karen, Kenya.
The newly described species are as follows:
Acraea bakundu Bernaud, 2021
Acraea dimonika Bernaud, 2021
Acraea bankoides Collins & Bernaud, 2021
The following subspecies is raised to full species:
Acraea sartina (Jordan, 1910)
The following subspecies are described:
Acraea oncaea shimba Bernaud & Collins, 2021
Acraea oncaea idjwe Bernaud & Collins, 2021
The following subspecies have been rehabilitated:
Acraea lycoa kenia Eltringham, 1911
Acraea lycoa aequalis Jordan, 1905
Acraea lycoa fallax Rogenhofer, 1891
Acraea rangatanga basilewskyi Berger, 1956
Acraea chilo crystallina Grose-Smith, 1890
Acraea vesperalis catori Bethune-Baker, 1904
Additional sections of the booklet deal with Acraea anemosa macrosticata Storace, 1949 which is
described but little known; the various subspecies of Acraea althoffi (Bethune-Baker, 1926) are
downgraded to forms; a description of the allotype female of Acraea ungemachi (Le Cerf, 1927); a
discussion on Acraea safie antinorii (Oberthür, 1880) and Acraea alcinoe nado (Ungemach, 1932).
According to Afrotropical Butterflies, several of these butterflies are Telchinia rather than Acraea,
but I’ve retained Dominique’s names in this article.
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Untangling the Sapphires (Szabolcs Sáfián)
Iolaus is an extremely species rich and heterogenous, almost entirely Afrotropical genus with more
than 120 recognized species and multiple subspecies. The larvae of all species feed on the foliage
of hemi-parasitic plants in the families Loranthaceae and Olacaceae and some have high fidelity to
habitats, particularly the sub-montane and montane species. Males often express territorial
behaviour on hilltops (known to South Africans as koppies), but some savanna species establish
display sites on trees regardless of the terrain.
There were various attempts to create a system between the various recognized groups and
currently the species are placed into 8-9 subgenera (depending on approach), interestingly, some
species currently assigned to different subgenera could not be separated based on adult
morphology, and as a result some species are assigned to wrong subgenera, revealed by
examination of male genitalia. With the support of the African Butterfly Research Institute, Nairobi
(ABRI), a small team began to work on Iolaus in 2017 but for the huge number of specimens to
process, the progress remained very slow and the sudden appearance of Covid 19 did not help
the situation. For these reasons, prior to writing up a large monograph on the genus, the team
intends to publish the revision in shorter papers, dealing with well-definable species groups to
ensure that the results will reach the readership on a regular basis.
The first of such papers has just been published in the online journal Zootaxa on the “Iolaus
maritimus species group” and in 2022 we intend to complete the revision of the “I. aequatorialis, I.
iturensis and I. montana species groups”
In the currently recognized Argiolaus subgenus, the revision of the “I. lalos species group” is
already in advance stage, while the “I. crawshayi species group” will probably be completed only
next year.
Not coincidently, new taxa are recognized in almost
every group, but we can’t blame our predecessors,
Henri Stempffer, Neville Henry Bennett, Alan Heath or
Torben Larsen, since many newly recognized species
were only found recently in remote mountainous area by
ABRI expeditions, where Ivan Bampton and Colin
Congdon expressed unbelievable skills of finding eggs
or caterpillars of multiple species, which were bred in
series to enrich to ABRI collection.
Another phenomenon also really intrigued me. During
the examination of male genitalia of multiple species, I
noticed how accurate Stempffer & Bennett’s genitalia
drawings are. In many cases, male genitalia of
specimens collected at the type locality or from a nearby
area are of 100% of the original drawings, an incredible
morphological fidelity, not observed in many genera.
Apparently, minor variability is present within a single
population, but it is negligible, which is very useful when
one wants to establish species-boundaries.

Comparison of genitalia dissections of Iolaus
iturensis:
Stempffer's illustrations (left) and a specimen from
the DRC, Kivu (right).
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Team Iolaus is formed by ABRI director Steve C. Collins, Szabolcs “Safi” Sáfián, ABRI research
associate and Jadwiga Lorenc-Brudecka and Klaudia Florczyk research collaborators from the
Nature Education Centre, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland. We are receiving a lot of help
from Colin Congdon (UK), who has extensive knowledge on breeding Iolaus across Southern and
Eastern Africa.
The establishment of higher phylogeny of Iolaus (and in a broader context the tribe Iolaini) would
require more resources, as a thorough molecular analysis involving all known taxa is necessary to
clarify neighbourhood relationships. We are open for such collaboration and would be interested in
writing up a project concerning this subject.
Sáfián, Sz., Bayliss, J. & Congdon, T.C.E. (2022) Description of four Iolaus Hübner, 1819 species in the subgenus
Philiolaus Stempffer & Bennett, 1958 from East Africa, assigned to the proposed I. maritimus species group
(Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae, Theclinae).

A link to the abstract and references is included below:
Zootaxa - Iolaus article

Iolaus menas caterpillar on mistletoe

Iolaus parasilanus maesseni
freshly hatched male
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Four new species in the Iolaus maritimus species group are illustrated below. This group of
butterflies is from the mountainous regions of East Africa.

MALES
A I. maritimus usambara (Tanzania, Usambara) upper side
B. I. uluguru (holotype) upper side
C. I. collinsi (holotype) upper side
D. I. maritimus usambara (Tanzania, Usambara) underside
E. I. uluguru (holotype) underside
F. I. collinsi (holotype) underside
G. I. njombe (holotype) upper side
H. I. stewarti (Malawi, Nyika Plateau) upper side
I. I. bundali (holotype) upper side
J. I. njombe (holotype) underside
K. I. stewarti (Malawi, Nyika Plateau) underside
L. I. bundali (holotype) underside

FEMALES
A. I. maritimus usambara (Tanzania, Usambara) upper side
B. I. uluguru (paratype, Tanzania, Uluguru Mountains) upper side
C. I. collinsi (paratype, Mozambique, Mount Namuli) upper side
D. I. maritimus usambara (Tanzania, Usambara) underside
E. I. uluguru (paratype, Tanzania, Uluguru Mountains) under side
F. I. collinsi (paratype, Mozambique, Mount Namuli) underside
G. I. njombe (paratype, Tanzania, Njombe) upper side
H. I. stewarti (Malawi, Nyika Plateau) upper side
I. I. bundali (paratype, Tanzania, Bundali Hills) upper side
J. I. njombe (paratype, Tanzania, Njombe) underside
K. I. stewarti (Malawi, Nyika Plateau) underside
L. I. bundali (paratype, Tanzania, Bundali Hills) underside
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How do we rationalise small barcode differences with
morphologically different species? (Ian Richardson)
A problem that is cropping up frequently with the use of barcodes is that populations that are
clearly morphologically different enough to be described as separate species have very similar if
not identical barcodes. This is anomalous because research papers give estimates for the rate of
barcode divergence of around 3% per million years (Ma), see note 1. So identical barcodes for two
morphologically different populations would imply that the two populations have had no time to
diverge and hence they must be conspecific.
To understand more about how barcodes change with time, I set up a simple stochastic model and
the design of the model with the results are presented here. I’d very much appreciate comments
particularly from anyone with a background in molecular methods as applied to barcodes – I may
be way off beam for some reason.
The Model
The model starts up with two identical barcodes and then at intervals of time (steps) mutations are
determined, separately for each barcode, as follows:
1. A random number is chosen (Excel RAND function) to decide if a mutation has occurred.
The probability of a mutation somewhere in the 658 nucleotides is set arbitrarily at 0.1. If
the random number is less than 0.1 a mutation has occurred somewhere.
2. If a mutation has occurred, another throw of the dice decides whether the mutation is a
transition (A→G, G→A, C→T, T→C) or a transversion. In a transition a pair of bases are
swapped at a location on the gene, and this is the most likely mutation, preserving purines
(A&G) or pyrimidines (C&T) at a location. In a transversion a pair of purines are replaced by
a pair of pyrimidines or vice-versa. The probability of a transition is set at 0.8 leaving only
0.2 probability for a transversion. This detail of the model does not affect the difference
between the two barcodes, but might be important at some stage if we want to apply
Kimura's two‐parameter correction (K2P) for example.
3. Having decided that a mutation has occurred and whether it is a transition or a transversion,
the model now chooses which of the 658 nucleotides has mutated. This can be done
arbitrarily by assuming say 100 nucleotides have equal probability of mutation whilst the
other 558 nucleotides are invariant. Alternatively, the probability of mutation at each site
can be estimated from the divergence of real-life barcodes from a mean barcode. This latter
option was chosen using data for 141 Neptis species, both described and undescribed.
Figure 1 shows the derived relative probability of mutation for each base pair.
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Figure 1: Probability of base pair mutation derived from Neptis barcodes

In this case there are 396 invariant base pairs, and the probability of mutation is very
unevenly distributed amongst the other 262 base pairs.
To determine which base pair has mutated in the simulation, the data above is converted to
cumulative probability and the pair to be mutated is read off using another random number,
Fig 2.

Figure 2: Cumulative probability of mutation versus base pair position. A random number of 0.8 points to
base pair 529.
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So now we know that for the current time step, base pair 529 has mutated and we know
whether the mutation is a transition or a transversion. In the case of transversions, there are
two options, and these are weighted with equal probability.
4. The model doesn’t allow for two or more mutations to occur in one barcode at a single time
step. If the probability of one mutation is 0.1, the probability of two mutations is 0.01 and of
three mutations 0.001. It would be a relatively simple upgrade to allow multiple mutations
per step. Of course the current version of the model does allow a mutation in each barcode
at one time step.
5. The model repeats the processes above for 1000 steps for each of two, initially identical,
barcodes and computes the difference between the two barcodes at each time step. Figure
3 shows the evolving barcode difference versus time step for four iterations of the model
using identical starting conditions and probability data. These four instances clearly show
how differently the pairwise difference between to populations can change over time. There
are periods where the pairwise difference actually decreases with time. We also see that
the behaviour at short times is significantly different; in the left-hand pair of charts we see
pairwise difference increasing rapidly from time zero, whilst in the right hand pair we see
pairwise difference remaining at zero for some time after time zero.

Figure 3: Four examples of the evolution of pairwise difference with time step.

6. The only way to capture this data is to draw statistical results from a large number of
replications of the model. This is achieved by running 1000 replications of the model and
gathering the pairwise difference versus time step data for statistical analysis. The first thing
to do is to normalise the results to the assumed rate of mutation, that is. 3% per million
years (Ma). I’ve done this manually by searching down the table of pairwise difference
versus time step that is output by the model to find the 3% difference point. In the case
represented here it turns out that that time step 111 corresponds to 3% pd and so each
time step represents 1,000,000/111 years, which is 9009 years. Using this scaling, the
results can be represented as pd versus time.
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Results
The problem that has been cropping up in several projects is how to rationalise 0 or 1 nucleotide
difference between two populations with significant morphological differences that imply separate
species. The model results give us a view on how this conflict between barcode and morphology
might arise. Let’s start by plotting, versus time, the probability of the pd between the barcodes of
the two populations being zero, identical barcodes, see Fig. 4.
Inevitably the probability of the barcodes being identical is highest when the populations initially
separate as no time has elapsed for the barcodes to mutate. However, what is more interesting is
that the two barcodes may remain identical for a significant period of time with the 50th percentile
at 18 ka and the 90th percentile at 90 ka. Consequently, we can conclude that even identical
barcodes do not preclude speciation between two populations.
Going on to the case of 1 base pair difference between the two barcodes, we see that the
probability distribution has broadened and shifted towards longer times as would be expected, see
Fig. 5. The 10th and 90th percentiles of this distribution are at 18 ka and 162 ka, showing that the
distribution extends through the last glaciation and into the previous interglacial period. The
extreme climate changes would have been a powerful driver for speciation and so we should not
be surprised to see some instances of pd = 1 for morphologically different species that arose
during this period.

Figure 4: Probability versus time of the barcodes of two diverging populations remaining identical.
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Figure 5: Probability versus time of the barcodes of two diverging populations differing by only 1 base pair.

Three further cases are shown in Fig 6 for higher values of pd: 5, 10 and 20 base pairs. The trend
is for the distribution to move to longer times and to broaden. In the graph for pd = 20 we see that
the peak probability occurs at 1 Ma as this is the calibration point: 3% pd (20 base pairs) in 1 Ma.
Note the time scale for the pd = 20 case is extended out to 2.0 Ma whereas it is 1.0 Ma for all the
other cases.
We also see that the precision of barcode pd for determining the time of divergence of two
populations is at best poor. As the divergence time increases the uncertainty increases. This may
well be the primary reason for the unreliability of phylogenies derived from barcode alone and
drives us to using multiple nuclear genes to determine phylogenies.

Figure 6: Probability versus time of the barcodes of two diverging populations differing by 5, 10 and 20
base pairs.
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Alternatively, the percentile values can be plotted as barcode pairwise difference versus time as
shown in Fig. 7. The curvature of the percentile curves is due to the greater number of reversions
with increasing time, a reversion being a mutation that changes a base pair back to the original
state at the divergence start time. The effect becomes more pronounced the fewer the number of
base pairs that can mutate. For example, with an artificial situation where only 50 base pairs can
mutate, the remainder being invariant, the pairwise difference reaches equilibrium after 6 Ma with
the 90th percentile constant at around 6% and the 10th percentile at 4.5%.
The wide separation between the 10th and 90th percentile curves for a given pairwise difference
shows that the barcode clock, divergence time derived from pairwise difference, is inaccurate. It
should also be remembered that the interval between the 10th and 90th percentile curves
represents only 80% of the spread of divergence times and another 20% of possible results lie
outside these limits.

Figure 7: The 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of the distribution of barcode pairwise difference as a
function of time.

Validation
Ideally, the model should be validated with real world data. An opportunity to do this may become
available in due course when the multi-gene phylogeny under development by Kwaku Aduse-Poku
is published and if this includes a chronogram with phylogenetic nodes mapped onto elapsed time.
The barcode differences corresponding to nodes could then be plotted against divergence time.
These data points can then be compared with the model predictions.
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Conclusions
1. A low pairwise difference between the barcodes of two independent populations
does not preclude these being separate species.
2. Divergence times determined using the barcode clock are no more than rough
estimates with large uncertainty.
3. The derivation of phylogenies from barcodes alone may lead to erroneous
relationships due to the poor mapping of pairwise difference onto time elapsed since
species divergence.
A final note: please read this model description and the results critically as I would
appreciate feedback. It surprises me that this sort of analysis is not often quoted in the
research literature, in fact I am not aware of this sort of analysis being published. Perhaps
it is so widely known in the molecular methods field that it is not thought worth publishing!
Ian Richardson.
15th February 2022
Note 1: Calibration of the barcode clock.
A good number of papers have been published giving mutation rates for barcodes. Two examples:
•

Papadopalou et al 2010 estimate the barcode divergence rate to be 3.54% My-1 for species
of Tenebrionidae.

•

Lushai et al 2003 adopt a divergence rate of 2.4% My-1 for a study on Danaus and
Tirumala species.

PAPADOPOULOU A., ANASTASIOU I. & VOGLER A. Revisiting the Insect Mitochondrial
Molecular Clock: The Mid-Aegean Trench Calibration. Mol. Biol. Evol. 27(7):1659–1672. 2010
LUSHAI G., SMITH D.A.S., GOULSON D., ALLEN J.A. & MACLEAN N. Mitochondrial DNA Clocks
and the Phylogeny of Danaus Butterflies. Insect Sci. Applic. Vol. 23, No. 4 pp. 309-315, 2003.
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Species definition using Barcode Bracketing (Jeremy Dobson)
OK, the experts say that mtDNA barcode comparison is a useful tool, but that it should not be
used, solely, to delineate species. I understand that, but I’m increasingly convinced that taxonomic
arrangements based on barcodes work extremely well and could, or possibly should, be a starting
point for species definition.
A reminder that a DNA barcode - at least as defined by The Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD)
– is the first 658 characters of the mitochondrial gene, cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 (CO1). A
property of this gene is that it “mutates” rapidly and, more importantly, fairly constantly. As a result,
it may be used as a kind of molecular clock. The same gene will be shuffled back into a single
population of butterflies, and by comparing the differences in COI between two separate
populations, one may estimate their age of separation from a common ancestor. Typically, a
Pairwise Distance (PWD) - the sum of the nucleotide differences between two barcodes - of 20
(3.04%) is taken to represent about one million years.
In contrast, nuclear genetic progression does not necessarily correlate with time: subject to
suitably focused evolutionary drivers, superficial morphological features may change very rapidly –
one only has to look at Homo sapiens to appreciate the differences that can be bought about in
less than 80 000 years. Similar changes undoubtably happen, even more rapidly, in butterflies.
This perhaps illustrates the danger of looking at individual genes (say those responsible for
aspects of wing patterns) when trying to differentiate species.
Does an isolated butterfly population, with wing patterns discernibly different from an adjacent
population mean that these are two different species, unable to mate and produce viable
offspring? Well, not necessarily in my opinion. It should be appreciated that “survival of the fittest”
is only one aspect of nuclear gene divergence; much – possibly most – gene variance is a result of
neutral, random genetic drift. The rate of genetic drift is not necessarily linear but will certainly
result in increasingly different genomes between two “separated” butterfly populations over time.
What will cause two isolated butterfly populations, derived from a common ancestor, to become
different species? Time. How much time? There isn’t a simple answer, but I think we should be
guided by current taxonomy. On average, about one million years seems to differentiate most
butterfly species worldwide – a PWD of 20 (3%). There is evidence that species living in small
populations, in harsh environments, speciate more rapidly than those inhabiting stable
environments, and this is reflected in the relatively small PWD between many currently described
Fynbos and Grassland butterfly species.
A proposed table of evolutionary time thresholds – the minimum period (N) in which isolated
populations are likely to speciate - is indicated below:
BIOME
Fynbos
Grassland and Arid Savanna
Savanna / Afro-temperate Forest
Tropical Forest

TIME (N)
500 000 years
667 000 years
833 000 years
1 000 000 years

Table 1
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If we are to use mtDNA as a “first pass” for taxonomic species bracketing, I’d rather err on the side
of caution and flag all butterflies that could be different species, based on mtDNA comparisons. Is
there a way of doing this in a rational, statistical basis? Well yes there is – refer to the preceding
article “How do we rationalise small barcode differences with morphologically different species?”
by Ian Richardson.
Ian’s paper uses computer-generated randomness to create a model for gene divergence with
time. I’m not sure that I share Ian’s tolerance for low barcode differences in defining species, but
one implication of his work is that one can gauge the accuracy of the mtDNA “clock” and provide
upper and lower limits for the “clock’s” variation.
It should be appreciated that although mtDNA timekeeping is pretty good, there will be a degree of
variability in PWD results. Hypothetically, if we took a large number of samples of butterfly
barcodes from populations that we knew were separated by one million years, we would expect
the average (or mean) PWD to be 20, although there would be quite a bit of “scatter” above and
below this value. It seems reasonable to assume that the results would follow a normal probability
curve (histogram), similar to the one indicated below:
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As you may remember from your
school days, a feature of a
histogram is that one can apply
mathematics to the data. A
commonly used measure is a
standard deviation (SD) which
reflects the degree of “scatter”. If
one takes the average value of all
the PWD records and both adds
and subtracts two times SD from
this, 95% of all the values will fall
between these two limits. Let’s
call these Upper and Lower
bounds “PWDU” and “PWDL”
respectively.

0

95% of records will fall
between these values

Figure 1

Based (loosely) on Ian’s work, I propose the following formulae to represent upper and lower
bounds, as defined above. PWD you will remember is the number of nucleotide differences
between the two samples being compared:
PWDU = PWD * 1,25 + 1,5
PWDL = PWD * 0,75 – 1.5
These equations are derived empirically to “fit” Ian’s model and can be adjusted as we acquire
more data, although I don’t think they are too far off. The plot of PWD versus Time is curved (the
COI “clock” runs out steam over time), however it is reasonably linear for the first two million years.
If we look at a PWD of 20 (one million years) and apply the above formulae, we get an upperbound (PWDU) of 26,5 and a lower-bound (PWDL) of 13,5. This means that a PWD of 13 almost
certainly corresponds to a duration of separation of less than one million years. Conversely, a
PWD of 27 would indicate, beyond reasonable doubt, that the samples represent evolutionary
separation of more than one million years.
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PWD v FREQUENCY
1 000 000 YEARS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

95% of all samples
Figure 2

We can now apply lower bounds for species differentiation, using the “Time” figures from Table 1.
But we should go further.
If “N” is the time necessary for a species to evolve, it follows that “2N” would result in a further
speciation event.
In other words, when comparing barcodes of butterflies of the “same species”, significantly
different PWD values would indicate that they are different butterflies, however superficially similar
their wing patterns or genitalia may appear.
As we are, in all cases, giving current taxonomy the benefit of the doubt, I would in this situation
use the upper-bound (PWDU) value.
The various figures are reflected in the table below and on the graph on the following page:
BIOME
Fynbos
Grassland and Arid Savanna
Savanna / Afrotemperate Forest
Tropical Forest

TIME (N) PWD PWDL
500 000
10,0
6,0
666 667
13,3
8,5
833 333
16,7 11,0
1 000 000 20,0 13,5

%
0,9%
1,3%
1,7%
2,1%

2N
1 000 000
1 333 333
1 666 667
2 000 000

PWD PWDU
20
26,5
27
34,8
33
43,2
40
51,5

%
4,0%
5,3%
6,6%
7,8%

Table 2
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To summarize, there are two tests. A test for Difference applied to samples of two different
species using the lower-bound (PWDL) and a test for Similarity between samples of the same
species, using the upper-bound (PWDU) value.
Some general comments as follows:
• Different Fynbos butterflies with PWDL as small as 6 (0,9%) will be accepted – by default as separate species. Species with even lower PWD may be accepted, provided adequate
motivation is provided.
•

Identical looking Savanna butterflies with PWDU exceeding 43 (6,5%) will be considered
different species, regardless of how similar their morphology or genitalia dissections may
appear. This position can obviously be challenged (on an individual basis), but only if there
is compelling evidence to the contrary.

Butterfly taxonomy - sorted! Seriously though, I believe that this is a practical and workable “first
pass” for taxonomic comparisons and I intend to use this method – or a subsequently modified
version – for the Aloeides, Thestor and Spialia projects. I’d really appreciate any comments or
suggestions that you may have.
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Some comments from Ian Richardson
I forwarded my Barcode Bracketing piece (the previous article) to Ian Richardson, for comment.
Ian had several reservations, principally that he considers the proposed Biome factor a dubious
argument.
“Fynbos and marginal grassland habitats might appear to be the most conducive to
speciation because many of the recognised species flying there have very similar barcodes.
But this high species count could also be partly due to the large number of collectors who
have studied the fauna in great detail, perhaps declaring species where only subspecies
exist. Many new species of Charaxes, another well studied group, have been erected,
particularly the black Charaxes. When these are examined using barcode, we see very
small barcode differences as well as minute differences in the facies. The group has
possibly been over speciated by collectors rather than by nature. Neptis on the other hand
are frequently ignored by collectors and the barcode differences between species are large.
I think the evidence for categorising speciation time on the basis of biome is weak and other
factors such as the taxonomic attention given to genera and the actual change in
environment from glacial periods compared with the interglacial environment are more
important. Also, there is the question of species mobility, i.e. the ability or willingness of
adults to leave their home locality in search of a new and better environment. I would see
Aloeides, and no doubt many other lycaenids and Satyrids as well, as rather sedentary and
so ill equipped to deal with small environmental changes. Others such as some Charaxes
and Pierids are often more adventurous and better able to colonise new localities in the
face of a change in the biome.
It might be worth clarifying whether we are talking about species in current taxonomy
“taxonomic species” or species as they exist in the natural world “true species”. The
objective is to align the two of course.
Another useful test is to compare the difference between the barcodes of two populations
with the spread of barcodes within each population. Paul Hebert suggested that the
difference should be 10x the spread in either population for two species to be declared.
This means that two populations, with only 1 nucleotide barcode difference within each
population, can be declared separate species if the barcode difference between the
populations is 10 nucleotides or more, i.e. 1.5%. This isn’t far off your 0.9%. Another way
this has been expressed is that there needs to be empty barcode space between two
species, without actually stating how much space.”
OK, perhaps butterfly taxonomy isn’t quite sorted after all, but I believe we are at least getting
closer to a consistent, repeatable, and non-subjective method of “sorting” butterflies, flagging
dubious species and identifying possible new ones.
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Vegetation changes in Africa over the last 20 000 years
Ian Richardson forwarded the following images, which demonstrate the extraordinary vegetation
changes in Africa in the past 20 000 years ago. The present-day map is “potential” rather than
“actual”, due to the massive scale of man-made habitat degradation.

If that wasn’t enough, we appear to be on the cusp of another ice age. The following graph is a
plot of world temperatures over the last 500 000 years:
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Cape Holiday (Jeremy Dobson)
I flew to Cape Town for a brief holiday in January, with Colleen, Chris and Charlise Dobson.
Andrew Morton’s Bluebottle Guesthouse couldn’t accommodate our dates, so we stayed at Stone
Cottages in Camps Bay, which was fabulous.
We arrived at Cape Town airport, hired a car and were at Mt Rochelle above Franschhoek by
about 13h00. The hike up to the summit of Du Toit’s Peak is a reasonably tough one, especially on
a hot day, but there were plenty of butterflies to be seen. Hawequas Skolly (Thestor holmesi) was
common over the hillsides, although there was no sign of Mountain Skolly (Thestor montanus) –
we were probably too late in the season. On the rocky ridges on the sides of the mountain we saw
Hawequas Sky-blue Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops oreas junae) and Uranus Opal (Chrysoritis
uranus uranus), plus a couple of Orange-banded Protea (Capys alpheus alpheus). By the time we
got to the summit, after about two hours of climbing, the sun had disappeared although we
managed to kick up a solitary Endymion Opal (Chrysoritis endymion). In all we recorded 16
species, a reasonable total for the Cape.

Orange-banded Protea
(Capys alpheus alpheus)
Mt Rochelle, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Endymion Opal
(Chrysoritis endymion)
Mt Rochelle, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Hawequas Skolly
(Thestor holmesi)
Mt Rochelle, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Chris and Charlise had to work (remotely) the following day, but Colleen and I took a scenic drive,
including a walk up the Table Mountain trail from Constantia Nek. Andrew had given me
coordinates for a colony of Peninsula Skolly (Thestor yildizae) on the mountain, but we ran out of
time and couldn’t reach the spot. Nonetheless, we saw a few butterflies, such as Sky-blue Giant
Cupid (Lepidochrysops oreas oreas) and Red Russet (Aloeides thyra thyra).
On our third day, Colleen and I had lunch with Andrew and Taryn Morton, before visiting
Silvermine Nature Reserve to look for Peninsula Skolly. Unfortunately, the Google Maps lady took
me to the wrong spot, so we had an enjoyable walk, but no Thestor yildizae.
The following day saw the Dobsons in Greyton, for a hike up Boesmanskloof. This was the best
butterfly day of our trip and we found loads of Greyton Skolly (Thestor kaplani), a few Brauns's
Skolly (Thestor braunsi) and a solitary Jonaskop Skolly (Thestor stepheni). Other butterflies
included three species of Russet (Aloeides pierus, A. almeida and A. aranda) three Sandmen
(Spialia ferax, S. spio and Ernsta nanus) and two Opals (Chrysoritis chrysaor and C. palmus
palmus). In all, we recorded 21 species of butterfly, which is exceptional for the Cape. A slightly
sour note from our hike was the presence of thousands of feral coniferous trees on the western
slopes of the valley; this infestation of exotic vegetation appears to be growing at an extremely
rapid rate.
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Plain Russet
(Aloeides almeida)
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Common Geranium Bronze
(Cacyreus marshalli)
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Water Opal
(Chrysoritis palmus palmus)
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Greyton Skolly
(Thestor kaplani)
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Brauns's Skolly
(Thestor braunsi)
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Vivid Pierrot
(Tarucus thespis)
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

On Thursday (our second last day) Harald Selb joined Chris and I for a visit to Gydo mountain,
above Ceres. We hoped to find a butterfly that hasn’t been recorded for several years, Adonis
Opal (Chrysoritis adonis adonis) and I also wanted to obtain DNA samples for Rock Skolly
(Thestor petra petra). Unfortunately, we failed on both counts and butterflies were very scarce
except for Dwarf Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops dukei). Chris and I found a few Chrysoritis in a
valley high up on the mountain; I had high hopes, but they turned out to be C. uranus rather than
C. adonis. On our way home we made a brief stop at Bree River, where Worcester Russet
(Aloeides lutescens) was flying in fair numbers.

Uranus Opal
(Chrysoritis uranus uranus)
Gydo Mountain, W. Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Worcester Russet
(Aloeides lutescens)
Bree River, W. Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Sky-blue Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops oreas oreas)
Constantia Nek, W. Cape
Jeremy Dobson

On our final day, Colleen and I went for a walk at Helderberg Nature Reserve, which is only about
30 minutes from the airport. Harald had given me coordinates for a Matroosberg Skolly (Thestor
rileyi) colony on the higher slopes of the mountain, but we were defeated by shortage of time and
extreme heat - my car recorded a temperature of 43º C at the car park.
Anyway, we had a great holiday and were reminded, once again, of what an extraordinary place
the Western Cape is.
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Roof of Africa (Jeremy Dobson)
I accompanied Dave and Hanna Edge on a brief Lesotho expedition in late January. The Edges
were on a tour of Eastern Cape and KZN, which had included visits to Cintsa East (staying at
Peter Ward’s holiday home with Mark and Tildie Williams), Port St Johns and Southbroom. They
invited me to join them for the Lesotho leg of their tour and, as I hadn’t visited this country for
several years, I was more than happy to take part.
We decided to base ourselves in Himeville, rather than stay at Sani Top; Dunford’s Loft was
pleasant accommodation and good value for money, although staying in Himeville meant daily
drives up Sani Pass and negotiating the border posts. The border posts were friendly, quick, and
easy although you do need to undertake Covid tests beforehand. The road to Sani is being
improved and is already good; likewise, the road in Lesotho above Sani Top is excellent, although
there were a few boulders and flood-strewn debris in places. Linking these two modern
engineering achievements is Sani Pass, which has deliberately been left as a dirt road in order to
retain its character. Suffice to say that, following recent heavy rains, it has plenty of character…

Top of Sani Pass

Waterfall in the Sehonghong Valley

Clouds at Dunford’s Loft

I have seen more butterflies in Lesotho, but it certainly wasn’t bad by any means, and we found
most of the species one would expect to see in the Sehonghong Valley region. Dave was
particularly interested in Drakensberg Nosy Cupid (Orachrysops nasutus remus) and this was
probably the most common butterfly we encountered. Dave and Hanna managed to observe and
record female egg-laying behaviour and Dave kept samples of the Indigofera host plant.
All the local Lepidochrysops (Giant Cupid) were found: L. variabilis, L. oosthuizeni and L.
loewensteini, although the latter were, as usual, very scarce. While conventional wisdom holds
that the small brown Lepis are a form of L. variabilis, they may be something else. For interest I’ve
attached photos of L. variabilis and L. “lesotho” below – images are approximately life size. Leg
samples will be submitted for mtDNA barcoding.

Lepidochrysops variabilis (male)
Howick, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Lepidochrysops “lesotho” (male)
Sehonghong Valley, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson
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Most of the Lesotho “Browns” (Satyrinae) were flying, Dark Speckled Widow (Serradinga bowkeri
bowkeri) and Gaika Brown (Pseudonympha gaika) being the most common. We were too early in
the season for Lesotho Veined Widow (Torynesis pringlei). On the ridges I found a few Lesotho
Russet (Aloeides rileyi) - it will be interesting to compare the barcodes of this population to the
butterflies from Golden Gate.
In total, we recorded 21 species of butterfly from Lesotho: Abundance Index 3.6 (Average).

Grassveld Sandman
(Agyllia agylla agylla)
Sehonghong Valley, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson

Maluti Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops oosthuizeni)
Sehonghong Valley, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson

Variable Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops variabilis)?
Sehonghong Valley, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson

Drakensberg Grassveld Sylph
(Metisella malgacha orina)
Sehonghong Valley, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson

Drakensberg Nosy Cupid
(Orachrysops nasutus remus)
Sehonghong Valley, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson

Gaika Brown
(Pseudonympha gaika)
Sehonghong Valley, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson

After two days visiting Lesotho, I said goodbye to Dave and Hanna and returned home, visiting
Bulwer Mountain on my way. There weren’t many butterflies at Bulwer, although there were some
nice Mountain Marsh Brown (Pseudonympha varii) on the slopes and several Southern Gaudy
Commodore (Precis octavia sesamus) at the summit. There were also a couple of Russets,
probably Aloeides penningtoni or A. oreas, but they were too worn to identify with any certainty.
On the way down I found a good colony of Marsh Mountain Blue (Harpendyreus noquasa) near a
stream in the southern slopes of the mountain, accompanied by the occasional Water Geranium
Bronze (Cacyreus fracta fracta).
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Water Geranium Bronze
(Cacyreus fracta fracta)
Bulwer Mountain, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Marsh Mountain Blue
(Harpendyreus noquasa)
Bulwer Mountain, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Southern Gaudy Commodore
(Precis octavia sesamus)
Bulwer Mountain, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Mountain Marsh Brown
(Pseudonympha varii)
Bulwer Mountain, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Striped Sandman
(Spialia ferax)
Bulwer Mountain, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

African Meadow White
(Pontia helice helice)
Bulwer Mountain, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

A really enjoyable butterfly trip; thanks to Dave for the invitation and to Hanna for booking our
accommodation.
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The quest for Orachrysops (and other butterflies) (Hanna Edge)
In early January Dave and I decided to go up the East Coast to
the Southern Drakensberg in search of Orachrysops. Bookings
were made and the bakkie was packed.
Our first stop was at Schoenmakerskop near Gqeberha (used to
be Port Elizabeth) where Chrysoritis thysbe whitei (Algoa Opal)
was flying. Not far from where we parked, we encountered the
first C thysbe whitei. They were quite plentiful and not difficult to
find.
We then carried on to Chintsa, just north of East London, where
Algoa Opal (Chrysoritis thysbe whitei)
we met up with Mark and Tildie Williams, who were staying in
Peter Ward’s beach house. The road to there via Grahamstown
and King Williams Town was still good. For two days Dave and Mark went looking for Aslauga
australis (Southern Purple) but all they found were hippies camping on the Morgan’s Bay beach.

Two lepidopterists keeping their feet
warm. Dave Edge and Mark Williams in
Chintsa

Traffic jam in Chintsa

Port St Johns CBD

We then headed for the KZN South Coast, detouring through Port St. Johns via the R61. Here we
were introduced to the well known Transkei road hazard - the SPEED BUMP! At every school,
church, clinic or settlement there is a vicious speed bump (or two) across the road. They are
usually not marked and we arrived in PSJ with our luggage all over the back of the bakkie. PSJ is
a chaotic town with taverns, shacks, shops and tourist accommodation all mixed up. I really did
see a goat going into a tavern!
The next day we tackled the R61 again to get to Port Edward.
Flagstaff was a disaster. The road disappeared into road works
and the detour was not marked, so nobody knew where to go.
But we made it to Port Edward after missing an errant sheep by
millimetres and thanked the gods when we crossed the
Umtamvuna bidge into KZN. The South Coast Road was
wonderful – clear road markings, no potholes and above all no
speed bumps!

Road works in Flagstaff

During our 4 day stay with friends in Southbroom, we visited the Beacon Hill area of the
Umtamvuna Nature Reserve twice to look for Lepidochrysops ketsi leucomacula (White-spotted
Ketsi Giant Cupid). We found it, but it was incredibly active and just would not sit still long enough
for me to photograph. Other butterflies seen included Pardopsis punctatissima (Polka Dot).
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After the bakkie had to make an emergency visit to the autoelectrician in Margate, we set off for Himeville in the Southern
Drakensberg, stopping at the Bushman’s Nek Nature Reserve
on the way. We did not see any interesting butterflies although
we hiked up to above 2000 m above sea level, and found an
Aeropetes tulbaghia (Table Mountain Beauty) back at the
bottom.
Our first day in Himeville was spent checking out the road to the
Sani Pass. It turned out to be a beautiful, wide tarred road
(although still under construction at some places). We also got
our rapid PCR tests done at the Sani Pass border post (both
negative). Jeremy arrived from Johannesburg later in the
afternoon to join us.

Polka Dot (Pardopsis punctatissima)

On Thursday 20 January we set off early for the Sani Pass as we didn’t know what condition the
pass would be in, but Jeremy’s Pajero cruised up the hairpin bends easily. Quickly through the
Lesotho border post and then the biggest surprise of the trip - a fantastic tarred road with tarred
shoulders complete with yellow lines all the way from the border post to goodness knows where.
We stopped at the Sehonghong river and while Jeremy quickly raced up to the top of the
mountain, Dave and I slowly made our way up the mountain slope. There are some large
cultivated pea and barley fields up there and we found Orachrysops nasutus remus in numbers.
We also observed the females laying eggs on an Indigofera plant, which Dave will have identified
properly so that we can be sure of the species. Then back down again to Himeville as we thought
the R 2500 fee for a night in the Sani Mountain Lodge (used to be the Sani Top Chalets) a bit
steep. Dave also caught a Lepidochrysops loewensteini – a first for him!

View of the majestic Drakensberg from the
Sani Pass

The Sani Pass taken from the Pajero
window

Nosy Cupid (Orachrysops nasutus remus)

Maluti Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops
oosthuizeni)

Pajero above huts at Sehonghong

Orachrysops nasutus remus eggs on
Indigofera sp.
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Back up the pass again the next day. This time we went a few kilometres further than the previous
day and parked next to a few huts, approaching the O. nasutus remus site from the opposite side.
After I remembered that a butterfly is called a babatani in Xhosa, and explaining to the chief that
we were going to look for babatanis, he was very happy to look after the car. We found some more
Orachrysops, laying more eggs, and also found Lepidochrysops loewensteini, L. oosthuizeni, a
Spialia (possibly spio) and some other butterflies.

Two lepidopterists at Sehonghong

Maluti Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops
oosthuizeni)

The ’Guardians’ near Elliot

After our Drakensberg adventures we headed for the Eastern Cape, and had booked a chalet at a
place called the ‘Guardian’s Lodge’ just outside Elliot. I wondered what the ‘Guardians’ were, but
what a wonderful place! Huge sandstone pillars, reminiscent of Golden Gate (it is the same
geological formation) stood over the farm. Unfortunately we did not have time to go butterfly
hunting, but decided that we had to return to see what those mountains would dish up.
The next stop was Huntly Glen, Ernest Pringle’s farm. We drove via Cala and Lady Frere to
Queenstown. The maps all show this as a dirt road, but in fact it is a beautiful, new tar road with
only the odd pothole. After stopping off at the disused airstrip at Tarkastad to look for
Lepidochrysops southeyae, and found nothing, we continued to Huntly Glen for 2 nights with our
good friends Ernest and Anne. I saw a few butterflies, as shown below, but as it was over 30° C it
was a day for the pool.

Brown Russet
(Aloeides trimeni trimeni)

Eastern Sorrel Copper
(Lafron clarki)

Large Silver-spotted Copper
(Trimenia argyroplaga)
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It was then time to go home, but we first stopped off at Waaihoek on the Bosberg near Somerset
East to look for an ‘unidentified’ Orachrysops. After making the mistake of driving into Somerset
East and getting lost in the township on the advice of the Google Lady, we turned around, went
back on the road to Cookhouse and then turned off towards Glen Avon. From there it was plain
sailing up to Waaihoek. Park at the Waaihoek Wild Flower Reserve and walk along the footpath
along the top of the cliff. Here we found the other Orachrysops that we were looking for – not
identified yet, but it could be close to Orachrysops subravus (Grizzled Cupid). We observed it
laying eggs on an Indigofera species, which still needs to be identified, but which is somewhat
hairier than the other Indigofera species. Waaihoek is a beautiful area with magnificent views and
always a pleasure to visit. Then we set off home to Knysna.

A rather worn Orachrysops (Bosberg)

Orachrysops from the Bosberg

Orachrysops eggs on Indigofera leaves

Yellow Russet (Aloeides aranda) from the
Bosberg

Orachrysops laying on Indigofera
(Bosberg)

After 17 days and about 3000 km we arrived home, tired but happy. It was a most enjoyable and
interesting trip!
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Searching for Absence - Eastern Cape Trip, Feb 2022
(Jeremy Dobson)
Mark Williams joined me for a five-day Eastern Cape trip in mid-February. Andrew Mayer and
Johan Greyling intended to join us for parts of the trip but had to pull out as Johan was unwell at
the time.
On our first day we stopped briefly at Heilbron to assess the habitat at the Heilbron Cupid
(Orachrysops mijburghi) type locality - I am the COREL custodian for this butterfly. The butterfly
was not flying and there was little sign of its larval host plant. Mark and I both considered that the
character of the site has changed dramatically in the last few years; it is also infested with
Cosmos. There were no Free State Toothed Russet (Aloeides dentatis maseruna) near the old
age home in Heilbron, although we found a couple of the - still to be described – Aloeides “pierus”
at Petrus Steyn.
A stop at Vanstadensrus was disappointing; we were presumably too late for Koppie Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops ortygia), but there were few other butterflies; I managed to get a Karoo Russet
(Aloeides gowani) sample for the Aloeides Project.

Brown Russet
(Aloeides trimeni trimeni)
Petrus Steyn, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

African Blue Pansy
(Junonia orithya madagascariensis)
Sterkspruit, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Cape Black-eye
(Leptomyrina lara)
Vanstadensrus, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

We overnighted in Aliwal North and, the following morning, visited some hills north of Queenstown,
where I have previously recorded Long Hill Russet (Aloeides braueri). An extensive search yielded
a single, worn braueri; there were a few Eastern Cape Autumn Widow (Dira clytus eurina) flying
within grassy glades on an Ouhout-covered slope. One butterfly that is doing well this season in
the Eastern Cape is Rayed Blue (Actizera lucida); we looked for its relative, Red-clover Rayed
Blue (Actizera stellata) without success - “without success” was a recurring theme on this trip.
We stopped at Tarkastad to look “without success” for Karoo Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops
southeyae). There were a few Anthene (mainly Steel-blue Ciliate Blue (Anthene definita definita))
and a couple of Tinktinkie Pygmy Blue (Brephidium metophis). I collected a sample of the unusual
Brown Russet (Aloeides trimeni trimeni) from this locality.

Rayed Blue
(Actizera lucida)
Queenstown, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Tinktinkie Pygmy Blue
(Brephidium metophis)
Tarkastad, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

African Meadow White
(Pontia helice helice)
Tarkastad, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson
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We arrived at Huntly Glen in pouring rain. Anne and Ernest Pringle’s farm was desperately dry
when Mark and I visited in November 2020 but was almost unrecognisable this time. The valleys
and hillsides are green and lush and very beautiful. Unfortunately, Ernest had to visit King
William's Town for dental surgery the following day (Ernest, I’m pleased to say has recovered from
his ordeal), so Mark and I inspected the valleys and slopes near Huntly Glen. We didn’t find too
much of interest, but noteworthy butterflies included Dira clytus eurina, Large Veined Widow
(Torynesis magna), Bright Marbled Sapphire (Stugeta bowkeri bowkeri), Mimosa Sapphire (Iolaus
mimosae mimosa) and a small Aloeides which Ernest believes is Depicta Russet (Aloeides
depicta). Leg samples will be submitted for DNA sequencing. I found a couple of Karoo Silverspotted Copper (Trimenia macmasteri macmasteri), which I’d always thought of as a November
butterfly; Ernest tells me that this species is double brooded in the Eastern Cape.
The following morning, Ernest accompanied us on a search for Winterberg Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops victori). This rare butterfly is confined to a small area of the hills west of Ernest’s
farm. To be honest, I’d previously thought that this butterfly might be just a regional form of
Lepidochrysops ketsi, but having seen the specimens in Ernest’s collection, I realise that it is not
only a good species, but a fairly distinctive one at that. Although the host plant (a species of
Selago) was flowering and abundant, an extensive search produced a single butterfly, which was
found by Ernest. We concluded that - this year at least - mid February was a few days too early in
the season.
Slightly more alarmingly, Bedford Grey (Crudaria wykehami), which used to be very common
around Huntly Glen, hasn’t been seen for two years. Ernest considers that this may be a result of
the drought of the previous years, and that the butterfly will rebound. On the other hand, of course,
it may not.
We must appreciate that a number of butterflies have not been seen for years and may never be
seen again. I don’t want to sound alarmist, but - aside from anything else - I’d be extremely
embarrassed if half a dozen South African butterflies disappeared, without us even firing a shot in
anger. Apart from Erikssonia edgei, Orachrysops niobe and Trimenia malagrida paarlensis when
did anyone last see Trimenia malagrida maryae or Thestor pictus? Or even Lafron orus?

Depicta Russet
(Aloeides depicta)
Petrus Steyn, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

Rayed Blue
(Actizera lucida)
Sterkspruit, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Sweet-thorn Ciliate Blue
(Anthene otacilia otacilia)
Vanstadensrus, Free State
Jeremy Dobson
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Table Mountain Beauty
(Aeropetes tulbaghia)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Water Geranium Bronze
(Cacyreus fracta fracta)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Eastern Cape Autumn Widow
(Dira clytus eurina)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Green-eyed Vagrant
(Nepheronia buquetii buquetii)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Bright Marbled Sapphire
(Stugeta bowkeri bowkeri)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Karoo Silver-spotted Copper
(Trimenia macmasteri macmasteri)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Pea Blue
(Lampides boeticus)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Large Veined Widow
(Torynesis magna)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Striped Sandman
(Spialia ferax)
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

We said goodbye to Anne and Ernest, ahead of a trip to Bloemfontein and a visit to the
Korannaberg the following day. We inspected some sandy patches of Karoo vegetation within the
grassy areas on the western side of the mountain “without success”, needless to add. While the
weather wasn’t great, we walked every inch of suitable habitat: Northern Boland Skolly (Thestor
protumnus terblanchei) was not flying, either because we had missed it this season, or because it
no longer exists.
To summarize: thanks, once again, to Anne and Ernest for their hospitality and to Mark for keeping
me company. While we found a few nice butterflies, it wasn’t a particularly successful trip and one
that raised several nagging concerns in my mind.
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ROUND 3 FIGHT! LEKGALAMEETSE 7 TO 9 JANUARY 2022 (LOURENS ERASMUS)
As many of you know, Lekgalameetse had placed me under some kind of spell, with its magical
butterflies, awesome rock pools and gorgeous waterfall, but man was this a different story!
Day 1: FROM DREAMS TO NIGHTMARES
I set off to Lekgalameetse on the 7th of January with high hopes of finding some special Charaxes
and although I knew I was probably a bit early, the temptation of one last trip before Valentine’s
Day was just too much to resist. I had such fond memories of all the lovely Swordtails that I saw in
November, so another trip just made sense.
I had not previously travelled from Johannesburg, so when the GPS said 4 hours and 35 min for
460 km I was pretty optimistic in doing it in less time, after all most of the journey would be on
tarmac and highways, or so I thought… when I arrived at the Orrie Baragwanath pass, after 4
hours, I was pretty impressed with myself as I remembered the sign from my previous trip from the
opposite end of the park, so I was like: “Cool 4 hours 20 min max.” Boy was I wrong, what
unfolded could only be described as the worst bloody road I’ve ever been on and as a hellacious
journey to paradise. The first part of the road was just mud and loose sand, so I wasn’t particularly
worried, my Opel had seen far worse, or had it? The 3rd kilometre up the pass started to look like
Mordor or something, a mountain of doom for those of you who might not have seen The Lord of
The Rings, the road was super narrow, and I kept on wondering: “How someone could design a
road that winds up and down a mountain with only enough room for one car to pass?” THIS IS
MADNESS!!! (I’m assuming there must have been massive rockslides due to the large amount of
rainfall in the region).
Things only got worse from there on out, sand turning into massive sharp-edged rocks, so my
natural instinct was to reverse and turn around, only I had no space in which to turn around and
was definitely not going to attempt reversing down a slope which probably does lead to one’s
death. My worst fears came true about 4 km up the pass with a loud bang as I got a puncture, my
hopes of finding butterflies properly deflated in an instant. I had no choice but to soldier on for
another 12 km as there was literally no space to get out and change the tyre, this little trip of 4
hours and 20 min turned into a long slog with multiple prayers and swearwords of 7 hours 10 min.
If the GPS says anything about traveling on the Orrie Bragwanath pass for more than 10 km, or if
you find yourself going up a mountain slope with no gate in sight: Turn around!!! Don’t do it!!

Black-based Acraea
(Acraea natalica)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus

Green-veined Emperor
(Charaxes candiope)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus

White Lady
(Graphium angolanus angolanus)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus
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My whole day was ruined, I felt super lucky to be alive, as I honestly think even the guys from Top
Gear would have struggled with this road. My dream was fast turning into a nightmare. I
eventually changed the tyre and put on the Marie Biscuit (another thing that I honestly didn’t plan
on using and a design which I’ve never understood the point of) and arrived at camp at 16:30 with
my morale severely dented, yet I felt God still loved me in a strange way. At least the camp site
was pretty mystical, I loved the green moss on the bricks, the sound of the stream in the distance
and the alure of Boerewors rolls after a long journey, so all was not lost yet.
Day 2: MIXED EMOTIONS
After a night of prayer and a genuine sense of being lucky to be alive (I honestly can’t emphasise
enough how dangerous that road was) I set off to the waterfall at around 8 am, which was early
but to my surprise I found some lovely Southern Soldier Pansy (Junonia terea elgiva) and a couple
of African Migrant (Catopsilia florella) along the road. When I got to the waterfall the skies decided
to “bless” me with a lovely cloud break, which actually made the mountains look like something
from a fairy-tale, sheer beauty. I arrived at the waterfall at about 8:25 am and there was not much
out, yet I still found some African Leopard (Phalanta phalantha aethiopica), a few blues puddling
and loads of spectacular Common Mother-of-pearl (Protogoniomorpha parhassus), more than
what I had previously seen in all my adventures combined, and some of them even opening up for
a change. These guys and girls filled my heart with joy and hope, the beauty of their inner wings
is pretty much unmatched, I was treated to a display of florescent pink, purple and light blue mixed
in with the natural light green on their wings, a truly magnificent sight to behold. As usual time
flew by and by the time it was 9 o’clock I decided to do the responsible and safe thing and head
into Tzaneen to change my tyre (the joys of being responsible). A long and tedious process as I
couldn’t drive faster than 80km an hour and there was a surprisingly long queue of people with
tyre problems at Super Quick.
I got back into the reserve sometime in the afternoon, feeling “gatvol” (fed up doesn’t do it justice).
Another 3 hours wasted. I was in real conflict with myself at this point as I wasn’t sure where to
explore next, and how much longer it would stay dry as the clouds were looking pretty ominous.
Eventually I decided to explore the guest house region which Vaughan Jessnitz told me about, a
wise decision and probably the best choice I could have made as I was rewarded with some really
beautiful Southern African Pearl Emperor (Charaxes varanes varanes), Green-veined Emperor
(Charaxes candiope) and a couple of Southern White-barred Emperor (Charaxes brutus
natalensis), the Pearl even briefly opened its wings, but as my luck would have it, I was fractionally
too late to get the shot, the battery was getting flat and the heavens opened up again. Would my
luck ever change?

Purple-brown Hairstreak
(Hypolycaena philippus philippus)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus

Shade Swallowtail
(Papilio constantinus constantinus)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus

Southern Mocker Swallowtail
(Papilio dardanus cenea)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus
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Day 3: PURE JOY
After a long night of prayer and preparation I was super happy to see the sun come out and to
have a fully charged camera. I set out at around 7:30 and headed to the waterfall again in the
hope of getting some Mocker Swallowtails and hopefully some Shade Swallowtails. I thought I
was way too optimistic, but my timing could not have been better, one of my lifelong dreams was
about to become a reality… An open wing shot of one of the coolest in-flight butterflies I’ve seen,
the White-banded Swallowtail (Papilio echerioides echerioides). It was almost as if it knew my
spirit needed some lifting. A few moments later a beautiful Southern Mocker Swallowtail (Papilio
dardanus cenea) landed right above me and opened its wings as if summoned specifically to do
so. Two of my favourites within 10 min, next up was a lovely female Mocker Swallowtail, she sat at
an extremely weird angle and would not move, but opened up and it was another tick on my wish
list, this day was turning out to be a lot of fun. Next up was a Southern Friar (Amauris niavius
dominicanus), a butterfly I have seldom encountered, an Eastern False Chief (Pseudacraea
lucretia expansa) and a whole lot of African Leopards. I decided to head down to the stream to see
if I could find any Emperor or Shade Swallowtails and boom there was a Shade Swallowtail
(Papilio constantinus constantinus) resting a few metres in front of me, although it was a closed
wing shot it was still better than any of my previous attempts, so I was really happy.

White-banded Swallowtail
(Papilio echerioides echerioides)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus

Eastern False Chief
(Pseudacraea lucretia expansa)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus

Common Mother-of-pearl
(Protogoniomorpha parhassus)
Lekgalametse, Limpopo
Lourens Erasmus

Time flew by and before I knew it, it was already 10:00 and I had promised Caroline I would be
home by 16:00, as I headed back, I came across some lovely Black-based Acraea (Acraea
natalica), a whole lot of Mother of Pearls and I think a couple of Eastern Clouded Mother-of-Pearl
(Protogoniomorpha anacardii nebulosa), some skippers, including a very cute Clouded Flat
(Tagiades flesus). Overall, I got 49 species which was reasonably decent, considering I didn’t want
to risk another trip up the mountain, and I had actually had very little sunshine for the first two
days. My ultimate highlight being the open wing shot of the White Banded Swallowtail.
This trip was one of the strangest yet most memorable outings of my life, Lekgalameetse will
forever hold a special place in my heart, and I’ll be back there soon.
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ABC - African Butterfly Centre
In conjunction with the Architect, Sean Pearce of MDS, we have prepared a prospectus for the
Butterfly Centre. Claudia Ley has assisted me with aspects of the budget and financial model,
which has been forwarded to some potential investors; hopefully we will be able to commence with
this development shortly!
Central to the Butterfly Centre will be the collection of African Lepidoptera specimens. Many of you
have submitted the Questionnaire regarding the bequest of private collections and I’ve already
received bequests for about a quarter of a million specimens – thanks to everyone who has replied
so far.
ABC Questionnaire
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BUTTERFLY TRIPS DOWN MEMORY LANE
Stephen Henning has submitted a great article covering the Henning’s trips to Namaqualand in
the late 1970’s. Due to it’s length, the article has been serialized in three parts: here is the first
one!
We had for years been wanting to go and collect butterflies in Namaqualand, but it was only in the
late 1970’s that we finally did it. This was mainly due to at first school and later university which
never allowed us to go at the right time of the year. Finally in 1975 Graham went on his
honeymoon to the Cape which included a few trips into Namaqualand. This was quickly followed
by two trips by myself to Namaqualand a couple of years later in 1977 which I justified as part of
my post-graduate studies. Ivan Bampton had become a great friend over the past few years and
went collecting for us in Namaqualand in 1976 and 1977. I again went to Namaqualand in October
1980 with Nolan Owen-Johnston. All these trips by Graham, Ivan and myself give a good flavour
of what it was like collecting in Namaqualand in the late 1970s. Some of the taxonomic issues we
were trying to resolve back then still continue into the present day. These accounts are based on
letters written to Charlie Dickson by my father Bill Henning, Ivan Bampton and myself. I have
quoted these letters verbatim in places and have just updated the names of the species collected.
Graham’s Cape Trip – 1975-1976
Graham had been planning a trip to the Cape for some time. Bill in a letter dated 20 th June 1975
writes: “Graham has just bought a second-hand Toyota Hi-ace camper – something like a Kombi,
being a travelling home on wheels – as it has a stove, a fridge and built-in cupboards. In about
September or October he will be leaving his job and getting married. The two of them then will be
off to the Cape for Chrysoritis etc. for 3 or 4 months”.
Graham and Eileen got married on the 4th October 1975 and we all had a good time at the
wedding. Bill in his letter to Charles Dickson reports that Graham “was unable to leave for Cape
Town etc. in the camper though as I took it for a tune-up during the week before the wedding and
they discovered that the gear on the end of the cam shaft was unnaturally worn, so the camshaft
was gone. They quoted R300 for the job! As they said that to get the cam shaft out the engine
would have to come out too.
“In the event, Ivan took the Camper down to his friend Frank at Scottburgh, where Frank runs the
workshop maintaining big Lorries for Crookes Bros. Before he left, we bought a new cam shaft
from Toyota at wholesale price R38, and Ivan spent R40 on petrol there and back plus a couple of
small spares. So, for about R85 the job was done. Ivan’s friend Frank said that the engine did not
have to come out – instead they removed the radiator, pump, tappet etc. and got the camshaft out
that way.
“While waiting for their Camper to be fixed Graham and Eileen spent a few days in Natal where
they went looking for Capys penningtoni. Ken Pennington had given us a detailed description
some time before of how to find the locality – “around the Trig beacon on the Lion’s Head at the
western end, which is about an hour’s drive from Kimber’s fishing dams at the top of the Fourth
Pass on the left”. Anyway, Graham climbed it TWICE, and Eileen almost did it once, but nary a
Capys penningtoni did they see. Graham says there is NO Protea on the mountain, so it looks as if
this locality (Inhlosane Range) is destroyed, and to put it in Ken’s book would be a bit of a red
herring. Graham says it was a difficult climb and all there was at the top on the middle of a
beautiful day in October was a Vanessa cardui. The only things they got for 3 or 4 days collecting
was half a dozen Orachrysops lacrimosa! They came home again last Thursday for the long
weekend and Ivan also arrived back with the camper fixed except for a back spring.
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“Since then, they have been working on it and they are ready to go – next Monday will be D – day.
In the meantime, Graham backed the Camper into the side of Ivan’s car – so now there is another
job to be done! Ivan needs a new left back door for his Peugeot 504. So, I say poor old Graham”.
I must say poor old Ivan as well – all his running about to get Graham’s camper fixed and getting
his car dented.
“Eventually they set off on their honeymoon in their camper to the Cape where Graham hoped to
collect a number of species new to our collection. He in particular was in search of Chrysoritis we
had not caught before.”
I do not have details of all Graham’s adventures, but Bill in his letter to Charlie Dickson of the 29 th
November 1975 said that he found Chrysoritis lysander in numbers and collected about a dozen
males and only one female. He also found Lepidochrysops bacchus and collected 3 or 4. Graham
was handicapped as collectors in the Cape were a bit secretive and he was told of very few
localities where to collect. Nobody told Graham where to catch C. endymion so he tried likely
looking peaks himself and found it in numbers.
He was not so lucky with C. irene wasting a week looking all over Du Toit’s Kloof for it without
success. The best place he found was Lambert’s Bay where he caught over 100 Chrysoritis. He
said they were flying in numbers, and he could not tell all apart. At Sutherland he could not find the
C. beaufortia or charlesi but he did find a few C. azurius but no C. violescens. At the Cape
Peninsula he collected two C. thysbe in a week’s catching. Graham also found C. adonis at
Ceres. He looked for but did not find C. midas. The latest dad heard from Graham at this time was
a phone call from Oudtshoorn. There was something wrong with the camper’s springs and Ivan
was going to meet up with him to fix it. He had caught hardly anything – about half a dozen
butterflies in over a week. Dad told him to climb up the higher mountains around Oudtshoorn to
look for C. hyperion and C. daphne, but it would be difficult as he does not have directions to the
specific localities.
Before Graham had left on his trip, we went to look at Ken Pennington’s specimens to see where
and if he had caught Chrysoritis bamptoni, C. perseus and C. pan. When doing so, we picked out
5 males (labelled Catitzdorp Oct 10, 1967) and 1 female Huis River Pass, Caltitzdorp 30/11/57
taken by Ken that did not match up with anything else. When Graham and Ivan were in the area
on the 2nd December 1975 they found the locality at Huis River Pass, Caltitzdorp, where Ken must
have taken his specimens and Graham took 3 males and 1 female and Ivan caught 2 males and 1
female. This new species was later described by Ivan Bampton as Poecilmitis (now Chrysoritis)
henningi. In Bill’s letter of the 10th December 1975 he reports that Graham was back at Paarl,
having trouble with the camper. He went up to the top of the Du Toit’s Kloof again and this time he
got one male C. irene.
At the Swartberg Graham, Eileen and Ivan were coming back to camp after a day’s collecting,
when at 4:30 pm he saw a Aeropetes tulbaghia flying alongside the road (high up near the top of
the pass). They stopped and there sitting on a bush with its wings outspread, was a male
Chrysoritis hyperion. Graham knew what it was immediately, and he saw that they were different
from C. swanepoeli without doubt. The next day they went back, and Graham climbed all over the
top of the mountain finally getting two more males. All three were very fresh and they must have
been just emerging, but he had to leave before he was able to get a female. Graham says the 3
males are – one very light, one medium, and one nearly as dark as the illustration in Charlie
Dickson’s paper but all three are C. hyperion without doubt.
Graham caught several C. swanepoeli, including only one female at the Cango Caves lower down.
When we compared these with our two male C. swanepoeli from the type locality, they are
different, consistently so.
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Graham found his own good place for C. azurius and now he is showing Jeff Kaplan the place if all
goes according to plan. Stephen has set the perfect female and the 3 males.
Bill in his letter of the 3rd January 1976 says, “In my letter of 29th I said that Graham did not find
beaufortia or charlesi – in fact he did, getting a good series of beaufortia, and six charlesi, but no
females. They were flying very close together, and Kaplan maintains that he has caught both in
the same area. As two subspecies cannot fly together, it would appear that charlesi is possibly a
good species in its own right. The same applies to Trimenia argyroplaga argyroplaga and T.
argyroplaga wykhami. Graham caught them fairly close together (only a couple of miles apart).
Graham did also get a couple of C. violescens and three C. midas in the end, and one C. irene.
“Graham caught one Tsitana tulbagha from Schoenanspoort near Cango Caves, 1 male and 1
female at Swartberg Pass.
Ivan Bampton came to Graham’s rescue several times on his trip to the Cape. The first time was
when the camper broke down in Laingsburg on a Friday afternoon, after days of problems at
Sutherland. Ivan was in Cape Town, and he drove through on Sunday morning with his daughter
Fiona to help them. He fixed the camper and returned to Cape Town after a couple of days. The
second time was on the Swartberg Pass a couple of weeks later. The camper boiled over on the
way up the pass and would not make it. Again, Ivan was phoned, and he drove through from Cape
Town with Fiona and spent the next week ferrying them up and down the pass.
Bill reports in his letter of the 30th June 1976: “Graham is now trying to sell his camper vehicle –
there is not much wrong with it, but his wife especially feels that it is money tied up that could go
towards a deposit on a house someday. If he does go to the Cape again, he will use his car, and
take the tent.”
Namaqualand – November 1976
This is from a letter written by Ivan Bampton to
Charlies Dickson about his trip to Namaqualand in
November 1976. He gave us a copy of the letter so
that we had a record of what he had found. He writes
to Charlie: “I promised Bill that I would write and give
you my impressions of the new Poecilmitis
(Chrysoritis) turned up by Dr Cottrell near Port
Nolloth.
“My friends the Smiths arrived back in South Africa
during November 1976, and it was arranged that
while they were visiting Upington to see their
Ivan Bampton
daughter we would make a quick trip to the Port
Nolloth – Hondeklipbaai area. Will particularly wanted
to paint some sea scenes at Port Nolloth but after I had introduced him to Hondeklipbaai he much
preferred the latter.
“We did not have a great deal of time unfortunately and in fact only managed to have one week in
the area. Nevertheless, I was quite pleased to be making the trip as I was hoping to be able to get
enough material to replace all the type specimens of the new insect which Bill will have to
distribute to all concerned once the new descriptions have been published.
“It was a Friday evening when we arrived at Port Nolloth and the Caravan Park at Mc Dougall’s
Bay was empty and remained so all weekend. On the Saturday morning we left Will to his painting
and set off to see if our old friend Chrysoritis trimeni was about. After satisfying myself that it was
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still in its normal haunts in few numbers, I left Molly to herself and set off to walk due east away
from the coast.
“I have always held the view since observing C. trimeni for the first time two years ago and have
said so repeatedly to Bill and the boys that this insect’s main habitat is to be found among the
dunes within a few hundred metres of the beach and if met inland will only be found very rarely.
Another view I hold is that it will eventually prove to only occur in the Port Nolloth area.
“What I believe to be the foodplant of C. trimeni is a Zygophyllum sp generally no more than 30 cm
high and appearing not to spread as much as other species and for its size it has fairly thick
leaves. At Hondeklipbaai on the beach front you will find C. perseus whose foodplant is no higher
but is inclined to straggle over the sand more and also has much thinner leaves.
“Only once previously have I left the coastal dunes to look inland for C. trimeni and on this
occasion after walking about half a mile and not finding anything I returned to where the insects
were flying. This time I decided to walk as far as I could and eventually when I returned, I found I
had been away for six and half hours. It is difficult to estimate distance but although I was away a
long time, I don’t think I could have covered more than two miles, mainly because I like to examine
and explore everything new, I see. During this time my sole catch was 5 C. trimeni and a few
browns. In the thirty minutes before leaving the dunes I had picked up 8 C. trimeni specimens in
what I consider to be its normal habitat

View inland from Mc Dougall’s Bay

“On the Sunday I had been hoping to have a day at mile 9 where Dr Cottrell caught his specimens,
but Will had slipped and hurt his leg, so he decided to rest on the beach. Molly and I eventually
managed to get away, but we had to be back early as all the cooking things were in the Landrover.
By the time we reached the spot it was about 10:30 so in all we only had a couple of hours looking
around before leaving to be back for Will’s lunch.
“I imagine that where we stopped must be the exact spot used by Dr Cottrell as this is the only
gate for several miles. When I entered the area, I automatically began a systematic search of the
whole area between two sand ridges. I prefer to call them ridges and not dunes as they are now
virtually stabilised with vegetation. These ridges always run parallel with the coast never from east
to west so I assume they must be old high-water levels.
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“Automatically I assumed that the insect would fly the same and would use the same type of
habitat as the others in the area i.e., C. trimeni, C. williami (now C. pan), C. perseus and C.
bamptoni. In your letter to Bill, he stated that you had said that you were afraid that it looked to be
an intermediate between C. trimeni and C. williami and therefore you doubted the validity of C.
williami as a true species. Hence what I was looking for was an insect behaving like C. williami (C.
pan), but what I eventually found was an insect behaving like no Chrysoritis I have so far come
across in my short experience of this genus.
“After walking south, I had reached a point about a half mile from the road and was beginning to
think we were out of luck when I decided to walk along the side of the sand ridge on my left. As I
was walking in a southerly direction this means that this side of the ridge was facing the sea. As I
was walking along, I eventually observed a small Chrysoritis fluttering about the base of a bush. I
took it and thought I might see more along the ridge, but nothing came into view.
“Time was now getting short, so I turned right, down the slope back into the valley, intending to
retrace my steps back to the road along the other side of the valley. As I went across the valley, I
came to a small sand hill surrounded by a piece of ground devoid of any succulent or permanent
vegetation having only dried annual vegetation on its surface. Naturally I walked across the
sandhill where the vegetation was and immediately put up a small Chrysoritis. The main
vegetation on this hill was a tall Zygophyllum sp and a woody thorny bush with small leaves and
pale mauve flowers.
“Moving in and out among these bushes I collected three specimens and then decided it was time
I got back. Nearing the road, I met Molly and apart from a few browns she had seen nothing. As
you enter the gate, immediately in front of you is a small sand hill held together by a few of these
woody bushes. As I was showing Molly the bush and explaining that I thought this was where we
would find them, she exclaimed “There’s one!” and a female arrived and settled.
“This meant that we now had five but at least I knew where to look for them.
“On the Monday we left Mc Dougall’s Bay and after collecting supplies our first stop was at the 9mile mark where I decided to spend another couple of hours. Looking south I instructed Molly to
go to the right-hand ridge and start looking in the bushes on the landward side. I in turn headed
immediately for the sand hill where I collected the three specimens the previous day.
“As I came to the first bush, I found a female fluttering about and eventually took another three
specimens. After a while I decided there were no more on the hill, so I crossed to the ridge I had
come down the previous day but this time I walked on the landward or lee side. All the way back to
the road I walked among those particular bushes reaching out and beating any bush within reach
with my net handle. In this manner I took a further 8 specimens.
“Apart from the use of a different habitat, the main thing that stood out so far as I am concerned as
a fieldworker was the completely different flight pattern of this insect. In every instance except one,
once the insect was disturbed it mainly fluttered about the same plant before coming to rest again.
The odd exception was one female which actually flew for three or four metres before settling in
the lee of another bush.
“During the two periods that I collected I only observed 4 insects on the wing with my having
disturbed them. All four, 2 males and 2 females, were merely fluttering around their own particular
little bush.
“By no stretch of the imagination could they be compared with the flying powers of the other four
insects I mentioned previously. These others are all extremely fast and if it were not for the fact
that they all tend to return to the same little area once disturbed, far less would come to hand.
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“Not one of the 17 specimens that I saw got away, they were the easiest Chrysoritis it has been
my pleasure to collect. Molly turned up with two females but due to inexperience she had tried to
swipe them off the bush and had got caught up instead consequently she had missed a few but
she confirmed for me that they were in fact on the same type of bush on the lee side of the other
ridge.
“This particular bush seems to act as a stabiliser of those sand ridges and is to be found mainly
along the summits of these ridges. It can be seen occasionally in the valleys but not to the same
extent. It can occasionally be observed growing a few feet high but is more often seen as a low
spreading patch, often with the base sand appearing in the middle.
“My own personal knowledge of the Chrysoritis group is very limited as I had not seen one in the
field until two years ago, nevertheless I hope you do not mind if I express some views on the
subject.”
Ivan and the Smiths then travelled down to Hondeklipbaai. Ivan observes that on this trip he did
not have a great deal of time therefore he concentrated on the areas where he had picked up his
first specimens in 1974 as we needed replacements. He says: “This year the insects were even
more prolific than two years ago. On the beach front south of Hondeklipbaai I saw no C. pyroeis
two years ago, this time they were out in their thousands.
“They were feeding on the same foodplants as C.
bamptoni, Chrysanthemoides incana, yet on the beach
front there were only a handful of C. bamptoni flying. At
the 8 km mark C. bamptoni were flying in millions yet we
only saw one pair of C. pyroeis in this area!
“Aloeides nollothi was also out in huge numbers at this
point yet we only collected six from Port Nolloth,
Chrysoritis felthami was another insect which I collected
on this occasion but missed in 1974.
Beach front to the south of Hondeklipbaai where
“To give you an idea of how vast a concentration of
Chrysoritis pyroeis was flying in their thousands.
insects there are at this time I must tell you that we
never moved more than twenty metres in from the road.
In fact, I spent most of my time walking up the ditch at one side of the road for a distance of
between two and three hundred metres and then returning down the other side.

“As a matter of interest, I helped confirm my original views on the recent Aloeides query. We
collected a few A. nollothi from Mc Dougal’s Bay and Hondeklipbaai beach but no A. bamptoni. At
the 8 km mark out of Hondeklipbaai A. nollothi was flying in vast numbers but no A. bamptoni.
“On our way from Pofadder to Springbok we stopped at a point about 30 miles from Springbok and
saw a few A. bamptoni. On the way back I stopped for a couple of hours at this point and collected
a series of A. bamptoni.
“Again after leaving Spingbok on our way down to Port Nolloth we stopped in the hills and
collected A. bamptoni and A. damarensis. Near Pofadder in a dry riverbed we collected A.
bamptoni and A. damarensis.
To be continued in May’s newsletter.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Butterfly Evenings
Bi-monthly Butterfly Evenings at Ruimsig Country Club are to be reinstated soon – details to follow
shortly.

BOOKS
LepSoc Africa Book Stock
LepSoc Africa holds a considerable stock of
Metamorphosis journals and also books, such as The
Emperor Moths of Namibia by Rolf Oberprieler and The
Butterflies of Zambia by A. Heath, M. Newport and D.
Hancock. The above books are on sale for R150 and
R175 respectively.
Please order using the LSA Website
(http://lepsocafrica.org/) as follows:
From the Home page, select the Publications tab
at the top of the page.
Select Shop near the top-right of this page.
Select what you wish to purchase from the numerous books and back-issues of
Metamorphosis contained on this page.
Select the Cart and Checkout tab at the top of the page.
Once you are happy press Go to Checkout, select the delivery method that you require
and Place Order!

FOCUS ON…
There is no “Focus On…” this month.
Ian Bampton is preparing an article – including anecdotes regarding his late father, Ivan – which
will hopefully be ready for May’s newsletter.
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Torben Larsen’s The Butterflies of Botswana and their Natural
History (Steve Collins, Jeremy Dobson and Mark Williams)
This book has been produced from a manuscript prepared by
the late Torben Larsen and is written in Torben’s inimitable style.
All taxonomic details have been thoroughly updated and the
book includes the latest English names for the 279 species
recorded from Botswana. All profits – at least from the first print
run – will be donated to LepSoc Africa.
Torben’s manuscript was based on his findings over the years
that that he lived in Botswana (1989-1992); he had pretty much
completed the text in 2006. The manuscript was not illustrated however and there have been
numerous taxonomic revisions in the interim period. Like many highly intelligent people, Torben
could be very creative when it came to spelling and grammar: knocking this book into shape has
been a considerable undertaking and I am very grateful for the assistance of my co-authors,
especially Mark who has edited the text and helped me with the illustrations. To give the book a
clean and elegant look, we have used a mix of set specimens (taken from Afrotropical Butterflies)
and “cut-out” images of live butterflies.
Due to demand, we have reprinted additional copies of the books, which may be ordered from me
and are on sale for R650 for the regular soft cover or R950 for a hard-cover edition.
Please contact Jeremy Dobson at jchdobson@gmail.com to order your copy.

An Illustrated History of Butterflies of the Afrotropical Indian Ocean
Islands (James Lawrence and Mark Williams)
The Indian Ocean Islands off the coast of Africa contain 391 butterfly
species, many of which are endemic to the region; this superb book is
essential reading for anyone interested in African butterflies!
The book is published by Siri Scientific Press and may be purchased
online (in the UK) for £23.99.
Subject to demand (a minimum of ten orders) James Lawrence will import
further copies for distribution in South Africa. The final price is subject to
postage and import charges but should be about R 600 or a little more.
Please contact James Lawrence at phorbanta@gmail.com
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Mylothris (Haydon Warren-Gash)
The Dotted Borders have been comprehensively revised - this is an
essential book for any serious follower of African butterflies. Mark Williams
says that it is a superb publication: clearly conceived and presented, with
detailed explanations and motivations for the numerous taxonomic
revisions.
The book may be ordered online from NHBS in the UK, although Haydon
has very generously discounted the price to R1 700 for LepSoc Africa
members in South Africa, provided there is sufficient demand to justify
importing another tranche.
Please contact me at jchdobson@gmail.com if you want a copy; you can
pay me directly in Rand and I’ll reimburse Haydon in GBP. I’ll deliver to
Gauteng residents and will make arrangements with buyers from other areas.

Butterflies of the Levant (Dubi Benyamini)
This is the first in a planned four-volume series, and covers three families:
Swallowtails, Whites and Skippers.
In addition to countless photographs, the work has drawn upon resources
the world over and includes information regarding the day flying lepidoptera
and their biology, not just within the Levant region but over a much wider
area.
I am “importing” five copies of this book, so please contact me at
jchdobson@gmail.com if you want a copy.

Moths of Africa – Volume 2 (Hermann Hacker)
In February 2021 the second volume of the book-series Moths of
Africa was published. The book is a review of the African Erebidae
subfamilies Rivulinae, Hypeninae, Herminiinae and Hypenodinae.
Compiled by Hermann Hacker, the book includes input from LepSoc
Africa members Ralf Fiebig, Dirk Stadie and Hermann Staude.
The book may be purchased for €165 and a few copies will be
available from Hermann Staude.
hermann-heinrich.hacker@t-online.de
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Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa
(Steve Woodhall)
Fully revised, the new edition of Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa
features all of South Africa’s 671 butterfly species. This popular guide
includes newly described species and subspecies, and the most recent
taxonomic changes based on DNA studies.
Butterflies of South Africa

COLLECTORS CORNER
If you are looking for cabinets, someone I can recommend is Brendan
McErlaine (082 446 5136).
Olivier Houe (082 455 3356 or Olivier.houe@gmail.com) can be
contacted for trays, traps, pins or other entomological supplies.
David Horne has requested a spot in “Collectors Corner”.
David’s business, “Mad Hornet Entomological Supplies”, carry a range
of entomological equipment; David is interested to hear about what
items are required by collectors and breeders, in order that he may
procure supplies at reasonable prices and ensure ready availability.
Mad HorneT Entomological Supplies (A product of Horne Technologies
CC)
www.madhornet.co.za
ento@hornetechnologies.co.za
076 563 2084
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FEATURES
English names for Afrotropical Butterflies (Jeremy Dobson)
Over the past three months, the English Naming panel reviewed and “approved” Charaxes - our
largest genus with 457 taxa and Palla (13 taxa). Thomas Desloges, a stalwart of the English
naming project, produced the original list, which was reviewed and, in some instances, modified by
the team.
Secondly, Bennie and André Coetzer have compiled a list of common names for another large
genus, Papilio. This list – which is included in this newsletter – will be reviewed by the panel
shortly. Graphium and Pharmacophagus had been “named” previously but have been reviewed by
the Coetzers.
André has produced a PowerPoint presentation to motivate and explain his rationale, a link to
which is included below. Many of the mages have been scanned from D’Abrera.
Papilio
Finally, Peter Sharland has nearly completed names for another large genus, Cymothoe (153
taxa). This list will be included in May’s newsletter.
A link to the current “approved” list is attached below. Note that these names are by no means
final but have been “banked” to allow us to move on to other groups.
English Names – Approved List March 2022
There are 2 412 taxa on the “Approved” list (37,1% of the Afrotropical list), while a further 1 815
(27,9%) taxa have been “Named”. “Named” only applies in instances where an entire genus has
been completed – other names have no status.
At the current rate of progress, I’d guess we will complete our list sometime in 2025. I’d like to post
this list on the LSA website for a six-month period, during which comments or alternatives will be
called for. All the alternative names must be accompanied by a brief motivation.
The next stage will be publication of all the names for which alternatives have been submitted,
along with their respective motivations. These names will be subjected to a vote by the entire
LepSoc Africa membership - the incumbent name will be retained in the case of a tie. Depending
on the number of “alternatives” received, I hope that we can publish our final list in
Metamorphosis, early in 2026.
The filling of Placeholder names is undertaken on a first come first served basis: the initial
proposals take priority; in the case of SA Butterflies, the names in Steve Woodhall’s book, as the
names currently in print, are the placeholders and are the names used in this newsletter. These
names can only be changed by a democratic vote. All names that have at least one alternative
proposal will be subjected to a vote.
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OBJECTIVES
1. To create a single, comprehensive and consistent list of English names for Afrotropical
Papilionoidea; this list will be published in Metamorphosis, once it has been completed (this
will only be in about 5-years’ time, unless I receive significant assistance). Afrotropical
Butterflies includes most currently recognized English names, although these extend only to
species level. More than 70% of African butterflies did not previously have English names.
2. To create names that, where possible, assist recognition of butterflies among non-experts in other words, most butterfly enthusiasts!
3. It should be possible to insert the completed list seamlessly into a world-list of English
butterfly names (we are merely writing the African chapter): the names need to take
cognizance of butterfly names used elsewhere in the world.
GUIDELINES
1. If possible, names should assist with identification. Keys could include colour, pattern, size,
shape, distribution, flight characteristics or behaviour.
2. In line with the above, authors names or the name of the discoverer (which are recognised
in the scientific name in any case), should be avoided, if possible. Annotation such as
“Common” or the names of towns or cities should be used with discretion. Remember, that
the names apply to the entire Afrotropical region; “Northern” is unlikely to be an apt name
for a South African taxon, unless as a distinction between northern and southern
subspecies.
3. Names may not exceed 40 characters in length, including spaces or punctuation. Although
not essential, by default, names should follow the structure of the scientific taxonomy: a
name for the genus or group, a name for the species and, where applicable, a moniker to
distinguish subspecies. Soutpansberg Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus
entabeni) for example.
METHOD AND PROGRAM
Phase 1 – Compilation of Placeholder list
1. An initial checklist of “placeholders” will be compiled. This includes the latest, published
English names (including, for SA taxa, those in Steve Woodhall’s new book), plus the
suggested names that have been previously listed in ABN - the highlighted genera in the
tables below.
2. Everyone is welcome to compile lists of placeholder names, but please don’t re-do the
names that have been listed already – that step relates to the review process (see Phase 2
below). For consistency, entries must include names for each representative of an African
genus. In instances where there is a current “placeholder”, the proposed name will be listed
as an alternative proposal under your name.
3. I have committed to “publishing” a full list of species within six genera in each edition of
ABN. Names have been proposed for 180 genera so far, which means we have 149 still to
go; about four years at the current rate.
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Phase 2 – Review, revision and finalization of the list
1. Once we have a full list of “placeholders” and alternative proposals, the review, approval or
revision of names can commence. While we are unlikely to achieve consensus in all
instances, the process will be as democratic as possible. Placeholder names should be
changed if a) they are incorrect, misleading or do not follow the guidelines, or b) by
replacement, by an alternative proposal, by a simple majority of votes by the accredited
“Judges”; in the event of a tie, the existing Placeholder will remain.
2. While this review process can commence at any time, it should probably only be concluded
once all the names within a family - or at the very least, within a subfamily - have been
completed.
We will try and “finalize” a minimum of six genera every two months (one genus from each column
in the table, below); this will take another four years, but if possible – and if I get assistance from
enough people – I’m sure we can wrap this up much sooner.
The highlighted genera have been “published”: (green in this newsletter and yellow in previous
editions; those highlighted in grey have been “approved” already).
There are currently 6499 taxa on the Afrotropical butterfly list, in 336 genera.
We have “completed” names for 253 genera (75,3%).
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GENUS

GENUS NAME

Charaxes
Euphaedra
Acraea
Iolaus
Bebearia
Mylothris
Lepidochrysops
Papilio
Cymothoe
Telchinia
Bicyclus
Anthene
Euriphene
Liptena
Colotis
Neptis
Apallaga
Pentila
Aloeides
Ornipholidotos
Heteropsis
Chrysoritis
Graphium
Amauris
Belenois
Pilodeudorix
Neurellipes
Cephetola
Stempfferia
Aslauga
Pseudacraea
Cigaritis
Aphnaeus
Euptera
Telipna
Lachnocnema
Strabena
Deudorix
Hypolycaena
Thestor
Micropentila
Alaena
Abantis
Uranothauma
Euchrysops
Junonia
Pseudaletis
Triclema
Axiocerses
Baliochila
Mimacraea
Sarangesa
Celaenorrhinus
Eagris
Platylesches
Ypthima
Afriodinia

Emperor
Forester
Acraea
Sapphire
Small Forester
Dotted Border
Giant Cupid
Swallowtail
Glider
Amber
Bush Brown
Ciliate Blue
Nymph
Liptena
Tip
Sailer
Yellow Sprite
Spotted Buff
Russet
Glasswing
Low-eye
Opal
Swordtail
Friar
Caper White
Blue Playboy
Zebra Hairtail
Dark Flash
Plain Flash
Purple
False Acraea
Silverline
Highflier
Pilot
Telipna
Woolly Legs
High-eye
Playboy
Fairy Hairstreak
Skolly
Dots
Zulu
Paradise Skipper
Heart
Smoky Blue
Pansy
Fantasy
Small Hairtail
Scarlet
Mottled Buff
Acraea Mimic
Elfin
Dark Sprite
Flat
Hopper
Three-ring
Judy

COUNT
457
353
206
174
166
164
158
157
153
150
125
107
107
102
94
94
88
81
75
75
70
69
67
66
65
65
64
55
52
51
51
46
44
44
39
38
37
35
35
35
34
33
32
32
31
31
31
29
28
28
28
28
27
27
27
26
25

GENUS
Precis
Sevenia
Hypolimnas
Mimeresia
Pseudathyma
Appias
Coeliades
Falcuna
Gorgyra
Metisella
Brakefieldia
Dixeia
Iridana
Capys
Neocoenyra
Borbo
Ceratrichia
Cerautola
Cupidesthes
Eresina
Geritola
Kedestes
Pseudonympha
Tetrarhanis
Aphysoneura
Stugeta
Eicochrysops
Eresiomera
Ernsta
Euryphura
Harpendyreus
Leptotes
Thermoniphas
Chloroselas
Hewitsonia
Paradeudorix
Andronymus
Artitropa
Tuxentius
Eretis
Osmodes
Leptosia
Tarucus
Terias
Leptomyrina
Meza
Nepheronia
Palla
Perrotia
Stygionympha
Willema
Gretna
Hypophytala
Myrina
Orachrysops
Vanessa
Caenides

GENUS NAME
Commodore
Tree Nymph
Diadem
Harlequin
False Sailer
Albatross
Policeman
Marble
Leaf Sitter
Sylph
Patroller
Small White
Sapphire Gem
Protea
Round Ringlet
Swift
Forest Sylph
Angled Flash
Light Hairtail
Tree Buff
Light Flash
Ranger
Brown
On-off
Bamboo Ringlet
Marbled Sapphire
Ash Blue
Pearly
Sandman
Commander
Mountain Blue
Zebra Blue
Chalk Blue
Gem
Tiger Flash
Fairy Playboy
Dart
Night-fighter
Pie
Elf
White-spots
Spirit
Pierrot
Grass Yellow
Black-eye
Missile
Vagrant
Sentinel
Bamboo Dart
Hillside Brown
Sylph
Twilight Skipper
Banded Flash
Fig-tree Blue
Cupid
Admiral
Recluse

COUNT
25
25
24
24
24
23
23
23
23
23
22
22
22
21
21
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
16
16
16
15
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
11
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GENUS
Nervia
Trimenia
Acleros
Cacyreus
Colias
Eurytela
Leona
Pteroteinon
Azanus
Chondrolepis
Cooksonia
Deloneura
Issoria
Lipaphnaeus
Oboronia
Oxylides
Scopulifera
Citrinophila
Durbania
Euliphyra
Fulda
Helna
Neita
Obania
Pardaleodes
Protogoniomorpha
Tarsocera
Teriomima
Antanartia
Ariadne
Calleagris
Dingana
Hemiolaus
Larinopoda
Salamis
Serradinga
Spialia
Syrmoptera
Teracolus
Torbenia
Zophopetes
Argemma
Chilades
Dira
Epitolina
Fresna
Hypoleucis
Melphina
Paracleros
Phalanta
Phasis
Pontia
Tagiades
Torynesis
Tsitana
Astictopterus
Aterica

GENUS NAME
Painted Ranger
Silver-spotted Copper
Dusky Dart
Bronze
Clouded Yellow
Piper
Large Recluse
Red-eye
Babul Blue
Snow-horned Skipper
Tiger Mimic
Large Buff
Fritillary
Silver Speckle
Ginger Blue
False Head
Orange Sprite
Lemon Buff
Rocksitter
Witch
Malagasy Hopper
Dusky Buff
Large Ringlet
Obania
Trailblazer
Mother-of-Pearl
Spring Widow
Yellow Buff
Admiral
Castor
Milky Flat
Widow
Hairstreak
Pierid Buff
Mother-of-Pearl
Speckled Widow
Sandman
False Head
Tip
Glasswing
Palm Night-fighter
Forest Sylph
Jewel
Autumn Widow
Dull Flash
Acraea Hopper
Oblique Skipper
Forest Swift
Dusky Dart
Leopard
Arrowhead
Meadow White
Clouded Flat
Veined Widow
Sylph
Dark Ranger
Glade Nymph

COUNT
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5

GENUS
Byblia
Danaus
Euploea
Evena
Gnophodes
Hovala
Libythea
Melphinyet
Paronymus
Physcaeneura
Pinacopteryx
Pseudopontia
Semalea
Spalgis
Tirumala
Actizera
Agyllia
Ampittia
Apaturopsis
Argyrocheila
Cassionympha
Cnodontes
Coenyropsis
Cupidopsis
Dapidodigma
Dotta
Durbaniella
Epitola
Erikssonia
Etesiolaus
Euthecta
Gegenes
Haydonia
Hewitola
Hypomyrina
Lissia
Lycaena
Megalopalpus
Monza
Neptidopsis
Ortholexis
Paralethe
Parasiomera
Parnara
Parosmodes
Pseuderesia
Saribia
Teniorhinus
Toxochitona
Vanessula
Zeritis
Afrogegenes
Caprona
Catopsilia
Ceratricula
Coenyra
Crudaria

GENUS NAME
Joker
Tiger
Crow
Large Pathfinder
Evening Brown
Malagasy Yellow Sylph
Snout
Forest Swift
Large Dart
Webbed Ringlet
Zebra White
Ghost
Silky Skipper
Apefly
Monarch
Rayed Blue
Sandman
Ranger
Empress
Fairy Buff
Dull Brown
Plain Buff
Lined Ringlet
Meadow Blue
Virgin
Spangled Ranger
Rocksitter
Pointed Flash
Acraea Copper
Green Sapphire
Small Buff
Dodger
Evening Brown
Pointed Flash
Orange Playboy
Hermit
Copper
Harvester
Grass Skipper
False Sailer
Scarce Sprite
Bush Beauty
Harlequin
Watchman
Orange
Harlequin
Malagasy Judy
Small Fox
Fluttering Buff
Lady’s Maid
Checkered Gem
Dodger
Ragged Skipper
Migrant
Tufted Forest Sylph
Shadefly
Grey

COUNT
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
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GENUS
Cyrestis
Eresinopsides
Euchloe
Flandria
Galerga
Gamia
Hallelesis
Harma
Kakumia
Kallimoides
Leucochitonea
Malaza
Melitaea
Mesoxantha
Monile
Phytala
Pieris
Prosopalpus
Pseudonacaduba
Teratoneura
Torbenlarsenia
Tylopaedia
Xanthodisca
Zenonia
Zintha
Acada
Aethiopana
Alenia
Bettonula
Brephidium
Brusa
Catacroptera
Cynandra
Elphinstonia
Elymnias
Eronia
Euryphurana
Freyeria
Hollandus
Kobelana
Lachnoptera
Lafron
Lasiommata
Luthrodes
Mashuna
Melampias
Melanitis
Neaveia
Osphantes
Paternympha
Pelopidas
Procampta
Pseudoneptis
Ptelina
Pyrrhochalcia
Rhabdomantis
Tekliades

GENUS NAME
Map
Mottled Tree Buff
Green-striped White
Forest Sylph
Malagasy Sylph
Grand Skipper
Cream Ringlet
Angular Glider
Ant Buff
African Leaf
White-cloaked Skipper
Underwing
False Fritillary
Drury’s Delight
Jewelled Hairtail
Giant Flash
Cabbage White
Dwarf Skipper
Lineblue
Isabella
Swift
King Copper
Yellow Disc
Spotted Hopper
Pierrot
Axehead
Acraea Flash
Dancer
Brown Sprite
Pygmy Blue
Marbled Swift
Pirate
Brilliant Nymph
Green-striped White
Palmfly
Vine-leaf Vagrant
Noble Commander
Jewel
Pointed Trailblazer
Dark Flat
Leopard
Sorrel Copper
Wall Brown
Jewel
Marsh Ringlet
Boland Brown
Evening Brown
Pierine Blue
Lobed Skipper
Small Ringlet
Branded Swift
Dark Elf
False Sailer
Bordered Buff
Policeman
Large Fox
Policeman

COUNT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

GENUS
Triskelionia
Xanthonymus
Zizeeria
Aeropetes
Afrodryas
Ankola
Argynnis
Argyraspodes
Batelusia
Birabiro
Calopieris
Carcharodus
Catochrysops
Cesa
Congdonia
Ducarmeia
Durbaniopsis
Erionota
Euryphaedra
Gideona
Gomalia
Gyrogra
Hamanumida
Herila
Hipparchia
Isoteinon
Katreus
Kipepeo
Kumothales
Lampides
Lepella
Mallika
Mashunoides
Moltena
Mopala
Neoepitola
Netrobalane
Noctulana
Oraidium
Pardopsis
Pharmacophagus
Ploetzia
Powellana
Pseudargynnis
Pseudoneaveia
Smerina
Tumerepedes
Vansomerenia
Ypthimomorpha
Zizina
Zizula

GENUS NAME
Tricerate Elfin
Yellow Disc
Grass Blue
Mountain Pride
Autumn-leaf Vagrant
Red Disc
Fritillary
Silver-spotted Copper
Zebra Flash
Jewel
Desert Beauty
Mallow Sandman
Shiny Blue
Gem
Plain Buff
Evening Brown
Rocksitter
Banana Skipper
Pointed Nymph
Pointed Tip
Green-marbled Sandman
Leaf Sitter
Guineafowl
Woodland Trailblazer
Grayling
Dark Ranger
Giant Sprite
Jewel
Congo Nymph
Pea Blue
Central Sylph
Jackson’s Leaf
Marsh Ringlet
Strelitzia Night-fighter
Forest-path Skipper
Congo Flash
Buff-tipped Skipper
Brown Forest Swift
Dwarf Blue
Polka Dot
Swallowtail
Malagasy Night-fighter
Striped Flash
Leopard Nymph
Congo Flash
Leopard
Nigerian Buff
Savanna Gem
Three-ring
Clover Blue
Gaika Blue

COUNT
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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The proposed names listed in this edition of ABN are Papilio (157 taxa), Graphium (67 taxa),
Eicochrysops (18 taxa), Calleagris (7 taxa), Megalopalpus (4 taxa), Pseudonacaduba (3 taxa),
Powellana and Pharmacophagus (1 taxon).
ENGLISH NAME
Dusted Milky Flat
Angola Spotted Milky Flat
Tanzania Spotted Milky Flat
Spotted Milky Flat
Western Plain Milky Flat
Plain Milky Flat
Dark Milky Flat
Angled Harvester
Large Harvester
Light Harvester
Small Harvester
Abyssinian Ash Blue
Comoro Ash Blue
Montane Ash Blue
Savanna Ash Blue
Miombo Ash Blue
Congo Ash Blue
White-tipped Ash Blue
Masai Ash Blue
Debarek Ash Blue
Pink Cupreous Ash Blue
Cupreous Ash Blue
Nandi Cupreous Ash Blue
Antotos Cupreous Ash Blue
Malagasy Ash Blue
Ikelenge Ash Blue
Indigo Ash Blue
Island Ash Blue
Ash Blue
Dark Line Blue
Island Dusky Lineblue
Dusky Lineblue
Striped Flash
Grey Lady
Snowy Lady
Beige Lady
Hazel Lady
Abyssinian Hazel Lady
Ghana Hazel Lady
Guinea Hazel Lady
Nigeria Hazel Lady
Uganda Hazel Lady
Ivory Lady
Northern Ivory Lady
Large striped Swordtail
Cream-banded Lady
Lost Lady
Equatorial Swordtail
Lime-striped Swordtail
Mamba Swordtail
Malagasy Green Lady
Malagasy White Lady
Barred Swordtail

FULL SCIENTIFIC NAME
Calleagris hollandi
Calleagris jamesoni ansorgei
Calleagris jamesoni jacksoni
Calleagris jamesoni jamesoni
Calleagris lacteus dannatti
Calleagris lacteus lacteus
Calleagris landbecki
Megalopalpus angulosus
Megalopalpus metaleucus
Megalopalpus simplex
Megalopalpus zymna
Eicochrysops antoto
Eicochrysops damiri
Eicochrysops distractus
Eicochrysops dudgeoni
Eicochrysops eicotrochilus
Eicochrysops fontainei
Eicochrysops hippocrates
Eicochrysops masai
Eicochrysops meryamae
Eicochrysops messapus mahallakoaena
Eicochrysops messapus messapus
Eicochrysops messapus nandiana
Eicochrysops messapus sebagadis
Eicochrysops pauliani
Eicochrysops pinheyi
Eicochrysops rogersi
Eicochrysops sanguigutta
Eicochrysops sanyere
Pseudonacaduba aethiops
Pseudonacaduba sichela reticulum
Pseudonacaduba sichela sichela
Powellana cottoni
Graphium (Arisbe) abri
Graphium (Arisbe) adamastor
Graphium (Arisbe) agamedes
Graphium (Arisbe) almansor almansor
Graphium (Arisbe) almansor birbiri
Graphium (Arisbe) almansor carchedonius
Graphium (Arisbe) almansor dufranei
Graphium (Arisbe) almansor escherichi
Graphium (Arisbe) almansor uganda
Graphium (Arisbe) angolanus angolanus
Graphium (Arisbe) angolanus baronis
Graphium (Arisbe) antheus
Graphium (Arisbe) auriger
Graphium (Arisbe) aurivilliusi
Graphium (Arisbe) biokoensis
Graphium (Arisbe) bouyeri
Graphium (Arisbe) colonna
Graphium (Arisbe) cyrnus
Graphium (Arisbe) endochus
Graphium (Arisbe) evombar evombar

AUTHOR
(Butler, 1897)
Evans, 1951
Evans, 1951
(Sharpe, 1890)
(Ehrmann, 1893)
(Mabille, 1877)
(Druce, 1910)
Grünberg, 1910
Karsch, 1893
Röber, 1886
(Westwood, [1851])
(Strand, 1911)
Turlin, 1995
(de Joannis & Verity, 1913)
Riley, 1929
Bethune-Baker, 1924
Stempffer, 1961
(Fabricius, 1793)
(Bethune-Baker, 1905)
Rougeot, 1983
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Godart, [1824])
(Bethune-Baker, 1906)
(Guérin-Méneville, 1849)
Stempffer, 1950
Heath, 1985
Bethune-Baker, 1924
(Mabille, 1879)
Libert, 1993
(Mabille, 1877)
(Mabille, 1877)
(Wallengren, 1857)
Bethune-Baker, 1908
Smith & Vane-Wright, 2001
(Boisduval, 1836)
(Westwood, 1842)
(Boisduval, 1836)
(Ungemach, 1932)
(Karsch, 1895)
Collins & Larsen, 2008
(Gaede, 1915)
(Lathy, 1906)
(Goeze, 1779)
(Ungemach, 1932)
(Cramer, [1779])
(Butler, 1876)
(Seeldrayers, 1896)
Gauthier, 1984
Cipolla, 2021
(Ward, 1873)
(Boisduval, 1836)
(Boisduval, 1836)
(Boisduval, 1836)
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Comoro Barred Swordtail
Southern Yellow-banded Lady
Yellow-banded Lady
Striated Swordtail
Elegant Lady
Congo Elegant Lady
Bioko Gallant Swordtail
Central Gallant Swordtail
Eastern Gallant Swordtail
Gallant Swordtail
Fused Swordtail
Spotted Lady
Valiant Swordtail
Coppery Lady
Large Coppery Lady
Laced Lady
Pemba Laced Lady
Principe Laced Lady
Sao Tome Laced Lady
Ungija Laced Lady
Yellow Lady
Long-tailed Swordtail
White Lady
Bronze Lady
Tongoni Bronze Lady
Dappled Lady
Northern Dappled Lady
Pied Lady
Streaky Swordtail
Northern Streaky Swordtail
Variegated Swordtail
Dancing Swordtail
Meru Cream-striped Swordtail
Cream-striped Swordtail
Kigoma Cream-striped Swordtail
Red Lady
Blotched Lady
Pinto Lady
Cameroon Mottled Lady
Mottled Lady
Tan Lady
Miombo Lady
Electric Lady
Central Mocha Lady
Eastern Mocha Lady
Mocha Lady
Sepia Lady
Dark Saharan Swallowtail
Ribbon Sash
Giant Enchanter
Eastern Giant Enchanter
Variable Malachite
Broad blotched Sash
Angolan Sash
Racquet-tailed Malachite
Central Racquet-tailed Malachite
Painted Malachite
Satin Malachite

Graphium (Arisbe) evombar viossati
Graphium (Arisbe) fulleri boulleti
Graphium (Arisbe) fulleri fulleri
Graphium (Arisbe) gudenusi
Graphium (Arisbe) hachei hachei
Graphium (Arisbe) hachei moebii
Graphium (Arisbe) illyris flavisparsus
Graphium (Arisbe) illyris girardeaui
Graphium (Arisbe) illyris hamatus
Graphium (Arisbe) illyris illyris
Graphium (Arisbe) junodi
Graphium (Arisbe) kigoma
Graphium (Arisbe) kirbyi
Graphium (Arisbe) latreillianus latreillianus
Graphium (Arisbe) latreillianus theorini
Graphium (Arisbe) leonidas leonidas
Graphium (Arisbe) leonidas pelopidas
Graphium (Arisbe) leonidas santamarthae
Graphium (Arisbe) leonidas thomasius
Graphium (Arisbe) leonidas zanzibaricus
Graphium (Arisbe) levassori
Graphium (Arisbe) liponesco
Graphium (Arisbe) morania
Graphium (Arisbe) olbrechtsi olbrechtsi
Graphium (Arisbe) olbrechtsi tongoni
Graphium (Arisbe) philonoe philonoe
Graphium (Arisbe) philonoe whalleyi
Graphium (Arisbe) poggianus
Graphium (Arisbe) policenes policenes
Graphium (Arisbe) policenes telloi
Graphium (Arisbe) policenoides
Graphium (Arisbe) polistratus
Graphium (Arisbe) porthaon mackiei
Graphium (Arisbe) porthaon porthaon
Graphium (Arisbe) porthaon tanganyikae
Graphium (Arisbe) ridleyanus
Graphium (Arisbe) rileyi
Graphium (Arisbe) schaffgotschi
Graphium (Arisbe) schubotzi maculata
Graphium (Arisbe) schubotzi schubotzi
Graphium (Arisbe) simoni
Graphium (Arisbe) taboranus
Graphium (Arisbe) tynderaeus
Graphium (Arisbe) ucalegon fonteinei
Graphium (Arisbe) ucalegon schoutedeni
Graphium (Arisbe) ucalegon ucalegon
Graphium (Arisbe) ucalegonides
Papilio (Papilio) saharae rathjensi
Papilio (Princeps) andronicus
Papilio (Princeps) antimachus antimachus
Papilio (Princeps) antimachus parva
Papilio (Princeps) aristophontes
Papilio (Princeps) arnoldiana
Papilio (Princeps) bacelarae
Papilio (Princeps) charopus charopus
Papilio (Princeps) charopus montuosus
Papilio (Princeps) chitondensis
Papilio (Princeps) chrapkowskii

Collins, 1997
(Le Cerf, 1912)
(Grose-Smith, 1883)
(Rebel, 1911)
(Dewitz, 1881)
(Suffert, 1904)
(Fruhstorfer, 1903)
Guilbot & Plantrou, 1978
(Joicey & Talbot, 1918)
(Hewitson, 1873)
(Trimen, 1893)
Carcasson, 1964
(Hewitson, 1872)
(Godart, 1819)
(Aurivillius, 1881)
(Fabricius, 1793)
(Oberthür, 1879)
(Joicey & Talbot, 1927)
(Le Cerf, 1924)
Kielland, 1990
(Oberthür, 1886)
(Suffert, 1904)
(Angas, 1849)
Berger, 1950
Berger, 1969
(Ward, 1873)
(Talbot, 1929)
(Honrath, 1884)
(Cramer, 1775)
Hecq, 1999
(Grose-Smith, 1889)
(Grose-Smith, 1889)
Collins & Larsen, 1991
(Hewitson, [1865])
Kielland, 1978
(White, 1843)
Berger, 1950
(Niepelt, 1927)
Libert, 2007
(Schultze, 1913)
(Aurivillius, 1899)
(Oberthür, 1886)
(Fabricius, 1793)
Berger, 1981
Berger, 1950
(Hewitson, 1865)
(Staudinger, 1884)
Warnecke, 1932
Ward, 1871
Drury, 1782
Jackson, 1956
Oberthür, 1897
Vane-Wright, 1995
(Bivar de Sousa & Mendes, 2009)
Westwood, 1843
Joicey & Talbot, 1927
Bivar de Sousa & Fernandes, 1966
Suffert, 1904
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Streaked Malachite
Western Streaked Malachite
Dusty Handkerchief
Northern Dusty Handkerchief
Central Dusty Handkerchief
Blotched Sash
Beige Sash
Central Beige Sash
Ethiopia Flying Handkerchief
Somali Flying Handkerchief
Southern Flying Handkerchief
Flying Handkerchief
Eritrea Flying Handkerchief
Kulal Flying Handkerchief
Comoro Flying Handkerchief
Malagasy Flying Handkerchief
Mabira Flying Handkerchief
Marsabit Flying Handkerchief
Kikuyu Flying Handkerchief
Sao Tome Flying Handkerchief
Mulanje Flying Handkerchief
Banded Handkerchief
Socotra Citrus Gazer
Citrus Gazer
Wedged Malachite
Kilimanjaro Wedged Malachite
Teita Wedged Malachite
Usambara Wedged Malachite
Ambangulu White-banded Sash
Chirinda White-banded Sash
White-banded Sash
Angola White-banded Sash
Central White-banded Sash
Kingarama White-banded Sash
Ethiopia White-banded Sash
Congo White-banded Sash
Kenya White-banded Sash
Kaffa White-banded Sash
Tanzania White-banded Sash
Malawi White-banded Sash
Mangati White-banded Sash
Cameroon White-banded Sash
Shattered Malachite
Anjouan Shattered Malachite
Comoro Shattered Malachite
Malagasy Gazer
Soaring Bush kite
Snowy Sash
Faded Sash
Enclosed Faded Sash
Scalloped Sash
Eastern Scalloped Sash
Big Sash
Stubby Gazer
Localised Imperial Bush kite
Imperial Bush kite
Sudanese Imperial Bush kite
Club-tailed Malachite

Papilio (Princeps) chrapkowskoides chrapkowskoides
Papilio (Princeps) chrapkowskoides nurettini
Papilio (Princeps) constantinus constantinus
Papilio (Princeps) constantinus lecerfi
Papilio (Princeps) constantinus mweruanus
Papilio (Princeps) cynorta
Papilio (Princeps) cyproeofila cyproeofila
Papilio (Princeps) cyproeofila praecyola
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus antinorii
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus byatti
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus cenea
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus dardanus
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus figinii
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus flavicornis
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus humbloti
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus meriones
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus meseres
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus ochraceana
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus polytrophus
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus sulfurea
Papilio (Princeps) dardanus tibullus
Papilio (Princeps) delalandei
Papilio (Princeps) demodocus bennetti
Papilio (Princeps) demodocus demodocus
Papilio (Princeps) desmondi desmondi
Papilio (Princeps) desmondi magdae
Papilio (Princeps) desmondi teita
Papilio (Princeps) desmondi usambaraensis
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides ambangulu
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides chirindanus
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides echerioides
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides homeyeri
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides joiceyi
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides kiellandi
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides leucospilus
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides nioka
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides nyiro
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides oscari
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides pseudowertheri
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides shirensis
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides wertheri
Papilio (Princeps) echerioides zoroastres
Papilio (Princeps) epiphorbas epiphorbas
Papilio (Princeps) epiphorbas guyonnaudi
Papilio (Princeps) epiphorbas praedicta
Papilio (Princeps) erithonioides
Papilio (Princeps) euphranor
Papilio (Princeps) fernandus
Papilio (Princeps) filaprae filaprae
Papilio (Princeps) filaprae musolanus
Papilio (Princeps) fuelleborni fuelleborni
Papilio (Princeps) fuelleborni rydoni
Papilio (Princeps) gallienus
Papilio (Princeps) grosesmithi
Papilio (Princeps) hesperus feae
Papilio (Princeps) hesperus hesperus
Papilio (Princeps) hesperus sudana
Papilio (Princeps) hornimani hornimani

Storace, 1952
Koçak, 1983
Ward, 1871
Koçak, 1996
Joicey & Talbot, 1927
Fabricius, 1793
Butler, 1868
Suffert, 1904
Oberthür, 1883
Poulton, 1926
Stoll, 1790
Brown, 1776
Storace, 1962
Carpenter, 1947
Oberthür, 1888
Felder & Felder, 1865
Carpenter, 1948
Vane-Wright, 1995
Rothschild & Jordan, 1903
Palisot de Beauvois, 1806
Kirby, 1880
Godart, [1824]
Dixey, 1898
Esper, 1798
van Someren, 1939
Gifford, 1961
van Someren, 1960
(Koçak, 1980)
Clifton & Collins, 1997
van Son, 1956
Trimen, 1868
Plötz, 1880
Gabriel, 1945
Clifton & Collins, 1997
Rothschild, 1902
(Hancock, 1989)
Carcasson, 1962
Rothschild, 1902
Kielland, 1990
(Hancock, 1987)
Karsch, 1898
Druce, 1878
Boisduval, 1833
Turlin & Guilbot, 1990
Turlin & Guilbot, 1990
Grose-Smith, 1891
Trimen, 1868
Fruhstorfer, 1903
Suffert, 1904
(Hancock, 1988)
Karsch, 1900
Kielland, 1987
Distant, 1879
Rothschild, 1926
Storace, 1963
Westwood, 1843
Gabriel, 1945
Distant, 1879
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Mbulu Club-tailed Malachite
Mwanihanae Club-tailed Malachite
Majestic Bush kite
Barred Malachite
Central Tapered Sash
Sudanese Tapered Sash
Tapered Sash
Tanzanian/Kungwe Tapered Sash
Southern Tapered Sash
Kivu Tapered Sash
Frayed Handkerchief
Royal Gazer
Eastern Royal Gazer
Semliki Royal Gazer
Benguella Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Chiwoma Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Northern Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Central Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Morungole Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Mpwapwa Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Arusha Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Solwezi Hedgehopper Handkerchief
Exquisite Malachite
Mauritian Malachite
Cream Sash
Entebbe Cream Sash
Fused Sash
Bioko Stately Gazer
Stately Gazer
Highland Malachite
Jagged Gazer
São Tomé Malachite
Southern Green-banded Malachite
Green-banded Malachite
Ethiopian Green-banded Malachite
Volta Sash
Western Noble Handkerchief
Northern Noble Handkerchief
Mpanda Noble Handkerchief
Noble Handkerchief
Wolkberg Emperor Gazer
Chirinda Emperor Gazer
Zambian Emperor Gazer
Soutpansberg Emperor Gazer
Malawi Emperor Gazer
Cloud mountain Emperor Gazer
Emperor Gazer
Southern Emperor Gazer
Escarpment Emperor Gazer
Zulu Emperor Gazer
Malagasy Tailed Malachite
Cloud mountain Crowned Bush kite
Crowned Bush kite
Central Crowned Bush kite
Seychelles Broken Malachite
Broken Malachite
Nairobi Apple-green Handkerchief

Papilio (Princeps) hornimani mbulu
Papilio (Princeps) hornimani mwanihanae
Papilio (Princeps) horribilis
Papilio (Princeps) interjectana
Papilio (Princeps) jacksoni hecqui
Papilio (Princeps) jacksoni imatonga
Papilio (Princeps) jacksoni jacksoni
Papilio (Princeps) jacksoni kungwe
Papilio (Princeps) jacksoni nyika
Papilio (Princeps) jacksoni ruandana
Papilio (Princeps) leucotaenia
Papilio (Princeps) lormieri lormieri
Papilio (Princeps) lormieri neocrocea
Papilio (Princeps) lormieri semlikana
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni benguellae
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni chiwomana
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni equatoriana
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni isokae
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni karamojae
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni mackinnoni
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni mpwapwana
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni reductofascia
Papilio (Princeps) mackinnoni theodori
Papilio (Princeps) mangoura
Papilio (Princeps) manlius
Papilio (Princeps) mechowi mechowi
Papilio (Princeps) mechowi whitnalli
Papilio (Princeps) mechowianus
Papilio (Princeps) menestheus canui
Papilio (Princeps) menestheus menestheus
Papilio (Princeps) microps
Papilio (Princeps) morondavana
Papilio (Princeps) nerminae
Papilio (Princeps) nireus lyaeus
Papilio (Princeps) nireus nireus
Papilio (Princeps) nireus pseudonireus
Papilio (Princeps) nobicea
Papilio (Princeps) nobilis crippsianus
Papilio (Princeps) nobilis didingensis
Papilio (Princeps) nobilis mpanda
Papilio (Princeps) nobilis nobilis
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus ayresi
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus chirinda
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus cottrelli
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus entabeni
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus mkuwadzi
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus niassicola
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus ophidicephalus
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus phalusco
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus transvaalensis
Papilio (Princeps) ophidicephalus zuluensis
Papilio (Princeps) oribazus
Papilio (Princeps) pelodurus allani
Papilio (Princeps) pelodurus pelodurus
Papilio (Princeps) pelodurus vesper
Papilio (Princeps) phorbanta nana
Papilio (Princeps) phorbanta phorbanta
Papilio (Princeps) phorcas ansorgei

Kielland, 1990
Kielland, 1987
Butler, 1874
Vane-Wright, 1995
Berger, 1954
Clifton & Collins, 1997
Sharpe, 1891
Cottrell, 1963
Cottrell, 1963
Le Cerf, 1924
Rothschild, 1908
Distant, 1874
Koçak, 1983
Le Cerf, 1924
Jordan, 1908
Turlin & Lequeux, 2010
Turlin & Lequeux, 2010
(Hancock, 1984)
Turlin & Lequeux, 2010
Sharpe, 1891
Kielland, 1990
Kielland, 1990
Riley, 1921
Hewitson, 1875
Fabricius, 1798
Dewitz, 1881
Neave, 1904
Dewitz, 1881
Gauthier, 1984
Drury, 1773
Storace, 1952
Grose-Smith, 1891
Koçak, 1983
Doubleday, 1845
Linnaeus, 1758
Felder & Felder, 1865
Suffert, 1904
Stoneham, 1936
Carpenter, 1928
Kielland, 1990
Rogenhofer, 1891
van Son, 1939
van Son, 1939
van Son, 1966
van Son, 1939
Gifford, 1961
Storace, 1955
Oberthür, 1878
Suffert, 1904
van Son, 1939
van Son, 1939
Boisduval, 1836
Bayliss, Congdon & Collins, 2018
Butler, 1896
Le Cerf, 1924
Oberthür, 1879
Linnaeus, 1771
Rothschild, 1896
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Bioko Apple-green Handkerchief
Papilio (Princeps) phorcas bardamu
Central Apple-green Handkerchief
Papilio (Princeps) phorcas congoanus
Nyika Apple-green Handkerchief
Papilio (Princeps) phorcas nyikanus
Apple-green Handkerchief
Papilio (Princeps) phorcas phorcas
Western Rift Apple-green Handkerchief Papilio (Princeps) phorcas ruscoei
Sudanese Apple-green Handkerchief Papilio (Princeps) phorcas sudanicola
Eastern Apple-green Handkerchief
Papilio (Princeps) phorcas tenuifasciatus
Peculiar Sash
Papilio (Princeps) plagiatus
Ethiopian Regal Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) rex abyssinicana
Light Regal Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) rex alinderi
Sudan Regal Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) rex franciscae
Dark Regal Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) rex mimeticus
Kenyan Regal Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) rex regulana
Regal Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) rex rex
Western Regal Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) rex schultzei
Kilimanjaro Thin-line Sash
Papilio (Princeps) sjoestedti atavus
Thin-line Sash
Papilio (Princeps) sjoestedti sjoestedti
Eastern Fair-banded Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) sosia debilis
Central Fair-banded Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) sosia pulchra
Fair-banded Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) sosia sosia
Nyika Black Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) thuraui cyclopis
Southern Black Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) thuraui heathi
Ngorogoro Black Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) thuraui ngorongoro
Central Black Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) thuraui occidua
Black Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) thuraui thuraui
Viphya Black Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) thuraui viphya
Straight Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) ufipa
Black-winged Malachite
Papilio (Princeps) wilsoni
Sage Enchanter
Papilio (Princeps) zalmoxis
Black-spotted Sash
Papilio (Princeps) zenobia
Malagasy Giant Swallowtail
Pharmacophagus antenor

Canu, 1994
Rothschild, 1896
Rothschild & Jordan, 1903
Cramer, 1775
Krüger, 1928
Storace, 1965
Kielland, 1990
Aurivillius, 1898
Vane-Wright, 1995
Bryk, 1928
Carpenter, 1928
Rothschild, 1897
Vane-Wright, 1995
Oberthür, 1886
Aurivillius, 1904
Le Cerf, 1912
Aurivillius, [1908]
Storace, 1951
Berger, 1950
Rothschild & Jordan, 1903
Rothschild & Jordan, 1903
(Hancock, 1984)
(Hancock, 1984)
Storace, 1951
Karsch, 1900
(Hancock, 1984)
Carcasson, 1961
Rothschild, 1926
Hewitson, 1864
Fabricius, 1775
(Drury, [1773])
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Butterfly surveys of South African Botanical Gardens
LepSoc Africa are undertaking monthly butterfly-surveys of some of our National Botanical
Gardens. Dave Edge is monitoring the Garden Route Botanical Garden in George, Graham
Henning is looking at the Harold Porter Gardens at Betty’s Bay, Fanie Rautenbach is covering
Kirstenbosch and I’m responsible for Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens (WSBG) in Roodepoort –
Lourens Erasmus has been assisting regularly in this regard. Christopher Willis has been
monitoring Lowveld Botanical Gardens in Nelspruit (Mbombela) since January this year.
Adrian Armstrong and Corrina Naidoo of KZN wildlife have commenced butterfly surveys of
KwaZulu-Natal Botanical Gardens in Pietermaritzburg. Thanks also to Sthembile Zondi of SANBI
who has assisted with this.
We aim to visit the gardens once a month - at least during the summer months - and produce
detailed butterfly lists. The habitat condition in the gardens is relatively controlled and constant and
we will perform the same butterfly-walks on each visit; in addition, the surveys will only be
undertaken on days when favourable weather conditions are present. As a result, in parallel with
the Butterfly Index, we will hopefully compile valuable data and monitor trends in butterflyabundance over the following months and years.
The annual reports will relate to the butterfly season rather than the calendar, so our records are
compiled from 01 July to 30 June (this also matches the annual provincial data submissions); a
brief summary is included below:
George (Dave Edge)
The Garden Route Botanical Garden had an historical checklist of 53 butterflies, to which Dave
has added Common Zebra Blue (Leptotes pirithous pirithous) and Cabbage White (Pieris
brassicae).
During February’s survey, Dave again found Pieris brassicae. He recorded 12 species, of which
African Grass Blue (Zizeeria knysna knysna) was the most abundant.
Harold Porter (Graham Henning)
The butterfly checklist for Harold Porter has more than doubled,
from 27 to 45 butterflies, as a result of Graham’s surveys. Of the
27 butterflies on the original list, only Mountain Skolly (Thestor
montanus), and African Clouded Yellow (Colias electo electo)
have not been recorded to date.
During the current reporting period, Graham visited Harold
Porter on 24 February. He recorded 13 species, including Water
Opal (Chrysoritis palmus palmus) and Plain Russet (Aloeides
almeida); the latter is a new record, not just for Harold Porter,
but for the South African National Botanical Gardens.

Aloeides almeida
Greyton W Cape
Jeremy Dobson
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Kirstenbosch (Fanie Rautenbach)
The Kirstenbosch butterfly checklist stands at 38 taxa, of which Fanie has recorded 18 species
(47.4%) to date.
During the current reporting period, Fanie visited Kirstenbosch on 26 Jan and 12 Feb and
recorded 10 and 13 species respectively.
Lowveld (Christopher Willis)
The checklist for Lowveld now stands at 127 butterfly species.
Christopher visited Lowveld on 12 February and recorded 36 species, including Orange-barred
Playboy (Deudorix diocles) and Shade Swallowtail (Papilio constantinus constantinus). He also
found Striped Policeman (Coeliades forestan forestan), which is the first record for this butterfly
from Lowveld Botanical Garden since May 2015.

Eastern False Chief
Pseudacraea lucretia expansa
Lowveld, Mpumalanga
Christopher Willis

Orange-barred Playboy
Deudorix diocles
Lowveld, Mpumalanga
Christopher Willis

Striped Policeman
Coeliades forestan forestan
Lowveld, Mpumalanga
Christopher Willis

Walter Sisulu (Jeremy Dobson and Lourens Erasmus)
I visited the gardens on 3 Jan and recorded 40 species: Abundance Index 4.2 (Good). There were
large numbers of Eastern Scarlet (Axiocerses tjoane tjoane) and Dismal Sylph (Tsitana tsita); I
recorded single, worn specimens of Fulvous Painted Ranger (Nervia mohozutza) and Russet
Protea (Capys disjunctus).

Eastern Scarlet
Axiocerses tjoane tjoane
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Protea Sapphire
Iolaus trimeni
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

African Blue Pansy
Junonia orithya madagascariensis
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson
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A further visit on 1 February yielded slightly fewer species (37), although I thought butterfly
abundance was probably higher than it had been in January. There isn’t a direct relationship
between butterfly abundance and species counts, but I believe the current “measurement” system,
based on species counts, is the best we can realistically achieve.
During the course of the February visit I recorded a new species for WSBG, although probably, not
a very surprising one: Grey Smoky Blue (Euchrysops malathana). I also saw Striped Policeman
(Coeliades forestan forestan) a butterfly that Lourens Erasmus recorded from WSBG for the firsttime last season.
Other interesting records from the visit was an early dry-season form Garden Commodore (Precis
archesia archesia) and a female Citrus Swallowtail (Papilio demodocus demodocus) laying eggs
on grass stems! I saw this happen on three occasions – the caterpillars are going to get a nasty
surprize…
The checklist for Walter Sisulu now stands at 113 butterflies.

Citrus Swallowtail (Papilio demodocus
demodocus) egg laid on a grass stem
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Grey Smoky Blue (Euchrysops
malathana) a new record for the gardens
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Striped Kingfisher
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Eastern Silverline
Cigaritis mozambica
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Pale Painted Ranger
Nervia nerva nerva
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

African Dark Dodger
Gegenes pumilio gambica
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson
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KwaZulu-Natal Botanical Garden (Adrian Armstrong)
Currently, KZN has the largest butterfly checklist for any of our Botanical Gardens with 130
species.
Adrian Armstrong, assisted by Corrina Naidoo, commenced butterfly-surveys at KZN Botanical
Garden in January. During their first visit, on 26 January, they recorded only eleven species, which
isn’t great but at least it’s a start. Adrian is developing a route to try and maximise butterfly-counts,
by taking in different habitats within the Garden.
One nice record from their January visit was Long-tailed Admiral (Antanartia schaeneia
schaeneia).
On 23 February Corrina revisited the gardens and managed to double the previous count!
Butterflies encountered included African Clover Blue (Zizina otis antanossa), Common Large Figtree Blue (Myrina silenus ficedula) and Karkloof Bush Beauty (Paralethe dendrophilus albina).
African Clover Blue (Zizina otis antanossa) is a new record for KwaZulu-Natal Botanical Garden.

Brown Dodger
Afrogegenes letterstedti
Pietermaritzburg, KZN
Corrina Naidoo

Long-tailed Admiral
Antanartia schaeneia schaeneia
Pietermaritzburg, KZN
Corrina Naidoo

African Grass Blue
Zizeeria knysna knysna
Pietermaritzburg, KZN
Corrina Naidoo
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Progress is being tracked graphically, using the same principles adopted in the Butterfly Index
(refer to the following article). Initially, I used “Biome Factors” to compensate for regional butterfly
abundance at the various Gardens, but these have subsequently been changed to “Locality
Factors”, which relate to the number of butterflies recorded from the Garden under consideration.
The number of species observed during the course of a single day’s visit is converted to an
Abundance Index (Ax) using the following formula:
Ax = 1+ (n / (10 * F)) 1/1.5
Where “n” is the number of species observed and “F” is a locality factor, obtained from the
following table:
GARDEN
George
Harold Porter
Kirstenbosch
KwaZulu-Natal
Lowveld
Walter Sisulu

CHECKLIST FACTOR (F)
55
34%
45
28%
38
24%
129
81%
127
79%
113
71%

These locality factors will change, as we acquire more data, but the idea is to compare relative
butterfly abundance at our National Butterfly Gardens on a like-for-like basis.
Records for the 2021 – 2022 season are indicated below:
2021 - 2022 SEASON

George
Harold Porter
Kirstenbosch
KwaZulu-Natal
Lowveld
Walter Sisulu

Jul
n
Ax
7 2,6
3
2
3 2,2
0
8

0
2,1

Aug
n
Ax
0
1
1 1,5
0
0

Sep
n
Ax
1 1,4
5 2,5
6 2,9

Oct
n
Ax
0
1
19 4,6
10 3,6

37
23

41
28

34
29

3,8
3,2

4
3,5

3,6
3,6

Nov
n
Ax
10
3
7 2,8
8 3,2
0
0

1
1

Dec
Ax
0
1
10 3,3
0
1

n

0
31

1
3,7

Jan
Ax
1
1
10 3,6
11 2,2
1
40 4,2

n

Feb
n
Ax
12 3,3
13 3,8
13 4,1
22
3
36 3,7
37
4

n

Mar
Ax

n

Apr
Ax

n

May
Ax

n

Jun
Ax

Botanical Gardens 2021 - 2022 Season
5
4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2

1,5
1
0,5
0

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

George

Harold Porter

Kirstenbosch

Lowveld

Walter Sisulu

AVERAGE

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

KwaZulu-Natal
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Average indexes since the commencement of butterfly-monitoring of the National Botanical
Gardens:

Botanical Gardens - Average scores
4,5
4

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

2020 - 2021 season

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

2021 - 2022 season

Butterfly Index (Jeremy Dobson)
The Butterfly Index is tracking trends of butterfly abundance in South Africa, post January 2018.
Supplementing this project, LepSoc Africa are conducting butterfly-surveys of several National
Botanical Gardens, which is incorporated into the Butterfly Index data.
We have now completed four years of butterfly surveys - a graph indicating a summary of records
is indicated below. No real trends have emerged yet, other than that butterfly abundance in the
summer months is significantly less than an assumed “ideal” whereas in winter numbers are
generally higher! 2022 (the pale green line on the graph below), has got off to a reasonable start.

2018 to 2021
6
5
4
3
2

1
0

IDEAL

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022
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For the Butterfly Index, I require the number of species seen at a single locality in a single day. If
your survey is superficial (less than 1-hour in duration) or based on observations from a suburban
garden or a farm, please let me know and I’ll multiply the number obtained by 1.5.
Steve Woodhall’s Butterfly App is a great way of saving butterfly checklists. It will hopefully soon
be possible to export these lists directly to LepiBase; data submission will be a key requirement of
the new permitting system.
For information, the Abundance Index (Ax) is calculated using the following formula, where n
represents the species-count from a site and F is the relevant percentage factor from the Biome or
Locality table:
Ax = 1+ (n / (10 * F)) 1/1.5
Biome factors (Fb) are indicated in the table below. In instances where records are obtained from
a locality with an established checklist, Locality factors (Fl) are used instead.
NUMBER OF SPECIES RECORDED FROM A SINGLE LOCALITY IN A SINGLE DAY

ABUNDANCE
INDEX

BIOME
Lowveld
Savanna or
Forest (L.S.)

Highveld
Savanna
(H.S)

Highveld
Grassland
(H.G.)

Arid Savanna
(A.S)

Karoo (K)

Fynbos (F)

Afromontane
Forest (A.F.)

>79

>59

>39

>27

>19

>20

>59

5

Excellent

4

Good

52 to 79

39 to 59

26 to 39

19 to 27

13 to 19

13 to 20

39 to 59

3

Average

29 to 51

21 to 38

15 to 25

10 to 18

8 to 12

8 to 12

21 to 38

2

Poor

10 to 28

7 to 21

5 to 14

4 to 9

3 to 7

3 to 7

7 to 21

1

Very Poor

≤9

≤7

≤4

≤3

≤2

≤2

≤7

0

No Data

Methodology
1/. Each Province receives a monthly rating between, which will be more than 1 (Very Poor) and is
unlikely to exceed 5 (Excellent). Lesotho and Swaziland are included as Provinces.
2/. The rating is based on the highest recorded individual monthly species-count within the
province under consideration. The numbers are based on representatives of the Papilionoidea
superfamily (traditional butterflies).
3/. In instances where data is acquired from several biomes within a single Province, the highest
rating will be used.
Annual prizes will be awarded to the most active provincial representatives!
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Objectives
1/. To monitor long term trends in butterfly abundance throughout South Africa
2/. To compare seasonal and annual abundance indexes
3/. To compare current butterfly-counts with historical benchmarks
Data – January and February:
2022
PROVINCE

JAN
Index

Score

Gauteng

4,2

40

WSBG

KwaZulu-Natal

3,2

16

Limpopo

3,9

49

Mpumalanga

Locality

FEB
Biome

Observer

Index

Score

Locality

Biome

Observer

LF

Jeremy Dobson

4,2

28

Suikerbosrand

H.G.

Jeremy Dobson

Bulwer Mountain

H.G.

Jeremy Dobson

3,4

37

Mount Moreland

L.S.

Mark Liptrot

Lekgalameetse

L.S.

Lourens Erasmus

4,8
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Strydpoortberg

L.S.

Jeremy Dobson

3,7

36

Lowveld BG

LF

Christopher Willis

28

Huntly Glen

LF

Jeremy Dobson

0

Western Cape

5,1

Eastern Cape

0

3,7

Northern Cape

0

0

Southern Cape

0

0

North West

0

3,8

31

Utopia

H.S.

Jeremy Dobson

Free State

0

3,3

17

Vanstadensrus

H.G.

Jeremy Dobson

Lesotho

3,6

Swaziland

21

21

Greyton

F

Sehonghong

H.G.

Jeremy Dobson

0

Jeremy Dobson

0

0
0

LF refers to Locality Factor; other abbreviations are as per the Abundance Factor table.
Summarized Butterfly Index Data – 2021:
PROVINCE

2022 - SUMMARY
Jan

Feb

Gauteng

4,2

4,2

KwaZulu-Natal

3,2

3,4

Limpopo

3,9

4,8

0

3,7

Mpumalanga
Western Cape

5,1

0

Eastern Cape

0

3,7

Northern Cape

0

0

Southern Cape

0

0

North West

0

3,8

Free State

0

3,3

3,6

0

0

0

Lesotho
Swaziland

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec
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CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH
LepiMAP (Les Underhill)
LepiMAP is helping to build up-to-date distribution maps for the butterflies and moths of Africa.
These maps are critically important for conservation management and priority setting. Without
good distribution maps, species conservation is largely guesswork. You can make your
photography count for conservation by uploading your photos into the Virtual Museum.
http://thebdi.org/2019/07/02/virtual-museum-open-for-refreshments/

Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity (BED) (Jonathan Colville)
The Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity project (BED) is a three-year research enterprise led by
SANBI. The BED project seeks to map patterns of evolutionary diversity for butterflies across
South African landscapes. It aims, through collecting DNA samples of all South African butterfly
species, to identify areas not only of high butterfly species richness and conservation concern, but
also areas of high evolutionary importance. LepSoc Africa will be the main collecting agency for
this project, which will also provide the phylogenetic analyses to enable us to resolve a number of
taxonomic issues.
Everyone can assist with this project: for further information, go to:
http://www.lepsoc.org.za/projects/butterfly-evolutionary-diversity/

Caterpillar Rearing Group (CRG) (Hermann Staude)
The third volume of the CRG results has been published in Metamorphosis: Volume 31 / 3.
Anybody wishing to join, please refer to the LepSoc Africa website for details
(http://www.lepsoc.org.za/) or visit the Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/caterpillarrg/

COREL
Custodians of Rare and Endangered Lepidoptera (COREL) is a joint LepSoc Africa–Brenton Blue
Trust project to secure the survival of our threatened butterfly and moth species.
If you would like to assist COREL in any capacity, please contact me at jchdobson@gmail.com
A link to the latest COREL guidelines is attached below:
COREL - Structure and guidelines
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Thestor Project (Jeremy Dobson)
We’ve made good progress with the Thestor Project this season.
As noted in January’s newsletter, barcodes (typically from, or near, type localities) have been
obtained for the following taxa:
Thestor brachycerus dukei, Thestor camdeboo, Thestor dicksoni dicksoni, Thestor dicksoni
malagas, Thestor dicksoni warreni, Thestor holmesi, Thestor kaplani, Thestor penningtoni, Thestor
petra tempe, Thestor pictus, Thestor rooibergensis, Thestor strutti and Thestor yildizae.
In addition, samples have been obtained, for sequencing, of the following butterflies:
Thestor barbatus (Dave Edge), Thestor brachycera brachycera (Dave Edge), Thestor braunsi
(Jeremy Dobson), Thestor claassensi (Andrew Morton), Thestor coetzeri (Graham Henning),
Thestor montanus (Graham Henning), Thestor murrayi (Dave Edge) and Thestor stepheni (Chris
Dobson).
“Missing” taxa are as follows:
Thestor basuta basuta, Thestor basuta capeneri, Thestor calviniae, Thestor compassbergae,
Thestor dryburghi, Thestor overbergensis, Thestor penningtoni, Thestor petra petra, Thestor
pringlei, Thestor protumnus aridus, Thestor protumnus protumnus, Thestor protumnus terblanchei,
Thestor rileyi, Thestor rossouwi, Thestor vansoni
I’d also like to obtain samples of other South African Miletinae:
Aslauga australis, Lachnocnema bibulus, Lachnocnema durbani, Lachnocnema laches
While any Thestor samples are welcomed, specimens from type-localities will be especially
valuable for subsequent taxonomic work. To assist you, I’ve summarized Thestor type-localities
and flight periods (extracted from Afrotropical Butterflies) in the table contained on the following
pages. The status of the samples acquired to date have been colour coded, in accordance with
the table below:
CODE
1A

DESCRIPTION
Multiple barcodes, including material from (or
near) the type locality.

1B
2A

COUNT
13

37,1%

Single barcode from, or near type locality.
Multiple barcodes, but not from the type locality.

0

0,0%

0

0,0%

2B
3A

Single barcode, but not type material.
Type material has been obtained for sequencing
but has not been sequenced yet.

0

0,0%

6

17,1%

3B

Material has been obtained for sequencing, but
not from type locality

2

5,7%

4

No specimens to date.

14
35

40,0%
100,0%
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CODE
3A

Taxon
Thestor b arb atus
Henning & Henning, 1997
Bearded Skolly

4

Thestor b asuta b asuta
(Wallengren, 1857)
Basuto Skolly
Thestor b asuta capeneri
Dickson, 1972
Northern Basuto Skolly
Thestor b rachycera b rachycera
(Trimen, 1883)
Knysna Skolly
Thestor b rachycera dukei
van Son, 1951
Duke’s Knysna Skolly
Thestor b raunsi
van Son, 1941
Brauns's Skolly

4

3A

1A

3B

Type Locality
South Africa: “Spitskoppie,
6km NW Herald, 1080m,
33°48'S, 22°24'E, Western
Cape, 17.xii.1994.
[South Africa]: “Caffraria
[Eastern Cape Province]”.

Flight Period
Recorded in December.

South Africa: “Transvaal,
Lucerne, near Zeerust [North
West Province]”.
[South Africa]: “Cape Colony
(Western Districts)”.

October to April (Pringle et al .,
1994).

South Africa: “Koo District,
south-west Cape Province”.

December and January (Pringle et
al ., 1994).

South Africa: “Willowmore,
Cape Province [Eastern Cape
Province]”.

It appears to be double-brooded,
flying in October and again in March
(Pringle et al ., 1994). Also found
early in January at Greyton (Heath &
In the small population near the
town rubbish-tip, adults appear as
early as December, whereas the
population on top of the
October to December. Heath &
Pringle (2004) give the flight period
as November and early December.

4

Thestor calviniae
Riley, 1954
Hantamsberg Skolly

South Africa: “Hantam’s Berg,
Calvinia, Cape Province
[Northern Cape Province]”.

1A

Thestor camdeb oo
Dickson & Wykeham, 1994
Camdeboo Skolly

3A

Thestor claassensi
Heath & Pringle, 2004
Stilbaai Skolly
Thestor coetzeri
Heath & Pringle, 2020
Inky Skolly

South Africa: “Eastern Cape
Province: Camdeboo
Mountains, near Aberdeen, 11
Nov. 1982 (V.L. and E.L.
Pringle)”.
South Africa: “Stillbaai
[Western Cape Province]”.

3A

4

Thestor compassb ergae
Quickelberge & McMaster, 1970
Compassberg Skolly

1A

Thestor dicksoni dicksoni
Riley, 1954
Karoo Skolly

1A

Thestor dicksoni malagas
Dickson & Wykeham, 1994
Atlantic Karoo Skolly

1A

Thestor dicksoni warreni
Ball, 1994
Arid Karoo Skolly

South Africa: Middlebergpas,
Citrusdal, Western Cape
Province. 32°37'32.18"S,
19°08'06.07"E, c. 900 m.
South Africa: “Compassberg
on Sneeuwbergen mountain
range near and north of New
Bethesda, Cape Province
[Eastern Cape Province]”.
South Africa: “Roode Zands
Mountains, above Tulbagh
Kloof, Cape Province [Western
Cape Province]”.
South Africa: “Western Cape
Province: Langebaan [Kreef
Bay, Langebaan Peninsula],
14 Mar. 1981 (T. Waters).”
South Africa: “Western Cape
Province: 10 km west of
Graafwater 32.08° S 18.31° E.
Altitude 100 m, 17 Apr. 1991
(J.B. Ball).”

October to April (Pringle et al .,
1994).

December and January (Pringle et
al ., 1994).

October to January.

November and December (Pringle &
Heath, 2019).

December is the only recorded
month (Pringle et al ., 1994).

Single-brooded, Dec - Apr.
(Woodhall's Butterflies of South
Africa).
Single-brooded, Dec - Apr.
(Woodhall's Butterflies of South
Africa).
Single-brooded, Dec - Apr.
(Woodhall's Butterflies of South
Africa).
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CODE
4

Taxon
Thestor dryb urghi
van Son, 1966
Arkoep Skolly
Thestor holmesi
van Son, 1951
Hawequas Skolly
Thestor kaplani
Dickson & Stephen, 1971
Greyton Skolly

Type Locality
South Africa: “Kamieskroon
(Namaqualand) [Northern
Cape Province]”.
South Africa: “French Hoek
Pass, West Cape Province”.

Flight Period
August to October (Heath & Pringle,
2004).

South Africa: “Western Cape
Province: Rivier Zonderend
Mtns, near Greyton”.

December and January (Pringle et
al ., 1994). Heath & Pringle (2004)
only give December.

3A

Thestor montanus
van Son, 1941
Mountain Skolly

3B

Thestor murrayi
Swanepoel, 1953
Garden Route Skolly

South Africa: “Assegaibos,
near Le Motte, French Hoek
Mountains [Western Cape
Province]”.
South Africa: “Swartberg Pass,
nr Prince Albert, Cape Province
[Western Cape Province]”.

4

Thestor overb ergensis
Heath & Pringle, 2004
Overberg Skolly
Thestor penningtoni
van Son, 1949
Swartberg Skolly
Thestor petra petra
Pennington, 1962
Rock Skolly
Thestor petra tempe
Pennington, 1962
Southern Rock Skolly
Thestor pictus
van Son, 1941
Langeberg Skolly

October and November are the
months it is normally found. There
is a January record for the summit of
the Franschhoek Pass (Pringle et
October to January (Pringle et al .,
1994). At Natures Valley, 30 km
east of Plettenberg Bay, specimens
have been found in February and
October to late December (Heath &
Pringle, 2004).

1A

1A

1A

4

1A

1A

4

4

4

4

Thestor pringlei
Dickson, 1976
Roggeberg Skolly
Thestor protumnus aridus
van Son, 1941
Namaqua Boland Skolly
Thestor protumnus protumnus
(Linnaeus, 1764)
Boland Skolly
Thestor protumnus terb lanchei
Henning & Henning, 1993
Northern Boland Skolly

4

Thestor rileyi
Pennington, 1956
Matroosberg Skolly

1A

Thestor rooib ergensis
Heath, 1994
Rooiberg Skolly

South Africa: “De Hoop,
Western Cape Province”.

December and January (Pringle et
al ., 1994).

South Africa: “Top of Zwartberg
Pass, Prince Albert District,
Cape Province”.
South Africa: “Gydo Mountain
(Ceres Distr.) Cape Province”.

October and November (Pringle et
al ., 1994).

South Africa: “Seven Weeks
Poort (Ladismith Distr., Cape
Province)”.
South Africa: “Garcias Pass,
Riversdale District, Cape
Province [Western Cape
Province]”.
South Africa: “Western Cape
Province [Northern Cape
Province]: Sutherland”.
South Africa: “Matjesfontein,
Cape Province [Western Cape
Province]”.
[South Africa]: “Tulbagh, Cap.
b. Spei [Western Cape
Province]”.
South Africa: “South Africa:
Mooimeisieshoek,
Korannaberg, Orange Free
State [Free State Province].
South Africa: “Lourensford,
Somerset West, Cape
Province, 1550 ft. [Western
Cape Province]”.
South Africa: “24 Oct. 1990, A.
Heath.” Heath & Pringle
(2004) give the type locality as
Rooiberg Mt. near Calitzdorp,
Western Cape Province.

October to January for (Pringle et al .,
1994).

Late November to January (Heath &
Pringle, 2004).

September to November (Heath &
Pringle, 2004).

December is the only month
recorded (Pringle et al ., 1994).
Single-brooded, Aug - Oct.
(Woodhall's Butterflies of South
Africa).
Single-brooded, Sep - Dec.
(Woodhall's Butterflies of South
Africa).
Single-brooded, Jan - Mar.
(Woodhall's Butterflies of South
Africa).
Late November to January (Heath &
Pringle, 2004).

The only records are for October and
December (Pringle et al., 1994).
Heath & Pringle (2004) state that the
main flight period is in September
and October.
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CODE
4

Taxon
Thestor rossouwi
Dickson, 1971
Coastal Skolly

Type Locality
South Africa: “Western Cape
Province: Farm Platrug,
Stanford District”.

3A

Thestor stepheni
Swanepoel, 1968
Jonaskop Skolly
Thestor strutti
van Son, 1951
Wolseley Skolly
Thestor vansoni
Pennington, 1962
Gydo Skolly
Thestor yildizae
Kocak, 1983
Peninsula Skolly

South Africa: “Boesmanskloof
Pass (Robertson distr.,
Cape)”.
South Africa: “Farm Verrekyker,
near Wolseley, Western Cape
Province”.
South Africa: “Skurfteberg
(Ceres Distr., Cape Province)
[Western Cape Province]”.
South Africa: “Muizenburg
(near top of hill), Cape
Province [Western Cape
Province]”.

1A

4

1A

Flight Period
September to April (Heath & Pringle,
2004). In the east of its range the
species has a more restricted flight
period, from October to December
December and January (Pringle et
al ., 1994).
August and September (Pringle et
al ., 1994).
September to November (Heath &
Pringle, 2004).
Late November to January (Heath &
Pringle, 2004).

To assist you with this project I’ve attached images of all currently described Thestor in the plates
below. These pictures have been taken – with Mark Williams’s permission - from Afrotropical
Butterflies.
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TAXON
Thestor b arb atus
Henning & Henning, 1997
Bearded Skolly

MALE

MALE (UNS)

FEMALE

FEMALE (UNS)

Thestor b asuta b asuta
(Wallengren, 1857)
Basuto Skolly

Thestor b asuta capeneri
Dickson, 1972
Northern Basuto Skolly

Thestor b rachycera b rachycera
(Trimen, 1883)
Knysna Skolly

Thestor b rachycera dukei
van Son, 1951
Duke’s Knysna Skolly

Thestor b raunsi
van Son, 1941
Brauns's Skolly

Thestor calviniae
Riley, 1954
Hantamsberg Skolly

Thestor camdeb oo
Dickson & Wykeham, 1994
Camdeboo Skolly

Thestor claassensi
Heath & Pringle, 2004
Stilbaai Skolly
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TAXON
Thestor coetzeri
Heath & Pringle, 2020
Inky Skolly

MALE

MALE (UNS)

FEMALE

FEMALE (UNS)

Thestor compassb ergae
Quickelberge & McMaster, 1970
Compassberg Skolly

Thestor dicksoni dicksoni
Riley, 1954
Karoo Skolly

Thestor dicksoni malagas
Dickson & Wykeham, 1994
Atlantic Karoo Skolly

Thestor dicksoni warreni
Ball, 1994
Arid Karoo Skolly

Thestor dryb urghi
van Son, 1966
Arkoep Skolly

Thestor holmesi
van Son, 1951
Hawequas Skolly

Thestor kaplani
Dickson & Stephen, 1971
Greyton Skolly

Thestor montanus
van Son, 1941
Mountain Skolly
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TAXON
Thestor murrayi
Swanepoel, 1953
Garden Route Skolly

MALE

MALE (UNS)

FEMALE

FEMALE (UNS)

Thestor overb ergensis
Heath & Pringle, 2004
Overberg Skolly

Thestor penningtoni
van Son, 1949
Swartberg Skolly

Thestor petra petra
Pennington, 1962
Rock Skolly

Thestor petra tempe
Pennington, 1962
Southern Rock Skolly

Thestor pictus
van Son, 1941
Langeberg Skolly

Thestor pringlei
Dickson, 1976
Roggeberg Skolly

Thestor protumnus aridus
van Son, 1941
Namaqua Boland Skolly

Thestor protumnus protumnus
(Linnaeus, 1764)
Boland Skolly
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TAXON
Thestor protumnus terb lanchei
Henning & Henning, 1993
Northern Boland Skolly

MALE

MALE (UNS)

FEMALE

FEMALE (UNS)

Thestor rileyi
Pennington, 1956
Matroosberg Skolly

Thestor rooib ergensis
Heath, 1994
Rooiberg Skolly

Thestor rossouwi
Dickson, 1971
Coastal Skolly

Thestor stepheni
Swanepoel, 1968
Jonaskop Skolly

Thestor strutti
van Son, 1951
Wolseley Skolly

Thestor vansoni
Pennington, 1962
Gydo Skolly

Thestor yildizae
Kocak, 1983
Peninsula Skolly
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TP-038 Thestor rooibergensis

TP-041 Thestor strutti

TP-043 Thestor yildizae

0,00%

TP-036 Thestor pictus

9,42%

TP-035 Thestor petra tempe

9,42%

TP-030 Thestor penningtoni

9,42%

TP-027 Thestor kaplani

3,95%

TP-026 Thestor holmesi

9,27%

TP-024 Thestor dicksoni warreni

6,53%

16,26%
16,11%
18,39%
18,71%
17,14%
9,73%
9,73%
0,00%
2,74%
1,98%
8,81%
8,97%
11,70%
10,03%
7,60%
7,90%
6,53%
10,03%

15,65%
15,50%
17,93%
18,71%
17,30%
9,88%
10,18%
2,74%
0,00%
3,19%
9,42%
9,42%
12,77%
10,18%
7,60%
8,21%
6,69%
10,18%

16,26%
15,81%
17,93%
18,55%
16,98%
9,88%
9,27%
1,98%
3,19%
0,00%
8,81%
8,81%
12,31%
10,18%
8,36%
8,51%
7,29%
9,73%

14,89%
14,13%
17,33%
16,67%
16,35%
4,26%
4,71%
8,81%
9,42%
8,81%
0,00%
5,02%
9,57%
4,86%
8,66%
8,36%
8,05%
3,80%

14,89%
13,53%
17,33%
16,35%
15,72%
6,38%
1,67%
8,97%
9,42%
8,81%
5,02%
0,00%
9,42%
6,69%
9,42%
9,27%
8,66%
6,53%

17,48%
16,57%
19,30%
18,71%
19,03%
10,18%
8,36%
11,70%
12,77%
12,31%
9,57%
9,42%
0,00%
10,18%
11,25%
11,40%
11,40%
9,27%

15,65%
15,50%
18,39%
18,24%
16,82%
0,91%
6,08%
10,03%
10,18%
10,18%
4,86%
6,69%
10,18%
0,00%
9,73%
9,73%
9,12%
3,95%

16,11%
15,96%
18,24%
17,77%
17,77%
9,42%
9,42%
7,60%
7,60%
8,36%
8,66%
9,42%
11,25%
9,73%
0,00%
1,82%
7,29%
9,42%

16,11%
16,11%
19,00%
17,77%
18,08%
9,42%
8,97%
7,90%
8,21%
8,51%
8,36%
9,27%
11,40%
9,73%
1,82%
0,00%
7,75%
9,42%

17,02%
15,96%
18,24%
17,61%
16,51%
8,81%
8,81%
6,53%
6,69%
7,29%
8,05%
8,66%
11,40%
9,12%
7,29%
7,75%
0,00%
9,42%

15,35%
15,96%
17,93%
18,24%
16,67%
3,34%
5,78%
10,03%
10,18%
9,73%
3,80%
6,53%
9,27%
3,95%
9,42%
9,42%
9,42%
0,00%

Thestor dicksoni
malagas

15,35%
14,44%
17,48%
16,98%
16,35%
5,78%
0,00%
9,73%
10,18%
9,27%
4,71%
1,67%
8,36%
6,08%
9,42%
8,97%
8,81%
5,78%

3,80%

TP-022

15,35%
15,35%
17,78%
18,24%
16,98%
0,00%
5,78%
9,73%
9,88%
9,88%
4,26%
6,38%
10,18%
0,91%
9,42%
9,42%
8,81%
3,34%

Thestor dicksoni
dicksoni

17,77%
15,88%
17,30%
17,92%
0,00%
16,98%
16,35%
17,14%
17,30%
16,98%
16,35%
15,72%
19,03%
16,82%
17,77%
18,08%
16,51%
16,67%

9,73%

TP-016

TP-015 Thestor camdeboo

17,30%
14,62%
16,51%
0,00%
17,92%
18,24%
16,98%
18,71%
18,71%
18,55%
16,67%
16,35%
18,71%
18,24%
17,77%
17,77%
17,61%
18,24%

Thestor brachycerus
dukei

16,41%
17,17%
0,00%
16,51%
17,30%
17,78%
17,48%
18,39%
17,93%
17,93%
17,33%
17,33%
19,30%
18,39%
18,24%
19,00%
18,24%
17,93%

5,78% 10,03% 10,18%

TP-013

12,16%
0,00%
17,17%
14,62%
15,88%
15,35%
14,44%
16,11%
15,50%
15,81%
14,13%
13,53%
16,57%
15,50%
15,96%
16,11%
15,96%
15,96%

Spalgis lemolea
lemolea

0,00%
12,16%
16,41%
17,30%
17,77%
15,35%
15,35%
16,26%
15,65%
16,26%
14,89%
14,89%
17,48%
15,65%
16,11%
16,11%
17,02%
15,35%

3,34%

TP-011

TP-009 Megalopalpus zymna

Aslauga purpurascens
Euliphyra leucyania
Lachnocnema magna
Megalopalpus zymna
Spalgis lemolea lemolea
Thestor b rachycerus dukei
Thestor camdeb oo
Thestor dicksoni dicksoni
Thestor dicksoni malagas
Thestor dicksoni warreni
Thestor holmesi
Thestor kaplani
Thestor penningtoni
Thestor petra tempe
Thestor pictus
Thestor rooib ergensis
Thestor strutti
Thestor yildizae

TP-006 Lachnocnema magna

TP-001
TP-003
TP-006
TP-009
TP-011
TP-013
TP-015
TP-016
TP-022
TP-024
TP-026
TP-027
TP-030
TP-035
TP-036
TP-038
TP-041
TP-043

TP-003 Euliphyra leucyania

THESTOR CO1
BARCODE
COMPARISON
TABLE

TP-001 Aslauga purpurascens

15,35% 15,96% 17,93% 18,24% 16,67%

Pairwise distances greater than 15% are highlighted in red
Pairwise distances less than 5% are highlighted in green
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Spialia Project (Jeremy Dobson)
As noted in November’s newsletter, Johan Greyling is to sponsor a plate of Spialia samples for
mtDNA COI sequencing. By Spialia, I include the recently erected genera Agyllia and Ernsta.
Please try and collect samples of these butterflies during the course of this season.
I’ve already collected a few samples and have trawled BOLD and GENBANK is search of
appropriate DNA sequences. We also acquired a few barcodes from the Karoo BioGaps project.
Barcodes have been acquired for the following representatives of the Pyrginae subfamily (those
taxa indicated in red are not African):
Agyllia agylla agylla, Ernsta (Delaga) nanus, Ernsta (Ernsta) colotes colotes, Ernsta (Ernsta)
dromus, Spialia (Platygnathia) diomus, Spialia (Platygnathia) doris doris, Spialia (Platygnathia)
phlomidis, Spialia (Spialia) ali, Spialia (Spialia) orbifer, Spialia (Spialia) rosae, Spialia (Spialia)
sertorius, Spialia (Spialia) spio, Spialia (Spialia) therapne, Carcharodus alceae alceae and
Gomalia elma elma.
I have obtained samples of the following butterflies this season:
Agyllia asterodia, Ernsta delagoae, Ernsta depauperata australis, Ernsta nanus, Ernsta colotes
transvaaliae, Spialia ferax, Spialia mafa mafa and Spialia spio.
“Missing” taxa include:
Agyllia agylla bamptoni, Ernsta sataspes, Ernsta confusa confusa, Ernsta paula and Ernsta
secessus.
We are trying to establish the overall relatedness of various Spialia (and related genera) and at the
same time, look out for new species. We will focus primarily on Southern African taxa.

Spialia ferax
Bulwer, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Spialia mafa mafa
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Ernsta colotes transvaaliae
Hennops River, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson
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SP-008 Carcharodus alceae alceae

SP-022 Gomalia elma elma

11,71% 11,71% 13,75% 13,75% 14,31% 14,13%
11,73% 11,25% 11,91% 10,68% 11,91% 12,61%
0,00% 11,95% 12,69% 12,39% 11,77% 11,77%
11,95% 0,00% 7,38% 8,08% 6,50% 6,68%
12,69% 7,38% 0,00% 10,49% 9,27% 9,42%
12,39% 8,08% 10,49% 0,00% 5,32% 5,62%
11,77% 6,50% 9,27% 5,32% 0,00% 1,82%
11,77% 6,68% 9,42% 5,62% 1,82% 0,00%
11,16% 6,50% 8,66% 6,23% 4,10% 3,04%
13,48% 7,88% 9,84% 9,11% 8,38% 8,74%
11,62% 7,56% 10,33% 4,26% 5,02% 4,71%
12,23% 9,84% 10,94% 12,01% 10,79% 10,64%
11,62% 9,67% 11,55% 12,46% 10,33% 10,94%

0,00%

SP-041 Spialia (Spialia) therapne

SP-033 Spialia (Spialia) rosae

Spialia (Platygnathia) doris
doris
SP-025

SP-032 Spialia (Spialia) orbifer

Spialia (Platygnathia)
diomus
SP-023

SP-029 Spialia (Spialia) ali

Ernsta (Ernsta) colotes
transvaaliae

12,08%
0,00%
11,73%
11,25%
11,91%
10,68%
11,91%
12,61%
11,73%
13,32%
11,56%
11,38%
12,08%

SP-018

0,00%
12,08%
11,71%
11,71%
13,75%
13,75%
14,31%
14,13%
12,83%
12,19%
13,94%
12,64%
12,83%

9,57%

SP-038 Spialia (Spialia) spio

Agyllia agylla agylla
Ernsta (Delaga) nanus
Ernsta (Ernsta) colotes transvaaliae
Spialia (Platygnathia) diomus
Spialia (Platygnathia) doris doris
Spialia (Spialia) ali
Spialia (Spialia) orb ifer
Spialia (Spialia) rosae
Spialia (Spialia) sertorius
Spialia (Spialia) spio
Spialia (Spialia) therapne
Carcharodus alceae alceae
Gomalia elma elma

9,67% 11,55% 12,46% 10,33% 10,94% 10,18% 11,48% 11,40%

SP-037 Spialia (Spialia) sertorius

SP-001
SP-015
SP-018
SP-023
SP-025
SP-029
SP-032
SP-033
SP-037
SP-038
SP-041
SP-008
SP-022

SP-015 Ernsta (Delaga) nanus

SPIALIA CO1 BARCODE
COMPARISON TABLE

SP-001 Agyllia agylla agylla

12,83% 12,08% 11,62%

12,83%
11,73%
11,16%
6,50%
8,66%
6,23%
4,10%
3,04%
0,00%
6,92%
5,17%
10,49%
10,18%

12,19%
13,32%
13,48%
7,88%
9,84%
9,11%
8,38%
8,74%
6,92%
0,00%
8,01%
12,57%
11,48%

13,94%
11,56%
11,62%
7,56%
10,33%
4,26%
5,02%
4,71%
5,17%
8,01%
0,00%
11,09%
11,40%

12,64%
11,38%
12,23%
9,84%
10,94%
12,01%
10,79%
10,64%
10,49%
12,57%
11,09%
0,00%
9,57%

12,83%
12,08%
11,62%
9,67%
11,55%
12,46%
10,33%
10,94%
10,18%
11,48%
11,40%
9,57%
0,00%

Pairwise distances greater than 10% are highlighted in red
Pairwise distances less than 5% are highlighted in green
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Aloeides Project (Jeremy Dobson)
As previously noted, Dr Pasi Sihvonen (Director of Zoology Unit, Finnish Museum of Natural
History), has agreed to barcode some Aloeides for us. In addition, Pasi’s researchers will assist
with evaluation of the sequences once these have been obtained. We have delayed the
submission of samples; an advantage of this delay is that I can include samples of the following
taxa:
•
•
•

Aloeides mullini (Jono Francis, Zimbabwe)
Aloeides pringlei (Ernest Pringle, Eastern Cape, South Africa)
Aloeides tearei (Katharina Reddig, Namibia)

In addition, Tomasz Pyrcz of the Nature Education Centre, Jagiellonian University, Poland,
recently acquired some specimens of Kenyan Savanna Russet (Aloeides conradsi jacksoni) from
Kabaru Forest, Nyeri County and has promised to forward me some DNA sequences and
photographs.
In conjunction with the specimens that we’ve already acquired (and assuming we can obtain
barcodes from all the samples), we are only missing three species. These are:
•
•
•

Aloeides angolensis
Aloeides argenteus
Aloeides namibiensis

I intend to undertake a Namibia / Angola expedition in March and April to look for these elusive
butterflies, but even without them, we will have 94.7% of the currently described Aloeides species.
The situation with regard to subspecies is slightly less impressive: 69 taxa out of 75, or 92.0%, but
this is still more than adequate representation for us to produce our preliminary phylogenetic
paper. The only South African taxa missing from our data set is De Hoop Dark Russet (Aloeides
carolynnae aurata).
Please note however that data collection for the Aloeides Project is far from complete! There are
many instances where we have only single barcodes, and we are also short of material from type
localities. Remember the ultimate goal of the Aloeides Project is to acquire samples of all Aloeides
from all localities: there will be plenty of new, cryptic species awaiting description!
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Aloeides gallery 2021 – 2022 Season

Aloeides aranda
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides taikosama
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides trimeni trimeni
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides egerides
Cape Peninsula, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides pallida
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides gowani
Lootsberg Pass, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides maluti
Golden Gate, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides oreas
Witsieshoek, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides penningtoni
Mt Currie, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides henningi
Hillshaven, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides molomo molomo
Hillshaven, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides trimeni trimeni
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson
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Aloeides arida
Carolusberg, N Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides nollothi
Wallekraal, N Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides barklyi
Carolusberg, N Cape
Reinier Terblanche

Aloeides lutescens
Bree River, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides thyra thyra
Constantia Nek, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides rileyi
Sehonghong, Lesotho
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides dryas
Barberton, Mpumalanga
Delia Oosthuizen

Aloeides almeida
Mt Rochelle, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides pierus
Greyton, W Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides trimeni trimeni
Petrus Steyn, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides braueri
Queenstown, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides depicta
Huntly Glen, E Cape
Jeremy Dobson
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PUBLICATIONS
Metamorphosis
Dave Edge is the Editor of Metamorphosis; James Lawrence is the new the Sub Editor,
responsible for production.
Metamorphosis Volume 32 (2021) is being printed and is on sale to LepSoc Africa members for
R 220 (R 260 for non-members). This is a compilation of articles, taxonomic papers and notes
published online by Metamorphosis during 2021.
For more details, view the Metamorphosis section of the LepSoc Africa website under the
Publications tab (lepsocafrica.org)
Please order hard copies using the online shop (https://lepsocafrica.org/) or contact Dave at
orachrysops@gmail.com.

2021
Volume 32 Part 1
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2020
Volume 31 Part 1
Articles: 139 - 147
Publication Date : 2020-12-23
David A. Edge and Silvia Mecenero
R250 excluding postage.
Volume 31 Part 2
DR. MARTIN KRÜGER : Obituary by Hermann Staude and Wolfram Mey and Checklist of
the Lepidoptera of southern Africa
R350 excluding postage.
Volume 31 Part 3
The Caterpillar Rearing Group
Hermann Staude
R600 excluding postage.
Volume 31 Part 4
Outcomes of the Southern African Lepidoptera Conservation Assessment (SALCA)
Silvia Mecenero et al.
R250 excluding postage.

2019
Volume 30 Part 1
Articles: 58 - 68
Publication Date : 2019-12-31
David A. Edge and Silvia Mecenero
R145 excluding postage.
Volume 30 Part 2
Revision of the genus Neptis Fabricius, 1807 (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae) in the Afrotropical
Region: Currently described taxa
Ian D. Richardson
R300 excluding postage.
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OTHER BUTTERFLIES
Johan Heyns has a large collection of photographs, which are included as a regular feature in this
newsletter.
The Euteliidae family are members of the Noctuoidea superfamily. Adults of this group typically
rest with their wings folded and their abdomen curled upward, leading them to look like dried
leaves.

Eutelia sp
Johan Heyns

Eutelia adulatrix
Johan Heyns

Laelia subrosea
Johan Heyns

Commencing with the Geometridae family, lets kick off with the Desmobathrinae subfamily.

Conolophia aemula
Johan Heyns

Conolophia conscitaria
Johan Heyns

Conolophia conscitaria
Johan Heyns
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REGIONAL ROUNDUP
Gauteng
I visited Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens (WSBG) on 4 Jan and 1 Feb.
Good numbers of butterflies were found on both occasions and a new record for the gardens,
Grey Smoky Blue (Euchrysops malathana) was found during the course of the second visit.

Garden Acraea
Acraea horta
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Brown Russet
Aloeides trimeni trimeni
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Striped Policeman
Coeliades forestan forestan
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Pink Cupreous Ash Blue
Eicochrysops messapus mahallakoaena
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

African Yellow Pansy
Junonia hierta cebrene
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Fulvous Painted Ranger
Nervia mohozutza
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

A visit to Hennops Hiking Trail in early Feb yielded 31 species (Abundance Index 4.0 – Good).
There were a couple of Eastern Bushveld Sandman (Ernsta colotes transvaaliae) and Silvery
Silverline (Cigaritis phanes) – not common butterflies in Gauteng.

Silvery Silverline
Cigaritis phanes
Hennops River, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Eastern Bushveld Sandman
Ernsta colotes transvaaliae
Hennops River, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Garden Commodore
Precis archesia archesia
Hennops River, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson
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In late February, on my recommendation, Jono Francis visited South Africa, primarily to look for
Pale Painted Ranger (Nervia nerva nerva). I took him to the hills above Walter Sisulu Botanical
Gardens and, to my relief, we found nerva flying in good numbers. We appeared to be too late for
Fulvous Painted Ranger (Nervia mohozutza) unfortunately, but there were some other nice
butterflies, such as Mozambique Silverline (Cigaritis mozambica).

Painted Lady
Vanessa cardui
Krugersdorp, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Pale Painted Ranger
Nervia nerva nerva
Krugersdorp, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Mozambique Silverline
Cigaritis mozambica
Krugersdorp, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

After a trip to the Strydpoortberg (refer to “Limpopo” below), I took Jono for a hike at
Suikerbosrand. We found a perfect female Pale Painted Ranger (Nervia nerva nerva); a new
record for Suikerbosrand. To complete a successful day, we found several Marsh Sylph (Metisella
meninx) a butterfly that I’d previously found outside the reserve, but never within Suikerbosrand
itself.
28 species (Abundance Index 4,2 – Good).

Pirate
Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Marsh Sylph
Metisella meninx
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

African Yellow Pansy
Junonia hierta cebrene
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Eastern Scarlet
Axiocerses tjoane tjoane
Krugersdorp, Gauteng
Andrew Mayer

Painted Emperor
Charaxes saturnus
Magaliesberg, Gauteng
Stephen Ball

Some more Gauteng pictures:

Modest Gypsy
Morasa modesta
Gauteng
André Coetzer
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…and some photos from Lourens Erasmus

Garden Commodore
Precis archesia archesia
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Dark Blue Pansy
Junonia oenone oenone
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

African Blue Pansy
Junonia orithya madagascariensis
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Mpumalanga
Martin Lunderstedt and I visited Balfour on 29 Jan, primarily to look for Basuto Skolly (Thestor
basuta basuta).
No sign of basuta unfortunately, and cloudy and cool weather didn’t help. Martin found some
interesting flowers on a rocky hillside, with an extraordinary large, single leaf. The flowers proved
to be Streptocarpus vandeleurii a fairly rare monocarpic plant, meaning it will die after flowering
and fruiting.

Brown Dodger
Afrogegenes letterstedti
Balfour, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Pea Blue
Lampides boeticus
Balfour, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson
Streptocarpus vandeleurii
Balfour, Mpumalanga
Martin Lunderstedt
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Eastern Cape

Southern Short-tailed Admiral
Vanessa hippomene hippomene
Salem, E Cape
Lynette Rudman

Warrior Acraea
Acraea acara acara
Gqeberha, E Cape
Rosie Greeff

Variable Bush Brown
Bicyclus safitza safitza
Gqeberha, E Cape
Rosie Greeff

Southern White-barred Emperor
Charaxes brutus natalensis
Gqeberha, E Cape
Rosie Greeff

African Plain Tiger / African Monarch
Danaus chrysippus orientis
Port Alfred, E Cape
Rosie Greeff

Green-marbled Sandman
Gomalia elma elma
Gqeberha, E Cape
Rosie Greeff

Dwarf Blue
Oraidium barberae
Colchester, E Cape
Marie Delport

Painted Lady
Vanessa cardui
Port Alfred, E Cape
Rosie Greeff

African Ant-heap White
Dixeia charina charina
Port Alfred, E Cape
Rosie Greeff

Patrician Giant Cupid
Lepidochrysops patricia
Colchester, E Cape
Marie Delport

African Small Orange Tip
Colotis evagore antigone
Colchester, E Cape
Marie Delport

African Meadow White
Pontia helice helice
Salem, E Cape
Lynette Rudman
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Limpopo
On 23 Feb 2022 I arranged to take Jono Francis on a trip to Donkerkloof in the Strydpoortberg
Mountains, Limpopo, accompanied by Mark Williams and Martin Lunderstedt.
Argus Autumn Widow (Dira jansei) was flying in large numbers, along with a few Secucuni
Shadefly (Coenyra rufiplaga) and Dark-webbed Ringlet (Physcaeneura panda). I’d hoped to find
Wolkberg Orange Lined Ringlet (Coenyropsis natalii poetulodes) a butterfly that I’ve seldom seen
and never photographed. I didn’t see any, although Martin and Jono saw a couple. Bastards.
Higher up the mountain, there were loads of butterflies feeding on Scabious flowers and we even
found Nomad Acraea (Acraea lygus); between us, we recorded four lygus that day, which is really
unusual. There was no sign of Big-eye Small Ringlet (Paternympha loxophthalma) or Basuto
Skolly (Thestor basuta basuta) unfortunately.
We rounded off the day with a brief stop at Tubex. It was surprisingly dry and not too much was
flying, apart from loads of Pale-yellow Amber (Telchinia burni). We also saw Eastern Clouded
Mother-of-Pearl (Protogoniomorpha anacardii nebulosa). Unusual records for dry savanna habitat
were East African Spirit (Leptosia alcesta inalcesta), Brown Pansy (Junonia natalica natalica) and
Transvaal Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus transvaalensis).
73 species - Abundance Index 4,8 (Good).

Black-tipped Acraea
Acraea caldarena caldarena
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Nomad Acraea
Acraea lygus
Tubex, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Light Red Acraea
Acraea nohara nohara
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Dark Netted Sylph
Willema willemi
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

African Plain Tiger / African Monarch
Danaus chrysippus orientis
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Argus Autumn Widow
Dira jansei
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson
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African Yellow Pansy
Junonia hierta cebrene
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Eastern Dotted Border
Mylothris agathina agathina
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Pale-yellow Amber
Telchinia burni
Tubex, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Andrew Mayer photographed some Colitis at Hoedspruit in January and Alan Gardiner took some
pictures of Zulu Shadefly (Coenyra hebe), also from Hoedspruit.

Scarlet Tip
Colotis annae annae
Hoedspruit, Limpopo
Andrew Mayer

Southern Red Tip
Colotis antevippe gavisa
Hoedspruit, Limpopo
Andrew Mayer

Zulu Shadefly
Coenyra hebe
Hoedspruit, Limpopo
Alan Gardiner

Pioneer Caper White / Brown-veined
White (Belenois aurota)
Tswalu, Northern Cape
Reinier Terblanche

Sun-burst Ranger
Kedestes lepenula
Tswalu, Northern Cape
Reinier Terblanche

Northern Cape

Kalahari Acraea
Acraea trimeni
Tswalu, Northern Cape
Reinier Terblanche
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KZN

Black-striped Ciliate Blue
Anthene amarah amarah
Umhlathuze, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Dusky Russet
Aloeides taikosama
Umhlathuze, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Garden Commodore
Precis archesia archesia
Mandawe, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Southern African Pearl Emperor
Charaxes varanes varanes
Mandawe, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Yellow-banded Amber
Telchinia cabira
Stanger, KZN
Wayne Johnston

African Clover Blue
Zizina otis antanossa
Umhlathuze, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Southern African Pearl Emperor
Charaxes varanes varanes
Harold Johnson, KZN
Elaine Bester

Clouded Flat (mating pair)
Tagiades flesus
Umlalazi, KZN
Charles Botha

Velvet Black Prince
Charaxes ethalion ethalion
Gillitts, KZN
Steve Woodhall
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AFRICA DESK
Uganda

Ugandan On-Off
Tetrarhanis ilma ugandae
Mabira, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Dark Red Amber
Telchinia cinerea
Botanical Gardens, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Blue Mother-of-Pearl
Protogoniomorpha temora temora
Bwindi, Uganda
Jeff Pavlik

Diverse Emperor
Imbrasia ertli
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Common Diadem
Hypolimnas misippus
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Brown Pansy
Junonia natalica natalica
Tanzania
Sudheer Kommana

Shade Dotted Border
Mylothris continua
Tanzania
Sudheer Kommana

Zambia

Queen Purple Tip
Colotis regina
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Tanzania

Bush Scarlet
Axiocerses amanga amanga
Tanzania
Sudheer Kommana
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Zimbabwe

Common Diadem
Hypolimnas misippus
Harare, Zimbabwe
Dan Lee

Light Ciliate Blue
Anthene liodes bihe
Buffalo Range, Zimbabwe
Arthur Harmsworth

Bordered Apefly
Spalgis lemolea lemolea
Harare, Zimbabwe
Petrus Erasmus

Common Diadem
Hypolimnas misippus
Zimbabwe
Mathew Cock

Beautiful Tiger larva
Amphicallia bellatrix
Vumba, Zimbabwe
James Wakefiled

Vumba Glider pupa
Cymothoe vumbui
Zimbabwe
Ian Waters
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LEPSOC AFRICA COUNCIL
Elected Executive Councillors and LSA Directors:
• Jeremy Dobson (Chairman)
• Justin Bode (Secretary)
• Peter Ward (Treasurer)
Co-opted Councillors
• Dave Edge (Editor of Metamorphosis)
• Reinier Terblanche (Conservation, Research and Permits)
Branch Chairmen
• Andre Coetzer (Highveld – Gauteng, North West and Free State)
• Kevin Cockburn (KwaZulu-Natal)
• Andrew Morton (Western Cape)
• Ernest Pringle (Eastern Cape)
• Dave Edge (Southern Cape)
• Vaughan Jessnitz (Limpopo)
• Reinier Terblanche (Northern Cape)
• Michael Ochse (Germany)
Metamorphosis Volume 32 (2021) – Part 1 is on sale for R220.
LEPSOC AFRICA - SUBSCRIPTIONS 2022
Annual subscription fee
(current year i.e 2022)

2022

Category

South
African

Africa

International

Sponsor*
Ordinary
Pensioner (over 60 yrs)
Student (under 23 yrs)
Family Membership**
Family (Pensioners)

R1 300
R 310
R 240
R 160
R 480
R 370

R 1 300
R 310
R 240
R 160
R 480
R 370

R 1 480
R 380
R 290
R 220
R 480
R 370

Metamorphosis printed copy
(preceding year i.e 2021)
South
African

Africa

Included
R 220
R 220
R 220
R 220
R 220

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

International
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Annual subscriptions, plus
printed copy of
Metamorphosis
South
African

Africa

International

R 1 300
R 530
R 440
R 380
R 700
R 590

R 1 300
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

R 1 480
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

*Sponsor members are entitled to a free copy of Metamorphosis, but not supplementary, standalone publications, such as the CRG results or the SALCA assessments.
**Family Membership is available to married couples or life partners, plus dependent children
under the age of 18.
MEMBERSHIP OF LEPSOC AFRICA IS FREE TO ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF 16
Subscriptions are due on 01 January each year and, for new members, are discounted by 50%
after 31 June; to renew your membership, click on the following link:
LepSoc Africa subscriptions
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PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MONTH
Please forward any photographs that you would like to display in this Newsletter, with your
identification and the month that the photograph was taken, to jchdobson@gmail.com.
There will be a Photograph of the Month (two in each episode); the season runs from August to
July and the annual winner is announced in September’s edition. The decision, by the editor, is
final and will be based on photographic merit, but may be swayed by donations to the Society.

Entries for January

Long-tailed Admiral
Antanartia schaeneia schaeneia
Pietermaritzberg, KZN
Adrian Armstrong

Southern African Caper White
Belenois creona severina
Harold Johnson, KZN
Elaine Bester

Bunaeopis jacksoni
Zambia
Mark Helam

Lesser Fig-tree Blue
Myrina dermaptera dermaptera
Agassay, KZN
Peter Smith

Yellow and Black Forest Sylph
Ceratrichia hollandi
Uganda
Sudheer Kommana

Bush Scarlet
Axiocerses amanga amanga
Tanzania
Sudheer Kommana

JANUARY
Sudheer Kommana was “trapped” in Mauritius
for much of the Covid pandemic. While I don’t
feel too sorry for him, it’s great to have
Sudheer back on the African mainland,
photographing butterflies.
He is the winner for January, with this shot of
Eastern Little Pansy (Junonia sophia infracta)
Taken in Tanzania. This is the white form,
which is considerably scarcer than the usual
yellow form.
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Entries for February

Zulu Shadefly
Coenyra hebe
Hoedspruit, Limpopo
Alan Gardiner

Mozambique Silverline
Cigaritis mozambica
Soutdoring, Limpopo
Andrew Mayer

Cream-striped Owl
Cyligramma latona
Coral Tree Bushcamp, Limpopo
Dorothea van der Merwe

African Orange Tip
Colotis evenina evenina
Tswalu, North West
Reinier Terblanche

Pale Painted Ranger
Nervia nerva nerva
Krugersdorp, Gauteng
Andrew Mayer

Black-based Acraea
Acraea natalica
Donkerkloof, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

FEBRUARY
February’s winner is Dawn Cory-Toussaint, who
took this photo of Dark-webbed Ringlet
(Physcaeneura panda) from near Louis Trichardt,
Limpopo.
Physcaeneura (Webbed Ringlets) is an
Afrotropical genus containing five species. P.
panda is found in southern Mozambique,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia and South Africa.
It is a savanna butterfly and is often found in the
shade of large trees.
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TRAWLING THE ARCHIVES…
BUTTERFLIES IN KAKUM NATIONAL PARK, GHANA
By Torben B. Larsen
Introduction
As part of background research for my book, The butterflies of West Africa - origins, natural
history, diversity, and conservation I decided to study the butterfly fauna of Kakum National Park in
depth. Virtually no attempts have been made to compile complete lists of butterflies from single
localities in West Africa, though such lists would be a useful aid to assessing total biodiversity. A
further advantage of studying single localities in depth is the gradual development of an
understanding of seasonality, the relative frequency of the various species, their habits and habitat
preferences which is hard to obtain through flying visits to many localities.
Kakum National Park consists of about 350 km² of tropical rainforest in good condition, though
parts were selectively logged not that long ago. It is one of the most important conservation areas
in West Africa, where rainforest has been lost at an alarming rate throughout this century. Perhaps
the largest indicator of the continuing health of the forest is the presence of the small forest
elephant, a well-differentiated subspecies of the savannah elephant, so shy that its habits and
social organization are still only poorly understood.
The Park has become something of a 'conservation flagship' in Ghana since it is readily accessible
by tarmac road from Cape Coast, a town some 150 km west of the capital, Accra. Cape Coast was
for long a slaving centre and the coastline is dotted with forts (Portuguese, English, Dutch, Danish)
which stand as living testimonials to one of the worst examples ever of the human capacity for
inhumanity. The Park is being developed by the Ghana Wildlife Department with technical support
from Conservation International and financial support from USAID.
The purpose of this paper is to give an impression of the butterfly fauna in a West African
rainforest setting.
The biogeographical setting
The West African rainforest is one of four major forest regions in Africa, all of which are - or at
various times were - in continued faunal contact. The Afrotropical region has some 3,700 species
of butterflies, more than two-thirds of which are forest species. About 900 forest species occur in
western West Africa, i. e. the area west of the Dahomey Gap - a biogeographical barrier where a
tongue of savannah breaks the forest zone between Ghana and western Nigeria. North of the
forest zone occur an additional 100 or so savannah species. So far 870 of the thousand West
African species are known with certainty from Ghana.
Since all the forest zones in Africa are, or have been, in recent faunal contact, there is
considerable similarity between the regions. Levels of regional endemicity are relatively low. Thus,
hardly any genera of butterflies are limited to West Africa, but about 120 species are - 15 % of the
forest fauna. The remainder are found in other forest regions as well, often ranging right through
from Sierra Leone to western Kenya, and even to the East African coastal forests.
The butterflies of Kakum
I have spent some 60 days in the field (35 field days, defined as 5 hours' collecting a day in good
weather conditions) at Kakum on numerous occasions over the past 18 months. In the course of
this I have established the presence of almost 440 species of butterflies - half the Ghana total and
nearly two-thirds of Ghana's forest butterflies. However, many remain to be discovered and I
would expect the total to be somewhere between 550 and 600.
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To place these figures in perspective, the highest published figures from elsewhere in West Africa
are around 380 (Olokemeji, Gambari, and Agege in Nigeria (Larsen, Riley & Cornes 1980, Riley &
Cornes 19710, Hopkins 1970). The most detailed faunistic study yet of butterflies in West Africa is
the review of the Liberian fauna by Fox et al. (1965). At that point only 475 were known with
certainty from Liberia. During their many years of collecting, Fox and his wife caught far fewer
species in Liberia than I have personally found at Kakum.
Table 1 The butterflies of Ghana and of Kakum National
Park
(as of June 1994)
Family/Subfamily
Papilionidae
Pieridae
Lycaenidae
Riodinidae
Libytheinae
Danainae
Satyrinae
Apaturinae
Charaxinae
Nymphalinae
Acraeinae
Hesperiidae
TOTAL

Africa
87
173
1 473
14
3
19
298
2
187
562
199
478
3495*

Ghana
27
47
285
2
1
6
47
1
49
169
39
191
864*

Kakum
17
24
115
0
1
6
25
0
20
109
25
91
433*

* Present totals about 3650, 870, and 441
A short walk in Kakum National Park
A good day in the tropical forests is one that is partly cloudy, so that sun and shade alternate. This
keeps down temperatures so that butterflies are active all day - and allows the collector to survive
the whole day as well! On very sunny days heat shuts down much of the activity by noon-time, and
many of the undergrowth species do not leave their hiding spots. A walk should be planned to take
in both abandoned logging-roads, open clearings, and the dark forest paths where the sun hardly
penetrates. A well-planned walk on a good day can be very satisfying indeed. I regularly see as
many as 150 species in a single day. My personal record is 225, on an absolutely perfect day in
the Gambari Forest, near Ibadan in Nigeria, at the right time of the year, when my local experience
was at its best.
Papilionidae
There are at least 17 swallowtails (Papilionidae) at Kakum. The giant emperor swallowtail (Papilio
menestheus Drury) is the most common, together with Papilio cyproeofila Butler; the males of both
patrol along open paths. Occasionally, the huge Papilio horribilis Butler will swoop down from the
canopy with the wings held a third open. There are three of the brilliant, green-banded swallowtails
of the Papilio nireus-group, often joining the long-tailed swordtail Graphium policenes Cramer at
damp patches. An occasional flash of emerald, hurtling along at prodigeous speed, announces the
rare Graphium tyndaraeus Fabricius - one of the most beautiful of all African butterflies.
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So far neither of Africa's largest and most spectacular butterflies (Papilio zalmoxis Hewitson and
Papilio antimachus Drury) have been sighted at Kakum, but they may well be there. Both are
remarkably scarce, local, and seasonal in West Africa.
Pieridae
The whites and yellows (Pieridae) of Africa are very similar to those of Asia and the Neotropics indeed Appias and Eurema are pan-tropical genera, and Belenois is well represented in Asia.
Among the most prominent is the forest grass yellow (Eurema senegalensis Boisduval); on old
logging roads, where the sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica) has penetrated, the common grass
yellow (Eurema hecabe Linné) of open habitats may also be found. The two normally never fly
together. The most prominent of the whites are four members of the genus Leptosia, flying
everywhere with what must be among the weakest flights of any butterflies. On warm days large
numbers of Belenois and Appias come to damp sand. Some of the Pierid females show a
remarkable degree of dimorphism which has not been systematically studied; they seem to be
mimics of Mylothris. Many of the African Pieridae (not least the Colotis and related genera) are
savannah butterflies and these never penetrate the forest, though several of them invade cleared
agricultural land. There are only 25 Pieridae at Kakum and few remain to be discovered.
Still missing is the ghost (Pseudopontia paradoxa Felder), the only member of the subfamily
Pseudopontiinae, with its transparent wings and amazing venation. Just possibly Kakum is not wet
enough, but it seems to be generally rare in Ghana, and during my extensive collecting I have
taken just two in Ankasa National Park.
Lycaenidae
The Lycaenidae are by far the largest group of African butterflies with about 40 percent of the total
fauna, but they are a very mixed lot indeed. The most unusual are the African subfamily
Lipteninae. These are small white, yellow, red, orange, or black butterflies - often with beautiful
patterns - that are strictly limited to the proximity of Crematogaster ants which build large paper
nests on tree-trunks. There seems to be no real symbiosis - the larvae have no honey glands - but
no ants ... no butterflies. The Lipteninae are so bizarre that many were originally described as
Pieridae or Acraeinae. They are not at all numerous at Kakum and need looking for. They gather
in little clusters on twigs or tendrils, especially those of Marantaceae which have extra-floral
nectaries. They never visit flowers and their proboscis is reduced in length compared with flower
feeding Lycaenidae. My favourites are the almost clearwing Ornipholidotos; I was particularly
pleased to find a colony of Ornipholidotos larseni Stempffer, which I never saw again since finding
one of the types in Nigeria in 1967! The largest of the Liptenines is Mimacraea darwinia Butler, a
stunning mimic or co-mimic of Acraea epaea Cramer. Some 30 of these species have been
recorded, but there must be many more.
The Epitola section of the Lipteninae are usually blue on the upperside, and therefore rather less
unusual. The huge genus Epitola probably has some 30 Ghanaian species, but I have only taken
three or four at Kakum. They seem to live high up, just below the canopy, and are only seen when
they come down to display on their chosen parade ground. Each species has its own display time,
lasting less than an hour. On three separate occasions, within a few minutes of 11.30, I have
taken a single male Epitola carcina Hewitson in exactly the same spot. It will be a long time before
all the Epitola and related genera in Kakum have been recorded, but the largest of them
(Hewitsonia boisduvalii Aurivillius) is fortunately there. Conservation International is planning to
construct a canopy walkway which may help in pinning down the habits of these particular
butterflies. I shall certainly spend many days on the walkway with a long-handled net. So far only
ten members of the Epitola-group have been found; there must be at least 20 more.
There are a few members of the subfamiles Miletinae and Liphyrinae, the truly carnivorous
species, which feed on Homoptera or ants. Of these, only Megalopalpus zymna Hewitson is
tolerably common. I took a single female of the moth butterfly (Euliphyra mirifica Holland), which
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feeds on the early stages of the vicious tailor ants (Oecophylla); I had no idea what it was till I took
it out of the net!
The Aphnaeinae and Theclinae are numerous and mostly rather similar to Oriental species, and
many would not look out of place in the Neotropics. Most are quite scarce, however. For instance,
there are some 25 of the beautiful Iolaus in Ghana, but I have only taken four or five at Kakum.
The rarest are members of the Pseudaletis, about which Denis Owen (1991) recently wrote; my
total is a single battered male of Pseudaletis leonis Staudinger which dropped out of the canopy.
One species that is common is the false-head butterfly, Oxylides faunas. Not only does it have the
amazing false-head, but it has an extra twist - it turns 180 a fraction of a second before landing in
order to improve the effect. I pointed out this phenomenon to a group of Wildlife Department staff
during my first visit to Ghana and word has spread. Now I keep being told the story in other parks
by staff who do not know me - an interesting example of how effective informal communication
channels can be. I have about 30 members of this group so far, but there must be amost twice as
many. And there are new species to be found; I have just described Diopetes kakumi, a beautiful
new Theclinae.
Apart from Anthene and related genera, the Polyommatinae are poorly represented in the forest
zone. The most evident are the snow-white members of the Oboronia, including by far the
easternmost colony of Oboronia liberiana Stempffer. The Polyommatine tally so far comes to 35.
Only two Riodininae of the genus Abisara, well represented also in Asia, are known from West
Africa. They seem to be restricted to the very highest points of West Africa (700 m +) and may well
be genuinely absent from Kakum.
The only African mainland Libytheid, Libythea labdaca Westwood is usually absent, but then
occasionally turns up as a migrant by the million. Since it is found only in the forest zone, it is
difficult to fathom why these large-scale movements take place.
Nymphalidae
The Danainae are poorly represented in Africa, but all six Ghanaian species have been recorded.
However, Danaus chrysippus Linné only occurs as a stray in the forest proper and always looks
distinctly uncomfortable; it is very common in the open agricultural lands surrounding Kakum.
About 30 Satyrinae have so far been found, and they behave just as Satyrinae usually do in the
tropics. More than half belong to the genus Bicyclus and I am beginning to be able to guess which
species are where. Many live only in dense undergrowth and are best lured out by fruit bait - this is
especially true for the huge blue-banded B. hewitsoni. Other species frequent more open forest,
some are on swampy ground, and a few are found only along paths and in clearings.
The Charaxinae are among the jewels of African butterflies and can nearly only be caught by the
use of traps. I have not been overly diligent in this respect, and have taken only 20 so far. Now
that I have a vehicle it will be easier to set traps and procure bait, so the total will rise to over 30 perhaps including the rare Charaxes hadrianus Ward which I have taken further down the coast.
Now come the African forest butterflies par excellence, the genera Euryphura (two in Kakum),
Euriphene (twelve in Kakum). Bebearia (sixteen), Euphaedra (sixteen), and related genera (six).
They are all hooked on fermenting fruit, and where monkeys and hornbills have dislodged lots of
figs, the forest floor is carpeted with these spectacular butterflies. The Euphaedra are among the
most beautiful butterflies in Africa. My favourite is the rare and very shy Euphaedra perseis Drury
which is a phenomenal mimic of a day-flying moth, and which has adapted its flight pattern
accordingly. They may not look that similar in a box, but I am hard put to tell them apart in nature.
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The beautiful Cymothoe have seven representatives in Kakum. They are also fruit-feeders, but
less tied to the forest floor. I found a lovely new species there, only to discover that it had already
been described as Cymothoe aubergeri Plantrou from Côte d'Ivoire as recently as 1977 and never
referred to since. There should be six of the related Euptera and Pseudathyma in Kakum, but they
are extremely scarce, and I have only one.
Four or five Pseudacraea are found in the park, and as the name implies, they are among the
finest mimics of Acraea that can be imagined. There is disagreement over whether some species
are polymorphic and breeding experiments are called for. I believe them to be strongly
polymorphic and under the same sort of genetic control as swallowtails such as Papilio memnon
Linné and the female of P. dardanus Brown, but it could be that several species are involved. Here
is a splendid topic for a postgraduate thesis.
So far no less than sixteen of at most twenty species of Neptis have turned up - as many as twelve
species in a single day. How males and females in this genus establish their respective bona fides
I cannot say - several are almost impossible to tell apart under the microscope, but they obviously
manage well in the field! Neptis nysiades Hewitson is perhaps the the world's most variable
butterfly - or perhaps not, since I suspect it may be a complex of six to ten distinct species.
The remaining Nymphalinae (some 25 species) tend to be species of clearings and paths, often
large and very visible. The African Oakleaf (Kallimoides rumia Doubleday) dive-bombs any
passing butterfly. The mother-of-pearl (Salamis parhassus Drury) circles lazily overhead,
occasionally picking a fight with a neighbouring male. The beautiful Diadem (Hypolimnas salmacis
Drury) adds a splash of blue of almost morpho-like intensity. Finally, two of the few African
Argynnini (Phalanta eurytis Doubleday & Hewitson and Lachnoptera anticlia Hübner) add their
bright cinnamon to the scene.
The Acraeinae are rarely much in evidence, though there may be a time during the dry season
when they are more common than I have yet seen them. Several species do have sudden
population explosions at odd times of the year. Nonetheless, more than 25 species have already
been recorded and there are probably no more than another five to be found. The subfamily is
rather poorly represented in West Africa. The most interesting and complex species and groups
are from the montane forests and the denser Zambesian savannahs. There are only 40 in all of
West Africa, but twice as many in Kenya.
Hesperiidae
Some 90 skippers have so far been recorded, and there are more to come, since getting a
complete representation of skippers depends on a lot a trudging along forest paths catching large
numbers of the common species to check for the scarcer ones. Few skippers are common and
many are exceedingly rare. Thus, I have seen but one Celaenorrhinus rutilans Mabille, a large and
most evident species, and three rare Celaenorrhinus that should be present have not yet been
seen. Members of the Katreus and Calleagris are almost 'once-in-a-lifetime' events - on my last
trip I saw Calleagris lacteus Mabille for the first time after spending more than a hundred days in
suitable forests. The paradise skippers of the genus Abantis are almost impossible to come across
in West Africa; one of the most characteristic (Abantis eltringhami Jordan) is still known only from
the holotype.
The most spectacular skipper in Africa is the giant skipper (Pyrrhochalcia iphis Drury), the
archetype of a forest butterfly. Its slow, buzzing - but far from clumsy - flight in the semi-twilight of
the dense forest is a familiar sight. It came as a real surprise to me that it was common right in the
centre of Cape Coast township as well. That kind of ecological tolerance is genuinely rare among
forest butterflies.
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I find the skippers a most exciting group and it is sad that they are all too often ignored or
relegated to secondary status. Several of the recent major books on African butterflies exclude
them completely.
Conclusion
There are probably nearly 600 butterfly species in Kakum, and up to 150 of them can be seen on a
good day's walk. This is interesting and important on its own. I shall have more to say about the
composition, ecology, and biodiversity of Kakum butterflies when I have studied them further. But
butterflies, being relatively well known, can also be looked at as a proxy for wider arthropod
biodiversity. Only about one percent of all described arthropods are butterflies, so the 600
butterflies probably act as proxy for an absolute minimum of 60,000 other arthropod species. But
most other arthropods are much less studied than butterflies, where 90 % or more are known (I
have only found a dozen new species in Ghana so far). Only between 15 and 35 percent have
been formally described, so it is a safe bet that the Kakum butterflies are a proxy for 200,000 to
400,000 other arthropods.
That is the treasure house which Kakum National Park protects. The Ghana Wildlife Department,
with the support of outside donors like the IUCN, Conservation International, and bilateral donors,
is doing a good job with a minimum of resources, conserving the last remaining patches of unspoilt
habitats. And while Ghana does have a genuine self-interest in ensuring the conservation of its
original biodiversity and natural resources, the rest of the world does as well.
So, please join me in three cheers for Kakum National Park. It is one crucial link in an all too
fragile chain of nature reserves that protect the last remnants of the forest ecosystems of West
Africa, the study of which has hardly begun.
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FOOTNOTE
This newsletter is compiled by Jeremy Dobson and is edited by Mark Williams, who endeavours to
correct grammatical or taxonomic errors, while retaining the style and tone of the original article as
submitted by the author.
This magazine relies on material from you, the members of LepSoc Africa. Please forward any
news or photographs that might be of interest to jchdobson@gmail.com.
If anyone has any ideas regarding future format or content, please feel free to make suggestions.
PDF’s of previous editions of African Butterfly News can be downloaded here:
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